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Abstract 
Oscillating solitonic solutions, the breathers, of afiine Toda theory are studied. These 
breather solutions are constructed from two solitons of the same mass with velocity opposite 
of each other; by analytically continuing its velocity or rapidity to a complex value, the 
resulting solution becomes a periodic solution. Generally, the parameters in the soliton 
solutions are restricted to a certain range of definition. In particular, it is shown for a^^^^ 
and c?^^^  cases, these restrictions can be calculated explicitly. 
To some cases of a^ ,^ ' theories, one can show that there are sine-Gordon embedded solitons 
which give rise to a sine-Gordon breather. 
Furthermore, these breather solutions carry topological charges. These topological charges 
are calculated and i t is found that they are exactly the same as the topological charges 
of some single soliton cases. Moreover, for the non-zero topological charges, one can show 
they belong to the irreducible fundamental representation component of the tensor prod-
uct of two fundamental representations associated with the constituent solitons. This 
Clebsch-Gordan decomposition property is in agreement with the fusing rule of soliton 
which in turn is similar to the fusing rule of the fundamental Toda particles. One can also 
make a conjecture that the zero topological charge is always carried by a breather whose 
constituent solitons are associated with either conjugate or self-conjugate fundamental rep-
resentations. Although it is not possible to know the individual topological charge carried 
by the constituent solitons in a breather, nevertheless using the crossing symmetry similar 
to that of the crossing symmetry of the S'-matrix, one can perform a superficial calculation 
to determine the constituent soliton's topological charges. 
Attempts to understand the exact scattering matrices of the sine-Gordon solitons and 
breathers from a root space point of . view is also discussed. This study tries to mimic the 
exact 5-matrix construction of the real coupling regime affine Toda theory from the root 
space by Dorey. In this study, one replaces the ordinary Coxeter element, which plays an 
important role in the real coupling regime, with other transformations to incorporate the 
infinite product nature of the sine-Gordon soliton scattering matrix. However, the desired 
consistent construction seems to elude the author in this study. 
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Prelude to a Kiss 
Edward Kennedy Ellington 
This thesis is a study of some aspects of the complex Affine Toda theories. A particular 
attention is given to the a^ ^^  series of the theory. 
The affine Toda theories became an interest of the author because of the various algebraic 
properties which have been discovered recently. The introduction of affine Toda theories 
to the author was the series of classic papers of Olive-Turok [3, 4] and the more recent 
papers on its S'-matrices by Braden-Corrigan-Dorey-Sasaki [8, 9]. It was the work of Dorey 
21, 23] which motivated the author to the study of the algebraic techniques in affine Toda 
theories. In these works, the ordinary Coxeter element plays an important role in the real 
coupling regime. This has led the author to the study of a general Coxeter element of the 
Weyl group, the affine Coxeter element. It was hoped that this natural generalization of 
the ordinary Coxeter element will shed a new light to the imaginary couphng regime of 
the theories. In particular, on the relation of its soliton solutions and the root space. This 
study, in someway, is a speculative study, as the corhplex nature of the Hamiltonian is 
not well understood, especially the question of the existence of its quantum theory is not 
settled (in the sense of the soliton spectrum and its mass corrections [33, 34]). 
The known classical soliton spectrum [11, 12, 13, 15, 35] carries topological charges which 
lie in the fundamental representation associated with each soliton. Generally, the soliton 
spectrum does not fill the whole space of its fundamental representation space. On the 
other hand, the quantum states are conjectured to fill the whole fundamental representation 
space [14]. Thus, one is led to find additional soliton solutions. One posibihty is oscillating 
sohton solutions, the breathers. In a collaboration with U. Harder and W. McGhee, the 
author has found the breather solutions made up of two solitons in the a^^^^ theories [47 . 
It has been shown by the author that to have a non singular breather solution, one has to 
restrict the displacement parameter and the oscillating velocity (rapidity). Furthermore, 
from the two possible ways to build this breather, the author has shown that the breather 
topological charges always fall in the irreducible component of the tensor product of the 
fundamental representations associated with the constituent solitons. Moreover, it is found 
that some of the zero topological charge breathers are a sine-Gordon embedded breather. 
The non-zero topological charges were found to be exactly the same as topological charges 
of a single soliton. Thus, these breathers do not create any new topological charges such 
that the fundamental representation space is filled up. Calculations on other theories 
(in particular the theory) show a similar pattern of results. That is, the non zero 
topological charges carried by a breather is exactly the same as the topological charge of a 
certain single soliton case. The understanding of the discrepancy between the classical and 
quantum states of this imaginary coupling regime of the affine Toda theories is far from 
complete. 
In general, this thesis results from these somewhat parallel studies of the relation of the 
sine-Gordon soliton and breather spectrum with root space and the breather spectrum of 
the affine Toda theories. 
Organisation of this thesis is as follows. 
Chapter Two provides a review of the Affine Toda field theories. A brief account of two-
dimensional field theory will be given. Integrability of a two-dimensional theory enables 
one to solve the theory exactly. Selection rules of processes obtained from the integrability 
lead to the factorization of an A'^ -body process into a product of 2-body processes. In the 
quantum theory of two-dimensional field theories, the ^-matrix factorises. An example 
of an integrable two-dimensional field theory is the aflfine Toda field theory. The classical 
aspect of affine Toda theories will be presented followed by its quantum theory and the 
S'-matrices. In the imaginary coupling parameter regime, the affine Toda theories will give 
rise to soliton solutions which carry topological charges. Thus they come in a degenerate 
state. Because of this degeneracy, to calculate the ^-matrix, one has to solve the Yang-
Baxter equation. This chapter is closed with a detailed discussion on several methods to 
obtain the soliton solutions. 
Having shown how to construct the soliton solutions of affine Toda theories. Chapter Three 
discusses a special type of soliton solution in the affine Toda theories. These soliton solu-
tions are periodic in time and it is customary to call them breathers. The sine-Gordon case 
will be presented as a guiding prescription in the construction of the breather solutions. 
Taking the sine-Gordon prescription and applying to the a^^^ series, one obtains breather 
solutions of the associated theory. The breather solutions are shown to be of two types. 
Type A breathers have constituent solitons of the same species whereas type B breathers 
have constituent solitons of opposite species. The topological charges of these breathers 
are then determined and shown to lie in an irreducible component of the tensor product 
of fundamental representation associated with the constituent solitons. Further examina-
tion shows that some of the type A breathers are sine-Gordon embedded breathers. A 
crossing of one of the constituent solitons in a breather results in the crossing of a type 
A breather into a type B breather and vice versa. In particular, it will be shown that 
this crossing symmetry can be used to superficially calculate the topological charge of the 
constituent solitons. Breathers in other theories are also discussed, in particular breathers 
of d^l^ theory are calculated in detail using the algebraic r-function. Examination of the 
representation where the topological charges of these breathers He shows the same pattern 
of result, i.e. the non zero topological charges always lie in the irreducible fundamental rep-
resentation component of the tensor product of the fundamental representations associated 
to the constituent solitons. This Clebsch-Gordan decomposition property is in agreement 
with and gives a further support to the fusing of solitons. The zero topological charges are 
also carried by a breather with constituent soHtons which come from conjugate (or self-
conjugate) fundamental representations, such that in the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition 
there is a trivial singlet component. 
Chapter Four reviews the interesting relation between root space of the underlying simple 
Lie algebra of the affine Toda theories and the S-matrix structure of the real coupHng 
parameter regime of the theory [21, 23]. This relation hinges on the structure of the 
Coxeter element of the Weyl group. The distinct Coxeter orbits of roots leads to the fusing 
rule of the Toda fundamental particles. Using data obtained from these Coxeter orbits, the 
^-matrices of fundamental Toda particles can be written down from an S-matrix building 
block. These S'-matrices are finite products of periodic functions. The main part of this 
chapter is devoted to the Coxeter element and some of its properties. An account of the 
Coxeter element in the simple Lie algebras and the affine Kac-Moody algebras will open 
the chapter. I t is then followed with a review of the S-matrix construction via the Coxeter 
element for the real coupling parameter Toda theories. 
From the established result of the S'-matrices for the sine-Gordon theory solitons and 
its breathers [1], one tries to follow Dorey's algebraic construction of the 5-matrices in 
Chapter Five. Several observations lead to the idea behind this work. First, there is a 
natural extension of the Coxeter element, which has a finite order, into the affine Coxeter 
element which has an infinite order. Secondly, root triangles in the affine root space can 
also be constructed from the affine Coxeter orbits. Finally, as discussed in Chapter Three, 
the imaginary coupling parameter regime has a richer solution. So, one is led to speculate 
that the affine Coxeter element can play the same role in the complex coupHng regime as 
the ordinary Coxeter element will play in the real couphng regime. However, subsequent 
calculations show that associating the soliton and breather spectrum with the orbits of the 
affine Coxeter transformation is too naive. 
Conclusion and an outlook is given in Chapter Six. 
Having in mind a self-contained thesis, some algebraic materials are provided in the Appen-
dices. In particular. Appendix A contains an exposition on several basis of the Kac-Moody 
algebra and its root space. It is complemented with a short review on Quantum groups. 
Appendix B explains the reciprocal polynomial which is used in the discussion on the order 
of the affine Coxeter transformation. 
Chapter 2 
Aspects of Affine Toda Field Theory 
String of Pearls 
Glenn Miller 
Two dimensional field theory has been the subject of a vast amount of research interest. 
This is due to the richness of the two dimensional theory, such as integrability and conformal 
invariance. Conformal invariance results from a symmetry under the general coordinate 
transformation. Due to its integrability, a two dimensional theory has an exact solution 
1]. Toda theories [2] are examples of integrable two dimensional field theories. 
The Conformal Toda theories [3, 4] are a class of massless scalar field theories with ex-
ponential interaction between the scalar fields. This interaction term is specified by the 
simple roots of the underlying Lie algebra for the Toda theory. The addition of a mass 
term to the Lagrangian will break the conformal invariance. 
A perturbation of conformal Toda theories which retains their integrability will result in 
a massive scalar field theory [5]. This massive field theory is achieved by introducing a 
perturbation term in the Lagrangian in the form of the exponential interaction term. The 
perturbation term depends on the extended root which together with the simple roots of the 
associated Lie algebra constitute the simple roots system of an affine Kac-Moody algebra. 
In particular, for the untwisted Kac-Moody algebras, the extended root is the negative of 
highest root of the associated Lie algebra [6, 7]. Thus, the resulting field theories are called 
the Affine Toda theories [8, 9]. • 
Conformal invariance of the affine Toda theories can be restored by the addition of an 
auxiliary field [10,12, 13]. These integrable and conformally invariant massive field theories 
are known as the Conformal Affine Toda theories. 
In the affine and the conformal affine Toda theories, one can take a purely imaginary cou-
pling parameter [11, 12]. The potentials of these complex theories have multiple vacua. 
There exist complex soliton solutions which have real energy and momentum which inter-
polate between these vacua. Further examination reveals that these complex theories also 
have oscillating soliton solutions, the breathers, which will be discussed in Chapter Three. 
Although most parts of this chapter are apphcable to the simply-laced affine Toda theories, 
only the results of a^^^ series will be presented. This chapter provides a review on some of 
the structure of a two dimensional field theory [1]. It is then followed by a review of classical 
affine Toda theories and a brief account of the quantum theories in the real coupling regime 
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[8, 9]. The quantum theory of the imaginary coupling regime is different compared with 
the real coupling regime. In this imaginary coupling regime, the classical Toda solitons 
are degenerate in mass, hence scattering processes can be non-diagonal [1, 14]. Several 
methods to the construction of the soliton solutions namely the Hirota's method [11, 15], 
the algebraic method [12, 13] and the Backlund transformation [16] for the a^ ^^  theories 
will be presented. 
2.1 Two-dimensional Quantum Field Theory 
The momentum of a particle a in two-dimensional space-time is denoted in terms of the 
rapidity variable, 9a, as 
P a ma(cosh^a ,sinh^a), 
such that the velocity of a particle is given by Va = tanh^a- Let Qs denote a locally 
conserved operator. Under the Lorentz transformation L, Qs transforms as a rank s tensor, 
[L,Qs] = sQs. 
Qs is called a spin s conserved operator. Integrability of a field theory implies an infinite 
number of locally conserved commuting operators. In an integrable theory, a single particle 
state must be represented by the simultaneous eigenvectors of these operators with eigen-
values qs{0), called the spin s conserved quantity. Thus, for a particle a with momentum 
P, 
Qs\Pa{0)>-q:{0)\Paie)>. 
Under a Lorentz transformation the rapidity 6 of the one particle state, \pa{0) > , changes 
by the parameter e of the Lorentz transformation. 
Thus, Lorentz covariance of the one particle state fixes the following dependence on rapidity 
0 and spin 5 of the conserved quantities qs{0), 
qm = qy'- (2.1.1) 
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Consider a multiparticle in-state denoted by |pi,p25 • • • iPn > and an out-state denoted by 
|pi,P2, • • .^Pn' >• By the locality nature of the conserved operators, it acts additively on 
a multiparticle state. Hence conservation laws for conserved quantities of spin s are given 
as, 
i=i, in j=i, out 
The existence of infinite conservation laws such as above, leads to a strict selection rule 
[1], 
• The number of particles with mass in the in-state and out-state are the same. 
• The set of momenta of incoming and outgoing particles are the same. 
Thus, in a scattering process there is no particle production. In fact, these selection rules 
lead to the factorization of the 5-matrix . There are several arguments for this, one of 
them will be presented below. 
In a massive theory, the interaction between particles happen in a finite range, R. Consider 
the position configuration phase space of a three-body scattering. A typical coordinate in 
this configuration space will be (a;i, X2, X3) , where Xi corresponds to the position of particle 
i. If the particles are far apart, the wave function of this state in the configuration space 
will be a linear combination of three-dimensional plane wave functions permitted by the 
selection rule above. The in-state and out-state of scattered particles are represented by an 
extrapolation of these plane waves. The task to extrapolate within the interaction range 
is very complicated. But, one can consider an extrapolation of wave functions when only 
two of the particles are within the interaction range. For example, suppose particles 1 
and 2 come close together while particle 3 is far. In the configuration space, scattering of 
particles 1 and 2 happen on the plane xi = X2- The extrapolation of wave functions can 
be done quantum mechanically by inserting the interaction potential which starts at the 
distance ^ normal to the plane Xi = X2. In the interpolation, the Xs-component of the 
wave function is fixed. The extrapolation of the in-state and out-state wave functions of 
an A''-body scattering can be done by considering interactions of two particles at a time. 
This means that any iV-body scattering can be written as a product of two-body scattering 
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processes. This is the wave function argument of the Zamolodchikovs, [1]. Besides this 
argument, there is also the wave packet (also known as the particle displacement) argument 
by Shankar and Witten, [17]. A rigorous axiomatic argument can be found in the works 
of lagolhitzer, [18]. In S'-matrix language, it is said that the S'-matrix factorizes into a 
product of two-particle S'-matrices. 
Furthermore, since the S'-matrix factorizes, the two-particle ^-matrix has to satisfy a 
cubic equation. This cubic equation results from examining the processes depicted in the 
following figure. 
AM AM AM AM AM 
AM AM AM AM AM AM 
Figure 2.1: Factorization of S'-matrix. 
These two processes must describe an identical scattering process. It is easy to see this 
using the particle displacement argument, see [17, 19]. This argument states that, when 
acting on a localized wave packet, the conserved operator will only shift the position of 
the wave packet peak. Since the conserved operator commutes with the Hamiltonian, the 
action of a conserved operator will not change the scattering process. Hence one can shift 
any wave packet without changing the S'-matrix. From the figure, we can read oflF the 
Yang-Baxter equation or also known as the Factorization equation of the 5-matrices as 
follows, 
^&?(^12)5f,f:(^13)5SU^23) = 5f^lU^12)^?^:(^13)5fe? (^ 23) (2.1.2) 
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where, 6ab = Oa — Ob- Thus only two-body scattering is needed. Write the two-particle 
S'-matrix with the particles labelled A,- and parametrised by its rapidity 6 as, 
|A, (^ l ) , A,(^2) >.n = 5g(^i - e,)\Ak{6,\Al{e2) >out . (2.1.3) 
In the above expression, summation runs through all possible states allowed by the selection 
rules. 
Note that a theory in which the particle spectrum contains no mass degenerate multiplets, 
the Yang-Baxter equation becomes trivial. Moreover, there is no summation in equation 
(2.1.3) above, and the 5-matrix is just a phase factor. In this case, one does not need to 
solve the Yang-Baxter equation, and the form of the S'-matrices are guessed. However, 
this S'-matrices have to satisfy the following constraints: unitarity, crossing symmetry 
properties, and the bootstrap principle (see below). This is the case of affine Toda field 
theory with real coupling parameter. 
The rapidity 9 can be exchanged with the Mandelstam variable s, 
S = {Pa+ Phf = "^a + "^6 + 2 m a m i , C O S h 6ab, 
or, 
Oab = cosh — . 
2mamb 
Analytic continuation of the S'-matrix to the complex 5-plane, yields two square root branch 
cuts at (ma±mbY. As a function of the rapidity difference Oab-, the S'-matrix admits several 
poles. Only those poles which lie in the physical strip 0 < ^ai. < ^TT correspond to physical 
processes. 
The S'-matrix as a function of (complex) rapidity has the following unitarity and crossing 
symmetry properties. 
• Unitarity 
The total probability that an initial state evolves into a final state is, of course, unity. 
But, since there can only be 2 ^ 2 processes, then unitarity of the S-matrix is given 
as, 
= KSt. (2.1.4) 
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• Crossing symmetry 
In a scattering o f a - | - 6 ^ c + d (see figure 2.2), an 5-channel or ^-channel process can 
take place. So the ^-matrix has to be symmetric under the interchange of s t, or 
0 ^ (iir - 6), 
S:tiO) = S i { z 7 r - e ) , (2.1.5) 
where antiparticles are denoted by bars. 
Figure 2.2: s and t channel. 
Suppose the energy of the incoming particles, s = {pa +P6)^, equals the mass'^ of a third 
particle with mass less than (m^ -|- m;,), i.e. 
s = ml = m l m l 2 m a m b cosh 0^j . (2.1.6) 
Thus, it is impHed that the angle 0^^ = ^^ afe is purely imaginary so that m c < m a -f m^. 
mr 
Figure 2.3: Mass triangle. 
I t is said that, particles a and b may fuse into particle c, a + b ^  c. And the coupHng of 
these three particles is non-vanishing. The S'-matrix for particles a and b will have a pole 
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at 9ab = iOlb- I t is ^iso possible for particles b and c to fuse into a, b-\- c —>• d, and particles 
c and a to fuse into b, c + a b. From this, the mass triangle relation is obtained by 
interchanging the labels a,b and c in equation (2.1.6) in a cycHc manner. 
In figure 2.3, 6^^ =^ TT - 91,,, thus 
From conservation of energy and momentum in a fusing process, one gets the following 
relations, 
9^ = 6^ + 201, 
9b = 0c- i 9 l . 
(2.1.7) 
Figure 2.4: Bootstrap Relation. 
In a bootstrap principle, the possibility of a particle species appearing as a pole in the 
^-matrix, is restricted to some set of previously determined particles which are contained 
in the theory. Consider the purely elastic scattering process of particles a and b. If their 
^-matrix has a pole at position ^^(,, then a bound state particle c can appear for some time 
during the process. I f preceding the scattering of particles a and h with particle d, a bound 
state of particle c appears for a short time, see figure 2.4, then by the particle displacement 
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argument, the product of scatterings before the apperance of the bound state c has to be 
the same as the 5-matrix of particles c and d, 
S,-c{0) = S,40 - lODSdbiO + lOl), (2.1.8) 
this is called the S-matrix bootstrap. 
If one writes the fusing of a -|- 6 —> c as, \AaAi, > ~ \Ac >. Then applying the conserved 
charge operator, and remembering its additive property and the form of equation (2.1.1), 
one has the conserved charge bootstrap, 
q's = q>"''' + q':e-'t.. (2.1.9) 
On the other hand, the fusing a + c-^ b yields 
Substituting and remembering that 
'^Ib + + 01 = T T , 
one obtains a relation of the conserved quantities of particle a with its conjugate a, q'^ — 
(—l)*+^g". Thus, equation (2.1.9) can be written as, 
+ g,^e'<'. + g^ e^^ ^^ ^^ +^ c^) = Q. (2.1.10) 
For spin s = \, = and the conserved charge bootstrap yields the mass triangle. 
2.2 Real Coupling AfRne To da Theories 
The affine Toda theory is an integrable two dimensional field theory which is described by 
the following Lagrangian density [2, 5, 8, 9], 
^ = k d M d ' ^ ) - - 1), (2.2.1) 
where </) is an n-dimensional scalar field, m and P are the mass and coupling parameters 
respectively. The vectors aj with j = 1,2,..., n are the simple roots of the Lie algebra g of 
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rank n associated with the theory. And ao is chosen such that the set {Q :o ,Q!j} represents 
the affine Dynkin diagram of an affine Kac-Moody algebras. For the simply-laced Kac-
Moody algebras, ao is the negative of the highest root tp = S j = i ^ j O ^ i i i i i particular, for 
the ajj^^ series, Uj = 1 for all j. The constants nj are inserted into the potential term so 
that (f) = 0 is a. solution to the minima of the potential. 
Expanding the potential term yields. 
P i=o 
The order term vanishes by the linear dependence relation between ao and the simple 
roots aj for y = 1,2,..., n. The second and the third term are the mass-squared and the 
three particle interaction terms respectively, 
{M'Y'^m'Y^n.a^^a], (2.2.2) 
j=o 
( ^ " ' ^ = ^ E « . « ^ 5 « ^ (2-2.3) 
" 3=0 
Higher terms are N particle interaction terms. Coupling of interacting particles in the 
higher interaction terms can be obtained from the three particle coupling [20]. I t was noted 
independently by Dorey [21] and Freeman [22] that non-vanishing three-point couplings are 
related to orbits of the Coxeter element of the associated Weyl group. But i t was Dorey 
21, 23] who provided the rigorous exposition of this fusing phenomena. Other related 
results are also due to Fring and Olive [24]. I t was realised by Dorey that the non-vanishing 
three-point couplings are related to a root triangle made from elements of three Coxeter 
orbits. Upon projection of this root triangle to a two-dimensional eigenplane of the Coxeter 
element, the resulting equation resembles the conserved quantity boostrap (2.1.10), (this 
subject is discussed in more detail in Chapter Four). 
The mass-squared matrix (2.2.2) can be diagonalized to obtain the masses of the funda-
mental Toda particles. A curious fact was noted in [9] that, if these masses are arranged as 
the n-component of a vector m , then m is an eigenvector of the Cartan matrix with eigen-
value 2 — 2 cos(|). In fact, a further examination [21, 25] shows that the conserved charges 
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q" can be arranged into the eigenvectors of the Cartan matrix defined by Cjk = ^ ^ r^ , 
Cq , = ( 2 - 2 c o s ( 0 , ) ) q „ (2.2.4) 
where 9^ = ^ and s is an exponent of the underlying Lie algebra. 
When a three particle coupling is non-vanishing it was noted [9] that the absolute value of 
this coupling is proportional to the area of triangle whose sides have lengths equal to the 
masses of the interacting particles, 
|C"'''^| = -^m.mfcs in^^ i , (2.2.5) 
where h is the Coxeter number of the underlying Lie algebra and O^i^ is the fusing angle 
which give the mass triangle relation of (2.1.6). 
These curious facts, lead to the assignment of the particles to each node of the Dynkin 
diagram of the underlying Lie algebra. An algebraic proof of (2.2.4) for s = 1 (the mass 
eigenvector) and (2.2.5) has been provided by several authors [22, 26]. 
In particular, for the a^ '^ series the masses of the fundamental particles are [9], 
m a = 2 m s i n ( ^ ) a = l ,2 , . . . , n , (2.2.6) 
ft 
in the above, the Coxeter number of a^ ^^  is h = n -\- 1. And the three-particle coupling is 
non-vanishing when a mass triangle (2.1.6) can be formed from particles a, 6 and c which 
satisfies a + b + c = 0 mod h and the fusing angles are given by, 
f 4^7r a - ( - 6 + c = / i , 
a^6 = S (2-2.7) 
[ ( 2 - ^ ) 7 r a + 6 + c = 2/i. 
The S'-matrix for affine Toda theories are obtained in the following way. First note that 
although there are mass degeneracies between particles associated with automorphisms of 
the Dynkin diagram, each particle is uniquely labelled by the higher conserved charges. 
Thus in this real coupling parameter regime, the fundamental Toda particles do not develop 
a particle multiplet with mass degeneracy. And, as a consequence of this fact, the Yang-
Baxter equation (2.1.2) is trivial. The S'-matrices can be 'determined' using the unitarity 
and crossing symmetry conditions derived from (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) respectively as follows, 
Sab{0)Sab{-0) = 1, (2.2.8) 
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Sab{iir - 9 ) = Sb-a{9)- (2.2.9) 
Secondly, as there are many solutions to the above constraint. These S'-matrices are fixed 
by the requirement that it develops a set of poles coresponding to the set of fusing angles 
given from the mass triangles or the non-vanishing three particle coupling. Finally, one 
has make sure that these exact S-matrices agree with perturbation theory. 
One starts with the S'-matrix of the lightest particle and then using the boostrap relation 
(2.1.8) to obtain the complete set of ^-matrix components. 
An algebraic construction of the S'-matrices of the simply-laced theories and its relation 
with Dorey's Rule will be illuminated in the review section of the second part of this thesis 
[Chapter Four). 
In particular, the S'-matrix element of the a^^^^ series are given as follows [9], 
5 ,6= " n ' W ' (2.2.10) 
| a - i |+ l 
in the above expression, the product are taken in step of two, and the notation for the 
S'-matrix building block is the following, 
^"^ = ( x - M - B ) ( . - l + 5 ) ' 
with. 
Having obtained the expression for the S'-matrices, one can then examine the pole struc-
tures of the S'-matrix. The existence of multiple poles of the simply-laced cases has been 
explained using perturbation theory [8, 27 . 
Renormalising the simply-laced theory yields the quantum mass correction which has been 
calculated to the lowest order. It turns out that all the masses of the fundamental particles 
are renormalised by a universal factor [8, 9, 27]. And hence, the classical mass ratio of 
the fundamental particles are preserved in the quantum theory. A quantum calculation of 
higher conserved charges have been provided by Niedermaier [28]. 
More recently, results on the non-simply-laced affine Toda theories show a fascinating 
feature of duality between dual-pairs of the underlying algebra [29 . 
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2.3 Imaginary Coupling AfRne Toda Theories 
In the lagrangian (2.2.1), one can change the coupling parameter ^ into a purely imaginary 
coupling parameter [11]. The resulting theory will have the following potential term, 
V = - t t n , ( e " " - * - i ) . 
This potential term now has a multiple vacua given by the solution, 
where is an element of the coweight lattice. The existence of these vacua signals a 
possibility of topological solitonic solutions which interpolate between them. 
Although the hamiltonian of this theory is complex, nevertheless the energy and momentum 
of soliton solutions are real as shown by HoUowood [11] for a^ ^^  series and generally by Olive 
et.al. [12]. Continuing the results of [12, 13], Freeman [30] has provided the calculation of 
higher conserved charges for the sohton solutions. It is shown that these conserved charges 
are also real. 
The equation of motion can be derived easily from (2.2.1) upon substitution of the imagi-
nary coupling parameter, 
= - ^ E n , a , e x p ( z / 3 a , • <P). (2.3.1) 
P^ j-O 
Soliton solutions to the above equation of motion can be constructed using several methods 
11, 12, 13, 15, 16]; a comparison of these will be discussed in detail in the following section. 
Each soliton solution is associated with a node on the Dynkin diagram of the underlying 
Lie algebra. Masses of these soliton solutions have been calculated [11, 12, 15]. For the 
simply-laced cases the single soliton of species a has a mass, 
Ma = ^ V ^ , (2.3.2) 
where h is the Coxeter number of the underlying Lie algebra and is the eigenvalue of 
the matrix NC where C is the affine Cartan matrix and iV = diag(no, n i , . . . , n„). In 
particular the mass of a^^^ single soliton of species a is, 
ihm . /7ra\ 2h 
'±11111 . / vi w \ . /n o o\ 
Ma = ^ : ^ s m ( — ) = ^ m a , , (2.3.3) 
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where rha is the mass of the fundamental affine Toda particle, c.f. (2.2.6). The quantum 
correction of the soliton mass is calculated in a different fashion compared with the quantum 
correction of the mass of the fundamental particles. Following the semiclassical approach 
of Dashen et.al. [31], Hollowood [32] has calculated the mass correction for the a^ ^^  solitons. 
This mass correction was calculated via a small perturbation around the classical solution. 
I t was found that for the a^ ^^  solitons the quantum correction is again a universal factor, 
and hence the classical mass ratios of the solitons are preserved in the quantum theory. 
The corrections for other theories are still not completely determined [33, 34 . 
These soliton solutions are topological solitons, their topological charges are calculated 
from the following definition. 
q = f r { d . ^ ) d x . (2.3.4) 
It has been found that each species of soliton associated with a node of the Dynkin diagram 
of the underlying Lie algebra can have several topological charges [11, 35, 36]. These 
topological charges lie in the highest weight representation space of the fundamental weight 
associated with each single soHton species. Thus, there is a mass degenerate multiplet for 
each species of solitons. 
Due to this mass degenerate multiplet associated with each fundamental representation, 
scattering of solitons can be non-diagonal. Hence, in the calculation of scattering matrix the 
Yang-Baxter equation becomes non-trivial. The earliest result in solving the Yang-Baxter 
equation for the complex affine Toda theories were the S'-matrices of the sine-Gordon 
solitons [1]. Although the solutions to the Yang-Baxter equation for various algebraic cases 
have long been known [39, 40], one still has to impose additional restrictions to extract the 
S'-matrix. Namely unitarity, crossing symmetry and bootstrap. Several methods has been 
suggested for these calculations. Bernard and Leclair [41] noted that the symmetry of the 
non-local conserved currents is a quantum symmetry of a quantum group. This symmetry 
leads to a possible way of extracting the S'-matrix from the solution of the Yang-Baxter 
equation. However, there exist very few expHcit example of these S'-matrix calculations. 
Hollowood [14], using the relation between the representation of the ^-Hecke algebra with 
the representation of the quantum group Slg{n), provides an alternative way of calculating 
the S'-matrix. The a^^^ series, for which the sine-Gordon theory is the simplest case, has 
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been provided in [14]. This will be disscused in detail in the following. Recently, the 
quantum bound states exact S'-matrices of the a'^^ theory have been calculated [42 . 
Let a particle multiplet with degenerate mass Ma be denoted by the irreducible repre-
sentation vector space Va of the Lie algebra [14, 40]. Representations of the in-state and 
out-state of a scattering of two particles are then written as tensor product representations, 
and the Yang-Baxter equation is evaluated as a triple tensor product space [37, 40]. Solu-
tions to the Yang-Baxter equation, denoted by i?-matrices, are found without imposing the 
unitarity and crossing symmetry conditions [14, 41]. These conditions are imposed only 
when extracting the S'-matrix from the R-matvix solution of the Yang-Baxter equation. 
The Yang-Baxter equation in terms of these i?-matrices is given in the following form [37], 
{Rv,v,{x) ® 1)(1 0 RvM^y))iRv,vM ® 1) 
= (1 ® Rv,v,{y))iRv,Vs{xy) ® 1)(1 ® Rv,v,{x)). (2.3.5) 
In the above, RviV2{x) is the invertibleelement of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra [37, 40, 43]. 
It acts on the tensor product vector spaces Vi 0V2, i.e. R = Ry^QRy^. Where Ry^ and R\r^ 
is an element of the first and the second copy of the i/o^?/algebra in a quasitriangular Hopf 
algebra respectively (see Appendix A ) . By definition RviV2 maps Vi®V2 V2 ® ^ 1. Hence, 
the left hand side and right hand side of equation (2.3.5) maps Vi ® V2 ® V3 -> V3 ® V2 ® Vi. 
These i?-matrices can be determined up to an overall scaling [14, 40], this freedom of scale 
is used to convert an E-matrix,into an S'-matrix. For this reason, it is convenient to use, 
RvM^) = (T • Rv,v,{x), (2.3.6) 
where a{vi 0 Vj) = [vj ® Vi) and Vi G Vi. Hence Rv^v.^ maps V\®V2 V\ ® ^2, and the 
Yang-Baxter equation becomes, 
Rv2V^{x)Rv,v^{xy)Rv,v2{y) = Rv^V2{y)Rv,V3{xy)Rv2V,{x), (2.3.7) 
where it is understood that RviVj acts on the vector spaces Vi and Vj of V®^. Now, the 
right and left hand sides is an End{Vi ® V2 ® V3). This last relation is similar to the 
factorization equation for the 5-matrices, c.f. equation (2.1.2). 
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Jimbo [38] proposed the solution of the Yang-Baxter equation (2.3.5) for the Uq{Sl{n)) qua-
tum group using the q-deformed permutation group called the Hecke algebra, Hm- Elements 
of the Hecke algebra, {Ta, a = 1,2,..., m - 1} with T^ G EndiV®""), satisfy 
(T,-q-^)(Ta + q) = 0, 
TaTa+lTa = Ta+lTaTa+l, • (2.3.8) 
[ r „ r6 ] = 0, | a - 6 | > 2 . 
In the above, q is the deformation parameter. Ta permutes the a*'' and (a -|- 1)"' space in 
the tensor product space y®'". In general, one can label the elements of the Hecke algebra 
by T^ G Hm with a; G 5^ where Sm is the permutation group of m objects. Such that 
T^^> = T^T^> if l{uu') = l{uj) + 1{LU'), where l{uj) is the length of uj. 
With {ci, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n} as basis of V, let T G End{V®^) be defined as [38, 14], 
g~^(ei(g)ei) if z =j, 
T{ei ® Cj) = I (q-^ - q){ei ® Cj) + (e, ® e,) if z > j, (2.3.9) 
(ej ® ei) i f i < j. 
Then the solution to equation (2.3.5) is given by 
R{x) = xT-^ - x-^T. (2.3.10) 
To prove this solution, one can simplify the notation by dropping the tensor product sign 
since T already signifies which vector space i t acts on. Using the Hecke algebra properties 
one can write, 
T^-q-^T + qT-1^0 or T - q'^-\-q - T'^ = 0, 
and one can use these relations to change for example ( T i r 2 " ^ r i — T f ^r2rj~^) into (T2rf^T'2 — 
T^^TiT2^). Then equation (2.3.10) can be proved to satisfy relation (2.3.5). 
Furthermore, these i?-matrices satisfy the following fusion procedure [38, 14], 
R-''>+'^(x) = {I® ^°'*[x(-?)^/2| | |^a,c^^(_^)-6/2| ^ (2.3.11) 
In particular one can easily show the following 
a,b 
R'''''(x)R'''''{x-') = H g[x{-q)-^''+'>-^'-^'^^y^]I®I, (2.3.12) 
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with the scalar function g{x) = {xq~^ — x~^q){x~^q~^ — xq). 
The generators of Hecke algebra can also be used in the ^-analogue of the ful l symmetriser 
and antisymmetriser [38], 
± m ( m - l ) / 2 
si - S-TF— ^ (i?)^'^"^^^- (2-3-13) 
where [m] = ^^_^ _^r and [m]! = [m][m - 1 ] . . . [1]. For example. 
4 = | | ( 9 + n s- = ^^{q-'-T). 
Thus, (2.3.10) can also be written as, 
R{x) = {xq - x~\-^)s^ -\- {x-'^q - xq~'^)s^. (2.3.14) 
As in'the representation theory of 5/(n), one can project out the representation space K 
from the a-fold tensor product V®'^ using the ful l antisymmetriser above, 
Va^S-iVf^). 
In the following discussion, Vi will be written as V with basis {e^, z = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n} . 
The S'-matrix can be constructed from the i?-matrix by the following [14], 
S'-'^O) = S±{9)v{9)R'^'''ix{9), q). (2.3.15) 
Where S'^'i„(^) is the minimal (coupling parameter independent) solution to the unitarity 
condition (2.2.8), crossing symmetry (2.2.9) and the bootstrap relation (2.1.8). The scalar 
function v{0) is inserted to ensure unitarity and crossing symmetry. Thus, the ful l S'-matrix 
is a mapping of tensor product spaces due to the i?-matrix, 
S-''': K ® H ^ H ® K . 
Furthermore i t satisfies the following conditions, 
• Unitarity 
S'''\9)S^'\-d) = Ia® lb. 
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• Crossing symmetry 
S~^''>{0) = (7 ® Ca) • a- ^ ' ' • " ( i T r -9)'' -a-iCa® I ) (2.3.16) 
• S-matrix Bootstrap 
I ® S'''''{9 - i9l,)] \S'''''{9 + i9l,) ® I 
While the Yang-Baxter equation is now given as, 
/ (8) S'"'^ (^i)] [S'''%9r + 92) ® I ] [ l ® ^''•^(^2) 
= •S''''^ (^ 2) ® l \ [ I ® S''^\9y + ^2)] [^"•''(^i) ® I (2.3.17) 
Explanations of the notations used above are as follows. la is the identity of the vector 
space Va. The charge conjugation operator Ca is defined as a mapping Ca : K —> K - o , 
thus one would expect that the action of Ca on K would be proportional to s~_^{V®^~°'). 
So, defining the dual basis of V as {e*} where e, . e* = Sij, yields Ca explicitly as 
Ca = ka (-9)'"'^'^HeWi ® e,a^ 2 ® • . • ® ein)(e* ®e*^®...® e*J, 
where P„ is the set of permutation of (1 ,2 , . . . , n) and ka some constant. For a fixed set of 
labels {ii,i2, • • • ,ia), Ca can be written as 
Ci"^^-=ka E ( - g ) ' ( « ^ " ) ( ' ^ ^ » — E ( - 9 ) ' " ' ^ " ( e w : ® - - - ® e , „ ) { e l ® . . . ® e l ) , 
(2.3.18) 
where I({{ia)(is.)})lowest is the lowest length of permutation of two cycle {(za)(^a)} for a 
fixed set of (ia). The constant ka is determined by requiring that CaCa = la- As these 
charge conjugation operators are always used in pairs in the crossing symmetry condition 
of the S'-matrix, one only needs to know the value of kaka. For any choice of the fixed 
labels (ia) one obtains the following relation, 
/ \ / \ 
kdka E (-g)'^ ^^ '"^ '^"^ -^ '^""'*-"''"^ "^^ '''^ ^ E (-9)'^^^'"^^'"^^^'°"'"'"'''^^'*^^ = 1. (2.3.19) 
The crossing symmetry equation (2.3.16) can be viewed as follows. The left hand side is 
a mapping from Vg, ® Vb into Vb®Va. Thus, reading off from the right, the right hand 
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side of the same equation give cr • (Cs ® /)(T4 (8) H) = 14 ® K . Applying a • S"*"'" on 
this tensor product space results in H ® K - But note, that the conjugate operator will 
always give the basis vector of the conjugate vector space in a reverse ordering. If ej"^ for 
i = 1,2,..., (dim Va) is the basis of the vector space Va and 6^ -"^  for i = 1,2,..., (dim Va) is 
the basis of the vector space Va, then Ca{ef^) = e|^^jj^y_^j^j_j-. Thus, one needs to transpose 
the second space of a • S'''-", denoted by [a • S'''''']*^ before applying it to H (g) K . Finally, 
one needs to take a conjugate of the vector space K one more time. 
Comparing the Yang-Baxter equation of the 5-matrices (2.3.17) with that of the R-
matrices, one immediately see that x = e^^'^^'. By the unitarity condition and equation 
(2.3.12), one can deduce that A ' = 0. 
Generally, the S'-matrix S°''''{0) will have a pole at ^ = iO^^ (from the minimal part) 
corresponding to particle c = a -\- b mod h at the direct channel. Thus, S'^'''{9) must be 
proportional to the ful l antisymmetriser 5^^ ;, at the pole. For the complex a^j^ij affine Toda 
theories, the minimal S'-matrix is given by [9], 
(a+6) 
5 ; i ( ^ ) = n ip) 
p^\a-b\ 
where the product above is taken in step 2 and (p) is the S'-matrix building block (2.2.12) 
with Coxeter number h = n. With the pole of Sl^]n{0) a,t 0 = ^ one can deduce from 
(2.3.14) that x = (-q)'^. 
The simplest example of the a^^^^ complex affine Toda theories is the Sine-Gordon theory 
which is based on the affine algebra a^ ^^  Thus one has to consider the quantum group 
Slg(2) with the vector space V is considered to be a doublet space with basis { 6 1 , 6 2 } . 
Hence T can be written as the following matrix, 
/ 61 (8) 61 \ / q-^ 0 0 
61 ® 62 
62 ® 61 
\ 62 ® 62 / 
0 0 1 
0 1 (q-'-q) 




/ 61 5 61 \ 
61 ^ $ 62 
62 ^ 5 61 
/ \ 62 5 62 / 
(2.3.20) 
Unitarity condition yields the following condition on the scalar function v{x) 
1 
v{x)v{x ^) 
{xq~^ — x~'^q){x~''-q~''- — xqY 
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or, w i t h q = —e~'^ ^ and x = e^^ one can write this condition in terms of F-functions 
v{x)v{x-') = - + A) r ( i + — - A ) r ( ^ + A ) r ( i - ^ - A ) . (2.3.21) 
One can easily see that the E-matr ix for Slg{2) is crossing symmetric. Thus crossing 
symmetry restricts the funct ion scalar v(x) by the following condition, 
v{x) = v{-—). (2.3.22) 
The solution which satisfies the unitar i ty condition (2.3.21) and crossing property (2.3.22) 
can be found by an iterative method. One starts f rom the simplest solution to the unitari ty 
condition, by adding extra terms on this solution one can satisfy the crossing symmetry. 
But the resulting solution w i l l not satisfy unitarity, so one adds some more extra terms in 
order to satisfy the uni tar i ty condition. Now the crossing symmetry is again spoiled. Thus, 
this iterative process can be continued infinitely many times to produce an infinite product 
of some funct ion. There are several solutions which satisfies these conditions. One has to 
fix these solutions using the known particle spectrum and non-zero three-point coupling, 
i.e. f r o m the mass triangle one obtains the value of fusing angles which are the poles of 
the ^-matrices. For the sine-Gordon theory, one finds that v(x) is given by the following 
inf ini te product of F-functions (note that this is different f rom Bernard-Leclair solution 
41], their solution seems to have incorrect pole positions), 
1 f t T(iiA + 2kX)T{'^ + l + 2ik-l)X) 
2 i 7 r / i , F ( - ^ + 2 a ) F ( - ^ - f l + 2 ( iS ; - l )A) 
F ( - ^ + ( 2 ^ - l ) A ) F ( - ^ - H + ( 2 ^ - 3 ) A ) 
r ( ^ + {2k + l ) A ) F ( f ^ + 1 + (2Ar - 1)A) ' ^ ' 
and, together w i t h the min imal S'-matrix solution and equations (2.3.10) and (2.3.20), one 
has al l the doublet state ^'-matrices of the Sine-Gordon theory. In this solution, the basis 
ei can be interpreted as a soHton w i t h 62 as an antisoliton, or vice-versa. 
I n the sine-Gordon soliton and anti-soliton scattering, one can have a transmision or re-
flection, thus one can wri te 561(862,62(8161 as the transmision element of the ^-matr ix , St, and 
'5'ei (362,61(862 as the reflection element of the scattering matr ix , ^r- Scattering element of 
identical soliton 561(861,61061 or 5'62(g)62,e2®e2 is wri t ten as S. Af ter some F-function algebra. 
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one can reproduce the matr ix elements of Zamolodchikovs [1] as follows, 
r ( - S + l + ^ ) r ( - f - | + ^ ) 
(2.3.24) 
fc=i 
r ( | + ^ ) r ( | + ^ ) 
r ( l + ^ ) r ( - | + ^ ) 
r ( g + i + ^ ) r ( - | ^ + | + ^ ) 
r ( - S + i + ¥ ) r ( f + 1 + ^ ) 
r ( g + j , ) r ( - g - i + ^ ) 
r ( - | J + ^ ) r ( S + l + ¥ ) ' 
(2.3.25) 
k=i 
r ( - g + | + ^ ) r ( - f + 1 + ^ ) 
r ( S + l + ^ ^ ) r ( ^ + | + ^ ) 
r ( - S + i + ^ ) r ( - f + ^ ) -
The mat r ix element St has physical poles at the following rapidity values, 
(2.3.26) 
0 = i^_ll^^ (2.3.27) 
A 
for n = 1 ,2 , . . . , [A] where [A] means the largest integer less than A. These poles correspond 
to the direct channel production of the sohton - anti-soHton bound states, the breathers, 
where the mass of the n*'' breather is given by 
M „ = 2 M s i n ( ^ ) , 
and M is the soliton mass given w i t h the first quantum correction as [32], 
M = — A . 
TT 
Comparing these results w i t h the known facts f r o m a semi-classical calculation of Dashen 
et.al. [31], one finds the relations between the coupling parameter P and the parameter A 
as follows, 
1 1 0' A 47r 1 _ ^ 
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The physical poles of the matr ix element 5* correspond to the cross channel process of 
soliton-antisoHton scattering. 
Note that contrary to the S'-matrices of the real couphng regime affine Toda theories, these 
S'-matrix elements are not products of periodic functions. 
To calculate the soliton-breather and breather-breather scatterings, one uses the S'-matrix 
bootstrap principle. In wri t ing down the i ' -matr ix bootstrap, one has to keep in mind that 
the allowed ^ -mat r ix in this equation has to yield a purely elastic process. This means, 
that only S and St w i l l be used, since Sr is not purely elastic. 
Denoting the soliton as A, the anti-soliton as A and the n*'' breather as 5 „ , then the fusing 
angle of AABn is given f r o m equation (2.3.27), 
''^"^ ~ 2 2A • 
This value of fusing angle w i l l be used in the following boostrap relations. The soliton-
breather S'-matrix is obtained f r o m 
SAnie) = s{e-ze^^)St{e + zet), 
and the breather-breather S'-matrix is obtained f r o m 
Af te r some F-function algebra, one obtains the soliton-breather S'-matrix element as fol-
lows. 
p / ie I 1 , 2k-n\-rt ie j_ 1 j_ 2k-2-n\ 
+ 4 + ^ T ' M + 4 + 4A ) 
) 
C (a\ — Y[ V27r '  ' 4A / V27r '  ' 
OAn\^) — 1 1 r M ^ ' _ L 3 I 2k-n\Tnt i9 1 , 
k=i i + i + ^ ) r M - 5 + 
2k-2-n 
r( — ii- - L 3 -1- 2fc-n\-p/' ie I 3 I 2k-2-n\ 
^ V 2x 4 "T" 4\ 2x "I" 4 4A ) 
p / _ i £ i l l 2 f c - 2 - n \ p / i6 i 5 , 2k—n \ ' 
^ V 27r 4 4A )^{ 27r T " 4 4A > 
M u l t i p l y i n g w i t h a uni ty term, for example the following 
oo r / " «^ _ L 1 _ l _ 2 f c - n \ - p / « ^ I 1 I 2 k - 2 - n \ n ^l27 + i + ^ A ~ ' M l 2 7 r + 4 ' ' ' 4A ) 
r>f I 3 I 2k—n \pf ie _ 1 i 2k-2-n\ 
k^n+1 ^ l27r "T" 4 4A V27r 4 4A J 
CO V(ii- _L 3 I 2k+n\-pf iB 1 , 2k-2±n\ 
l27r "I" 4 "T" 4A M Utt 4 4A > 
V f i i - -L 1 - L 2k±n\-n(ie_ i 1 i 2k-2+n\i 
k=l ^ 4 "t" 4A M b i r T" 4 4A ) 
(2.3.28) 
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the finite product i n equation (2.3.28) can easily be rewritten as an infinite product, 
oo ' p / i f . _|_ i I 2k-n\-p( iS i 3 i 2 A : - 2 - n \ 
C /AN T T ^ V 2 7 r " ' " 4 " ' " 4 A ^ 27r " T 4 " T 4 A ) 
•JAn{0) — 1 1 1 2k-2-n\-pf ie , 5 , 2k-n\ 
^ l 2 x " ^ 4 " ' " 4 A J'-y 27r 4 4 \ ) 
p / iff I 1 , 2k-2-n\-pf ' 9 , 3 , 2k-n\ 
^ y~2^ + 4 + 4 A M 127 + 4 + ^ A ~ i 
p / _ t £ _ 1 1 2k-2+n-\-p{ ie i 5 , 2k+n\ 
^\2-K 4 4 A 27r " T 4 4 A 
r ^ ' i f . - L i - L 2/ i :+n\p/ I ' g i 3 i 2fc-2-hn\ 
^ ' ^ 2 7 r " ^ 4 " ' " 4 A V 27r 4 - r 4;^^ ; 
r f «^ J . 1 - L 2 / i : - 2 - H 7 i M - ' / I 3 I 2k+n\ 
'-y 27r " T " 4 4 A V27r 4 4\ ) 
- p / j £ i l l 2 f c - 2 + n \ p / ' id I 3 I 2k+n\ ' 
^ l 2 7 r " ' " 4 " ' " 4 A 27r " T 4 "t" 4 A 
The breather-breather scattering matr ix element is as follows, 
m p / id 1 2k+n-m\-pf i9 , 1 _ 2k+n-m \ 
Q {n\ - T l ^'^27r"'" 4 A 2-^^^ 4 A ) 
Jnmy'^J — 1 1 -p/ i$ 2k+n-m\Tf i§_ 1 ^ 1 2k+n-m \ 
^ \ 2 ^ ~ . 4 A 27r + ^ + 4 A ) k=l 
•p(i9_ I 2k-2+n—m\-p( iO , 1 _ 2k-2+n-m \ 
^ V27r 4 A V 27r 4 A J 
p/i9_ _ 2k-2+ji—m\pf i9 , - i , 2A:-2+ra-TO \ 
^ ^ T T 4 A ^ l ' - ^ 27r " T " ^ 4 A > 
V( i £ . _ L 1 2k-n-m \ - p / t ' g 1 1 1 2k-n-m \ 
^ I 27r 2 4 A V27r "I" 2 + 4 A ) 
^ V27r 2 4 A 2w 2 4 A 
r ^ ' — i f - - L 1 _ 2k-2-n-m \ p / tg 1 1 1 2 A : - 2 - n - r 
^ 27r " T 2 4 A !^y2ir 2 ' 4 A 
2 A ; - 2 - 7 ^ - m ^ p / t5 , 1 1 2 f e - 2 - n - r 
p / t g , 1 2 A ; - 2 - 7 ^ - m ^ p / j . 1 1 
^ 1 5 7 + 2 " 4 A V 27r + 2 4 A 
or a more symmetrical fo rm as follows, 
Snm{e) = n 
k=l 
r ( i L - L i X 2k-n-m ^-pf iO 1 1 1 2 A ; - 2 - n - m '\ 
^ ' - 2 i r " ' " 2 " r 4 A V27r 2 4 A / 
^ V27r " T 4 A '^ 27r "t" 4 A ) 
r { _ i 9 _ i l l 2k+n-m \ P / iS 1 1 1 2k-2+n-m \ 
^ 27r 2 ^ 4 A 2t ^ 2 4 A ^ 
P(_i6_ I 2k-2+n-m\-p( iS , 1 1 2k+n-m \ 
^ I 27r "t" 4 A I 27r ^ + 4 A 
•p/^f. _ L 1 _L 2k+n-m \p( i6 , 2 ^ ; 2 2 ± I L l ™ \ 
P / i £ I i _ 2fc+w-m \ p / t g I 1 I 2k-2+n-m \ 
^\2^ 2 4 A ''^ '^ 27r 2 4 A > 
p / _ _ t g _ 1 1 I 2k-n-m\Tn( iS , 2k-2-n-m \ 
^ V 27r ^ -'" 4 A 2'K • 4 A ) 
p ( i l l 2k-n-m \p( 1 1 1 2k-2-n-m \ ' 




These S'-matrices, SAH and ^ n ^ , can also be wri t ten as a finite product of the sinh-function 
1]. Thus, i n contrast to the S'-matrices for sohton-antisoliton scattering, the S'-matrices 
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involving the breathers have a 2i7r-periodicity. In the physical strip, the only meaningful 
poles of SAn{^) are 
^ - ' i ^ ' ^ (2.3.32) 
where the positive and negative sign correspond to the antisoHton poles in the s- and 
^-channel respectively. Whi le i n S„m(^), the only physical poles are 
i{n + m)TT i{n + m)7r q qq^  
which correspond to the (n - j - m)*'' breather in the 5 - and ^-channel respectively. Other 
poles i n the physical strip are double poles which do not correspond to any physical bound 
states [1]. The existence of these double poles may be explained by the Coleman-Thun 
mechanism [44]. 
2.4 Soliton Solutions 
As mentioned in the previous section, soliton solutions to the complex affine Toda theo-
ries have been calculated by several authors. Namely using the Hirota's method [11, 15], 
construction by algebraic methods [12, 13] and for the a^ ^^  series using the Backlund trans-
format ion [16]. This section provides a comparison study of these constructions. A partic-
ular attention is given to the two soHton solutions as they w i l l be explored further in the 
fol lowing chapter. 
2.4.1 Hirota's Method 
Soliton solutions to the affine Toda theory equation of motion, (2.3.1), can be derived using 
Hirota 's method [45], A n ansatz for the soliton solutions of the aflfine Toda theories [11, 15] 
is the following, 
< ? ^ = ^ i : M l n r „ (2.4.1) 
P j=0 
where, rjj = Thus for a^ ^^ ) series, rjj = 1 for all 
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I n Hirota's method, the r-functions are a power series expansion in an arbitrary parameter 
e which w i l l be set to 1 at the end of the construction, 
rj = l+ etf^ + eHf + .... (2.4.2) 
I n the above expression, tj is a funct ion of {x,t). The equation of motion is solved order by 
order in the arbi trary parameter e. Inserting the ansatz (2.4.1) into the equation of motion 
wr i t t en as a Hirota bilinear fo rm [15, 46], one can solve the soliton solution by restricting 
(f> to have a finite value at its asymptote. In particular for the a^ ^^  series, an A'^  soliton 
solution is calculated by setting f j " ^ = 0 for a > A'' in the r - funct ion. 
For a^ )^ series, inserting (2.4.1) into the equation of motion (2.3.1), and assuming that the 
set oi h = n + 1 equations of motion decouple, results in the following, 
TjTj - r / - r / r , + rf = m2(r ,_ i r ,+ i - r / ) j = 0 , 1 , . . . , n , (2.4.3) 
where the subscript of the r-functions are labelled modulo the Coxeter number h = n + 1. 
The single soliton solution is obtained as 
rj-^) = 1 + exp[n„ + p, + ij9a] (2.4.4) 
where, 
Oa = 0-a{x - U j ) , Pa=Va + «^a, = — , (2.4.5) 
Ca,Ua,'']a,^a € IR. The parameter aa and the velocity Ua are related by, 
irn 
ala - ul) = 4m2 sin^ - - . (2.4.6) 
h 
I n the rest of this thesis, all a is taken to have positive real values. The superscript of the 
T-funct ion (2.4.4) indicates the species of the soliton. One can also write the r-functions 
w i t h an explicit dependence on the lightcone coordinates, x± = -^{t±x), thus Cla becomes, 
n, = 6i-^x+-si+^x_, 
w i t h . 
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A two sohton solution is obtained by solving the equation of motion (2.4.3) after inserting 
the expansion of the r - func t ion up to second order in e. The two soliton solution for species 
a and 6 is, 
rj"''^ = l + exp[na +pa + ijOa]+exp[nb +Pb + ij0b 
+Aexp[na + nb + Pa + Pb + ij{Oa + Ob)], (2.4.7) 
which can be compactly wr i t ten as, 
r j " ' ) = 1 + (rj'^^ - 1) + ( r j ' ) - 1) - f Airj"^ - l ) ( T f - 1). (2.4.8) 
The interaction coefficient i n the above expression is given by, 
_ (<7a - abY - {(TaUa - (TbUbY - 4m^ sin^(f (« - b)) 
{c7a + cTbY - iFaUa + ^bUbf - 4m2 sin2(f (a + 6)) • ^ - • ^ 
I f the rapidi ty variable 0 is defined through the velocity u as, Ua. = tanhO^, then the 
interaction coefficient can also be wri t ten in terms of rapidity difference 0 = 0a — 0^, 
As the case for two soliton solutions, a multi-soHton solution can be constructed f rom a 
collection of single sohton solutions [11]. The interaction between the solitons is pair-wise, 
w i t h the interaction coefficient as given above. 
Following [12], the energy-momentum tensor of soliton solutions can be wri t ten as, 
T^.^ir^^.d'' -d^d,)G. (2.4.11) 
Or i n terms of the lightcone components, 
r + _ = a+5_C, (2.4.12) 
T±± = -d\C. (2.4.13) 




a ^ C ^ T ^ E (2.4.18) 
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Using the soliton solutions i n the energy-momentum tensor, leads to the following solution 
for C up to linear functions of only x+ or x_ variables, 
^ = - 4 E l ^ ^ i - (2-4.15) 
P j=0 
The mass of the soliton solution can be calculated as follows. The energy and momentum 
density is given in terms of components of the energy-momentum density as, £ = Too and 
V — TiQ. Consider instead, the lightcone energy-momentum density, 
7'=^ = ^ . (2.4.16) 
Thus, using (2.4.11), the components of the hghtcone energy-momentum are given by, 
P+ = i-d^C)Z-oo, P- = (5-C^)r=-oo- (2.4.17) 
For the single soliton solution (2.4.4), one finds that 
2 A ^ ? ( r j ° ) - 1) 
I n the l i m i t as a; —>• — 0 0 the ratios •' vanish, and in the l i m i t a; —> 0 0 all the ratios tend 
to 1. Recall the constraint (2.4.6) and write the rapidity of the sohton as 6a = | In ( f r ^ ) > 
then the lightcone energy-momentum of a single soliton is given by 
and its mass is calculated to be 
/Ahm f f t \\^ 
M . ^ = 2 P + p - = ( ^ s i n ( | j j . (2.4.20) 
Note, that the mass of the species a sohton is proportional to the mass of the fundamental 
particle of the a^^^ affine Toda field theory, rha = 2 m s i n ( ^ ) . 
For a mult i-sol i ton solution the calculation above can be performed in the same way. In 
particular a two soliton solution of species a and h yields, 
v ^ P ± = M^e^®" + M6e^®\ (2.4.21) 
As seen f r o m the example of the a^ ^^  series, the Hirota's method is useful in performing ex-
pl ic i t calculations such as i n determining the topological charges [35] or in the construction 
of oscillating soliton solutions, the breathers [47] (see Chapter Three). 
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2.4.2 Backlund Transformation 
Solitons of the a!^^ series can also be constructed using the Backlund transformation [16 . 
The essence of a Backlund transformation is to relate different solutions of the equation of 
mot ion one to the other by two coupled first order differential equations. These first order 
differential equations are relatively easier to solve. One starts w i th a vacuum solution and 
using the Backlund transformation one obtains a single soliton solution. To construct a two 
soliton solution, one has to do four steps transformations. First f rom a vacuum solution 
using two different parameters, one can create the single soHton solutions of species a and 
b. Secondly, transforming these single soliton solutions wi th the opposite parameter wi l l 
give two solutions for a double soliton. Finally, one has to match the parameters of these 
double soliton solutions such that i t is compatible w i th the single soliton solutions. 
One can wri te the extended simple roots system of a^^^ Kac-Moody algebra as aj = Cj—Cj+i, 
where { e i , 6 2 , . . . , e„, e„+i = C Q } are orthonormal basis of IR""*"^  vector space. The field (f) 
is an n-dimensional scalar field in the vector space span by the simple roots of the Lie 
algebra An. Thus i t can be wr i t ten as 4> — I]"=o ^j^j such that — ej-(f) and Z)"=o ^ 3 — ^ • 
Using these extended simple roots representation the component of the equation of motion 
(2.3.1) becomes, 
F,{ct>) = d'<f>, - —{exp[z /5 (9 i , - <^,+i)] - exp[z/3(<?^,_i - <f>,)]} = 0. (2.4.22) 
Let (j) and ^ be vector fields orthogonal to Yl]-o which satisfy the following Backlund 
transformation i n the f o r m of a coupled first order differential equation, 
^ 777. 
d+i<f>,-^,) = - ^ y l { e x p [ i ^ ( < ^ , - < ^ , + i ) ] - e x p [ z W , _ i - ^ , ) ] } , (2.4.23) 
5_(<^,-<^,_a) = - ^ ^ - H e x p [ W , - ? i , ) ] - e x p [ z ^ ( ^ , _ i - ^ , _ i ) ] } , (2.4.24) 
where A is the parameter of the Backlund transformation. Taking the derivative of (2.4.23) 
w i t h respect to x_ and the derivative of (2.4.24) w i th respect to x+ results in , 
F,{<j>) = F , ( ^ ) , F,{cf>) = F , _ i ( ^ ) , (2.4.25) 
which are true for all j and hence all the functions F are equal. Furthermore, 
1 " 
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these are the equations of motion of a^ ^^  series for fields (j) and ^. This statement means 
that the n + 1 equations of motion decouple. Thus, the Backlund transformations (2.4.23) 
and (2.4.24) map one solution, (j), into another, ^ . 
One starts w i t h the t r i v i a l solution <^  = 0 to obtain the single soliton solution by solving 
(2.4.23) and (2.4.24). W i t h 4> = 0, write 
= A-^ exp{i/3(l>j), (2.4.26) 
f r o m (2.4.23) and (2.4.24) one obtains, 
T77 
5 + ^ . = T f ^ f ^ i ^ ' i - ^ ^ ' ] ' (2-4-27) 
TTl 
d-h = ^ [ 5 , - 5 , _ i ] . (2.4.28) 
A fur ther substitution yield the equations (2.4.23) and (2.4.24) in terms of 5 , 
7 77? 
d^B, = ^ { B j l . B , - 1) = d.Bjl,. (2.4.29) 
Assume that the soHton is at rest, i.e. dt(j) = 0, one obtains the relation, 
B-l,-\-B, = c, (2.4.30) 
which is true for all j = 0 , 1 , . . . , n for some constant c. This relation is useful as i t relates 
diff"erent Bj. Hence knowing one B for a particular all other Bs are also known. The 
quantities Bs has the following property which can be proved by induction, 
B1B2 ...Bk = akBk - ak-\. 
I n the above equation, ak are solved f r o m the recurrence relation: a t+i = ca^ — a^ - i , wi th 
in i t i a l condition ai = 1 and a2 = c. A further observation shows that the consistency 
condition a„+i = 0 is also needed, this yields the solution c — 2cos( | ) where 0 = ^ ^ j . 
Using (2.4.30) i n (2.4.29) yields, 
^ = -zm[B, - e x p ( | ) ] [ 5 , - e x p ( - ^ ) ] , (2.4.31) 
which can be integrated directly to give, 
D . ^ ^ g ^ x p [ 2 m x s i n ( f ) + z ( j - l ) ^ ] - l 
^ ^ - ' ^ P ^ ^ g e x p [ 2 m x s i n ( f ) - ^ ^ ; ^ ] - l ' ^^'^-^^^ 
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I n the above Q is the complex integration constant which w i l l determine the topological 
charges of the soliton solution. 
To obtain a moving single soliton solution, one only has to Lorentz boost (2.4.32). The 
rapidi ty variable is defined CLSU = tanh 0 or 0 = | In(Yr^) , such that coordinates transform 
as x'^ = e^^^Xj-. Define the elementary T-function as, 
Tj = e x p ( - i 0 - z 4 ) { e x p ( z ; ^ ) g e x p [ 2 m ^ ^ s i n ( ^ ) ] - 1} , (2.4.33) 
then B can be wr i t ten , 
B, = • (2.4.34) 
The above single soliton solution is easily compared wi th the solution obtained f rom H i -
rota's method. Recall the ansatz (2.4.1) for a^^^ series, one can write (f> = Ej=o ^j^j w i th 
^ f = l l n ^ . (2.4.35) 
On the other hand, choosing Q = exp(z7r -|- p) in (2.4.33) gives, 
= _ e - ^ Q - a ; r ^ { l + ul exp[c7a(a; - u j ) + p]}, (2.4.36) 
where, 
, 2«7ra , 2 m s i n ( ; ^ ) 
Ua = e x p ( — — ) , aa = = = - . 
Then (2.4.26) gives, 
<i>^:^ = -Jr.A-^e-^'^u-J'-^ 
which is (2.4.35) provided that 
1 
Aa = e-'^-Ua ' = Z 
A - U a , 
and r j " ^ is given as (2.4.4). 
As stated earlier, a two soHton solution is obtained by successive applications of Backlund 
transformations. One starts w i t h a vacuum solution and uses two different transformation 
parameters i n (2.4.23) and (2.4.24) to obtain two single soliton solutions. Inserting again 
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this single soliton solution into (2.4.23) and (2.4.24) w i th the opposite transformation 
parameter w i l l give a two soliton solution. This procedure can be depicted in the following 
diagram. 
Figure 2.5: Backlund Transformation for two soliton solution. 
Equating the four Backlund transformations corresponding wi th d+ yields, 
f j - i exp[-i/3(l)f''^] - f j exp[-ip<j)'f^l)] = - gj. 
A n d transformations corresponding wi th d- yields, 
9j exp[t/3(l>'f'') - gj+i exp[i/?<^5>i)] = f j - . 
Where the functions / and g are defined as follows, 
= AbexY>[il3(f>f]-Aaexpmf\ 
gj = Aa exp[-il3(f>f^] - At, exp[-i/3(j)f^ . 




9j } [ 9j - 9j+i J 
of r \ 
(2.4.39) 
The first solution of the above quadratic equation was given in [16], 
B (ab) a:'A;' e x p ( z ^ ^ f ) ) 
rr,{a) rp{b) rp(b) rp(a) 
^ j - l - ^ j - 2 ^j-l-^j-2 
rp(a)rp(b) rp(b)rp(a) 
W i t h (2.4.36) and recalling (2.4.4) one obtains the following, 
(2.4.40) 
(ab) _ 
„06, . l , W , ( f ' ) _ „Qa,,,hA<') ,(6) 
(2.4.41) 
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Write the r-functions (2.4.4) as, 
rj"^ = l+u:ita. (2.4.42) 
Then rescahng ta and 6^ by the following, 
tb = r 1~ 'i>> 
one can wri te (2.4.41) as 
where. 
(a6) 
r f ^ = 1 + u% - f ujli, + A{uj,UkyLh, (2.4.43) 
w i t h A given in (2.4.10). Thus, contrary to the Hirota's methods, the single soHton r -
funct ion produced by a Backlund transformation cannot be directly used to construct the 
two soUton r - func t ion (compare (2.4.42) and (2.4.43) w i th (2.4.4) and (2.4.8)). 
Using the Backlund transformations (2.4.27) one can show that the energy and momentum 
densities are surface terms which can be integrated over all space yielding real energy and 
momentum. However, subtleties arises i f one tries to use the same methods in calculating 
the energy and momentum of multi-soliton solutions. The methods used in [16] do not 
generalize easily to multi-soliton solutions. 
One can conclude that the construction of soliton solutions and the calculations of their 
energies and momenta using the Backlund transformations is not practical. Moreover, this 
method does not generalize and so far only the Backlund transformation of the a^ '^ series 
is known. 
2.4.3 Algebraic Method 
A more elegant constructions of soliton solutions is the group-algebraic constructions pro-
vided by Olive et.al [12, 13]. This algebraic approach is a generalization of the Leznov-
Saveliev solution of the conformal Toda theory [48] where the simplest affine case, i.e. the 
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sine-Gordon theory, has been discussed in [49]. The Leznov-Savehev solutions are given 
in te rm of the fundamental weight expectation value of a certain group element. The key 
generalization of Olive et.al. is to use an alternative basis for the affine Kac-Moody algebra 
which ad-diagonalises, and replacing the fundamental weights of the Lie algebras wi th the 
fundamental weight of the associated affine Kac-Moody algebras. As a result of these, the 
reality of energy and momentum was proved in an algebra-independent way. 
One starts w i t h the generalization of the Leznov-Saveliev solution for the conformal affine 
Toda theories, 
g-/3A,.$ ^ g-/3A,-$o < A^\U{x+)V(x_)\Aj > , (2.4.44) 
where A j is the affine fundamental weight defined by 2 ^ ^ ^ = Sjk. For the untwisted cases, 
the affine simple roots are related to the ordinary simple roots of the rank-r Lie algebra 
as ao = ( - V ' , 0 , 1 ) and Uj = (Q ; j , 0 ,0 ) w i th j = 1,2, . . . , r . Thus, AQ = (0, jV'^^O) and 
A j — (Xj,^mjtp^,0), and the constant rn^'s are given by ruj = W j ^ . The field $ has 
components {(j),rj,^) where the extra fields rj and ^ correspond to the additional generators 
of the Cartan subalgebra, the generators d and k respectively. The affine Toda theories 
are obtained f r o m the conformal affine Toda theories by setting the the field rj — 0, this is 
called the conformal gauge [10, 12]. The quantities U{x+) and V{x-) satisfy the following 
differential equations [12], 
d+U = -ple^^o -^0 1^2^ ^ E ^ ' + j e-'^^o -^o | (2.4.45) 
d-V = -pV le-'^'^°-^° E v ^ O > ^ : r e^*o--^ol (2.4.46) 
[ \^ =i / J 
Here, the generators are wr i t ten in the modified Cartan-Weyl basis (actually in the fol-
lowing discussion, one w i l l freely change f r o m this basis to the Chevalley basis or the 
alternative basis as explained in the Appendix A ) normalized to the Chevalley basis, i.e. 
^3 
The parameter p is related to the mass parameter m as = and the field components 
4'o = <f>o + 4'o of ^ 0 provide a free field solution. The auxihary field ( can be ehminated 
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f r o m equation (2.4.44) by dividing through by e~^^° * to obtain, 
_ -^A,.0o < A , | ^ ( r r + ) y ( x _ ) | A , > 
< A o | t / ( x + ) y ( a ; _ ) | A o > - ^ ' " ^ ' ' ^ 
Furthermore, given two highest weight states | A i > and I A 2 > , one can construct a th i rd 
highest weight state defined as, 
A i +A2 > = | A i > ® | A 2 > . 
Where action of any group element factorises, 
< A i + ^2\g\^l + ^2> = < ^l\g\^l >< ^2\g\^2 > • 




Recall that the action of E'"'^ on the highest weight state |Afc > is given by, 
E-'''\kk > = 8jk\^k-ak > . 
Then, using (2.4.47) one obtain, 
BB B (\-.6) - a'e^'^-^^m < 2A, - a , | ^ y | 2 A , - a, > 
- /?5+5_(A, <^ ) - - ^ e m , < A , | f / y | A , > 2 
- / ? e ^ * o - O m • < 2 A o - a o | t / y | 2 A o - a o > 
""^ < A o i C / y | A o > 2 ' . 
where | 2Aj — aj > is defined as 
|2Aj- - Gj >= > - aj > -\Aj - aj > 0\Aj >), 
v 2 
and i t is a dominant weight of level 2mj. Then, upon a further substitution of (2.4.48) 
and setting ip'^ = 2, one finally see that indeed (2.4.47) solves the affine Toda equation 
of mot ion. Note, that up un t i l this stage one has not specified the value of the coupling 
parameter, i.e. i t can be real or imaginary. 
The generators, 
^ ± 1 - E V^E^""^ + = E V^E^'^^, (2.4.49) 
3=1 3=0 
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are known as elements of the Heisenberg subalgebra of g, which plays the role of a new 
Cartan subalgebra of the alternative basis. The complete alternative basis of g consist of 
the generators E±M where M = [M] + mh is the exponent of ^ (m € 2 ) , i.e. [M] and h 
are the exponent and Coxeter number of g respectively; and the step operators Fj^ where 
A'^  = [N] + nh, n G Z . The formal power series expansion of Fjlf, 
oo 
E'{^)- E ^-"n (2.4.50) 
;v=-co 
w i l l ad-diagonalised EM- Their commutation relations are given by the following, 
'EM,EN] = M6M+N,OX, (2.4.51) 
[EM, Piz)] = 7. • q{[M])z''F^iz), (2.4.52) 
where x (or alternatively also denoted by k) is the central element of g, q{[M]) is an 
eigenvector of the Coxeter element u of the Weyl group of g, i.e. ^ ( ^ ( [ M ] ) ) = e~^^q{[M]) 
w i t h the following orthogonahty and completeness properties 
q{[M]) • q{[M']r = hS^Mim, = hi, 
[M] 
where q{h — [M]) = q{[M])* and 7 j = c{j)aj where c(j) = 1 or — 1 depending on the 
simple roots aj of g is black or white according to the bicolouring of the Dynkin diagram 
(see Chapter Four).' A short review on the construction of the alternative basis of g is given 
in Appendix A . 
As already noted in the previous discussions, taking an imaginary coupling parameter 
results i n the existence of degenerate vacua, (f> € ^Aw(g'') where A^{g'') is the coweight 
lattice. Thus, the soliton solution is obtained f rom (2.4.47) by taking (f>Q = '^A^{g'") and 
assuming that 0 is imaginary. One readily obtains a very simple version of (2.4.45) and 
(2.4.46), 
d+U = -pE^U, d-V = -pVE-i. 
Which can be integrated directly to yield, 
C/ = e-^^i-+^+(0), V = g.{0)e-''^-^^-. 
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Thus, 
C/\/ = e-^^i-+^(0)e-'^^-'^-, (2.4.53) 
where ^'(0) = ^f+(0)5'_(0) is a group valued integration constant. The time development 
operators in (2.4.53) can be eliminated by defining a normal ordered time development 
operator, 
V{t) = exp{nE_ix_) exp{-fiEiX+), (2.4.54) 
and, 
g{t) = Vit)giO)V{t)-'. (2.4.55) 
Such that, 
< AMt)\^j >= 6-'^'"+"-™^ < A,\e-''^'^^g{Q)e-^^-'^-\Aj > . 
Suppose that g{0) is a group element generated by EN, these expression can be normal 
A. 
ordered such that for N > 0, Ej^ will annihilate |Aj > . Thus, the soliton solution can be 
written as, 
e -^V. = < / ^ l ^ ( ; y ^ > , (2.4.56) 
< Ao|^(i)|Ao ^ ' 
and the group valued integration constant will only depend on the step operators F^{zj), 
g(0) = e«^^^(^^)e'3^^*(^^).... (2.4.57) 
From (2.4.55) one realises that g(t) is given by ^'(0) with each step operator F\zj) replaced 
with the following expression, 
Fi{z,) exp(-Aia;+7, • ^([l])^,- + iix_^, • q[[l]yzf)F^{z,). (2.4.58) 
Furthermore, to this solution one can perform a Lorentz boost with rapidity 0 to a rest 
frame, x± a;±e^®, such that the parameter z takes the value. 
z = ±, 
7.-g([M])* 
• ^ l 7. • 9([M]) • 
Hence one can choose the parameter z to be. 
. = ^ ^ L « e ^ (2.4.59) 
7j • 
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Using this value of z, one finally obtains 
g{t) = ^w,i&,)Q,FHz.) ^ (2.4.60) 
where 
W.iSj) = exp[±/i|7, • q{[M])\{x+e^^ - x^e'^^)]. (2.4.61) 
I t turns out that the element F''{zk) is nilpotent. Hence, in the expansion of g{t), the 
product of F^{zk) terminates at a certain finite value which depends on the level of the 
fundamental representation. To calculate the soliton solutions expUcitly, one needs to know 
the expectation value of F^{zk), 
F,k = <^i\F\zk)\K,> . (2.4.62) 
Recall that the positive and negative grading of F^{zk) are linear combinations of positive 
and negative grading of the modified Cartan-Weyl step operators, respectively. Thus, only 
the zero grade of F'^{zk) wil l contribute in (2.4.62). Then one can write, 
j=0 
The matrix Fjk can be made into a square matrix by adding a zeroth column given by the 
central element x, F°(^) = x such that Fjo = ruj. 
Taking the expectation value of the commutation relation [Ei, [E-I,FQ]] one obtains, 
T.m,C,F,, = >^^ (2.4.63) 
Thus, the columns of Fjk are eigenvectors of the matrix mjCji, where Cji = ^^j^ jg 
the affine Cartan matrix, with eigenvalues proportional to the mass^  of the fundamental 
particle, 
rha = \/2/i|7a • 9(1)1-
For the a^ ^^ ' series, the fundamental mass is given by (2.2.6). One can easily solve for the 
matrix Fjk of a^ ^^  series to obtain, 
Fjk = e'-^^'. (2.4.64) 
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The next task is to know the expectation value of a product of several step operators 
F'^{zk). Confining oneself to the level one representation of simply-laced cases, one can 
represent F''{zk) with the vertex operator on the irreducible representation with highest 
weight A j as, 
p.inzk)) = F,.exp f E l ^ : ^ z ^ E _ ^ exp ( - ^2 ' E ^ . (2.4.65) 
This vertex operator has the same commutation relation with EM as (2.4.52) and the right 
expectation value with respect to \Aj > as (2.4.62). 
The operator product of two vertex operators are normal ordered, i.e. moving all positive 
grade operators to the right of negative grade operators. The resulting normal ordering 
gives, ' 
p{P{z,))p{F'izk)) = X,k{z„ Zk),: p{F^{z,))p{F\zk)) :, (2.4.66) 
and the interaction coefficient is given by, 
XA^j. ^k) = X[{z, - C^Zkr^-^'^-^", (2.4.67) 
where C is a primitive h-vooi of unity and u is the Coxeter element. The interaction 
coefficient is symmetric under the interchange of its indices and its arguments, Xjk{zj, Zk) = 
Xkj{zk,Zj). Recall that the simple roots of g can be bicoloured {black and white) into two 
sets of orthogonal simple roots, the Coxeter element can written as a; = W .^JCJ^o} where 
and cj{o} is product of reflections with respect to the black and white simple roots 
respectively. Then the symmetry property can be shown using the following identities, 
7- = a;-^[^-<^''](A,) - u;^l^+^(^)](A,), and j^P^^ilj) = -hJ[^-^<')\\^), 
p=i 
such that -jk • Ej=.iPwP(7j) e h'Z.. 
From this interaction coefficient, one can immediately see the nilpotency of the level one 
vertex operator, 
F'{zj)F\zj) = 0. (2.4.68) 
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Generalization to products of more than two vertex operators can be done in the same way 
resulting in the following, 
p{P^{z,,))...p{FHzi,)) = n X,^^M.^z,^) : piF^^{z.,))...p{FHz^,)) :, 
l<p<g<A; 
and the expectation value with respect to \Aj > gives, 
<Aj\r^{z,,)...FHz.,)\A,>= n ^«v, (^«p>^«jn^ . .p-
l<P<q<k p=l 
Thus it is readily seen that the interaction coefficient factorises. 
Generalization to vertex operators of higher level is done by recalling that the irreducible 
representations of simply-laced g of level one are labelled as follows, 
| A o > = | l , 0 > ; \Aj>=\l,Xj>. 
Thus, higher level will also be labelled by the same fundamental weight Aj of g. It is 
expected that the level x irreducible representation of g occur in the decomposition of 
representation as [13], 
where in the above, the irreducible representation Z)( '^°) appears (x — 1) times. Hence, a 
vertex operator on the level x can be defined using the vertex operator of the level one as, 
p{z) = F^{z) (g) 1 (g)... (g) 1 + 1 (g) F^{z) (g)...(g)l + . . . + l (g ) l (g ) . . .® F\z). (2.4.69) 
Then, 
P{zy = x\F'{z) (g) F^{z) (g)... (g) F^{z), 
such that in virtue of (2.4.68) one obtains the nilpotency of a level x vertex operator as 
follows, 
P{zY^^ = 0. (2.4.70) 
Using the above informations one can now construct the soliton solution explicitly. Writing 
the expectation value of the group element g(t) as Tj = < Aj|5'(i) |Aj > , one has 
e 
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Or, to put it in the familiar Hirota's r-function solution, one has 
where rjj = = 2 and no = mo - 1. 
Specializing on the a^^^^ series, one obtain the following results. The single soliton r-function 
which is created by g{t) = e^'^^", 
f f ) = <Aj\{l + WQF'')\Aj> 
A two soliton solution r-function created by e^"^"^" and e^''^''^'' is given by, 
f f ' ' ) <A,\{l + WaQbF^){l + WkQbF')\A,> 
Where Ws are given by (2.4.61) and the complex quantity Q will determine the topological 
charges of these soliton solutions. 
In [12], i t is also shown that the energy-momentum tensor of the general solution to the 
affine Toda theories (2.4.44) splits into two parts, 
T^u = Q^u + C^,, (2.4.71) 
where the improvement term is given by, 
C^. = iv^ud'^ - d^d,)C, (2.4.72) 
and the improved energy-momentum tensor is forced to be traceless, 0^ = 20+_ = 0. 
Defining a dominant weight 5" as, 
i=o 
the non-zero improved energy-momentum tensor components are, 
e±± = ( a ± $ , 5 ± $ ) - | a ^ ( 5 - $ ) . 
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where ( , ) is defined as, 
i,j=0 ^i^j 
The explanation of [12] is straightforward; inserting the general solution (2.4.44) to the 
above equation one obtains, 
e±± = ( a ± $ o , a ± $ o ) - | 5 i ( 5 - $ o ) , 
i.e. the improved part only depends on the free solution. For the soliton solutions, one 
chooses (f)Q € '^Aw{g'"), = 0 and T/O = 0, which results in the vanishing of the improved 
energy-momentum tensor, 0±± = 0. Thus the energy-momentum tensor is given by the 
function C which is found from the following equation. 
The solution for C is easily found to be 
^ = ' (2.4.73) 
Inserting the sohton solution (2.4.44) into (2.4.73) yields 
P ='^\n<S\g{t)\S> . (2.4.74) 
Then the lightcone energy-momentum component is given as (2.4.17). 
The mass of a single soliton can be determined from the lightcone energy-momentum 
component. As an example consider a two soliton solution, where g{t) is given by, 
g{t) = e^-^o^^e^o^^^'. 
It is already known that the expansion of the argument of g{t) terminates at a finite 
number. Introduce a short hand notation Ha = v^/^|7a • ?(1)| and = ± 1 depending on 
the choice of sign of W in (2.4.61). Then the expectation value can be written as, 
<sm\s> = < 5 | ( E ' ' ^ ' ' ^ f ° ' i f E ' ' ^ ' ' ^ f ' i l ^ > 
(£aPaMa[t sinh(ea)+:E COsh(0a)]) 
Pa,Pb 
jEHVHUHHsinhi0h)+XCOsh(ef,)]) Ql'Qb ^ J^g^Pa^ Ji6^Pi,\ | ^ ^ (2.4.75) 
Pa'-Pb'-
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It follows directly that in the limit x ± 0 0 , the value of ^^5j^^('f)*|5^^ is a constant and 
does not depend on the choice of e. Thus one obtains 
Further development using this algebraic method has also been done [50, 51]. Finally, one 
can conclude that although this algebraic method is elegant, in fact to perform, an explicit 
calculation one has to calculate the same r-functions as in Hirota's method. 
Chapter 3 
Breather Solutions of Affine Toda 
Theories 




As i t has been discussed in detail in the previous chapter, the imaginary couphng regime of 
the affine Toda theories admits soliton solutions interpolating the degenerate vacua of the 
affine Toda potential. The sine-Gordon theory is the simplest example of the a^ ;') series, 
i.e. the a^i^ Toda field theory. Besides soliton and antisoliton solutions of the sine-Gordon 
theory, there also exist oscillating solitonic solutions, the breathers. These breathers are 
bound states of the sine-Gordon soliton and antisoliton pair. Since the a(,^ ) affine Toda 
theories are a generalization of the sine-Gordon theory, it is natural to ask if such breather 
solutions also exist for these theories, and indeed if such breather solutions exist for all 
affine Toda theories. Much has been conjectured about the breathers of the affine Toda 
field theory [11, 12, 13, 51]. Calculation of the scattering processes of the a^ ^^  affine Toda 
solitons [14] also points to the existence of these breathers, since there are poles in the 
soliton S'-matrix which correspond to bound states of soHton pairs. 
Furthermore, generally the spectrum of topological charges carried by the single soliton 
solutions do not fill up the coresponding fundamental representation space [35, 36]. Thus, 
it is hope that the missing topological charges are carried by these breathers. 
For the a^ ^^  Toda field theory, which is the sine-Gordon theory, the single soliton solution 
is given by, 
^ = ! y i n ' \ , (3.0.1) 
with the constraint (7'^ (1 — v^) = im^. The parameter p = T] + i( is complex, and its 
imaginary part determines the topological charge of the soliton. In this case, there are 
two possibilities, the soliton and the antisoliton, which have the same mass equal to 
I t is well known (see for instance Rajaraman [52]) that the oscillating solitonic solutions, 
or breathers, of the sine-Gordon theory can be constructed from two approaching soliton 
solutions by changing the velocity v into iv, 
hreaiher = In ( ^ ^ ^c{x-ivt)+pr _f. ^a(x+ivt)+p2 _ ^2g2<rx+(pi+P2) j " (3.0.2) 
Taking = —^2 = ~ f and 771 = 7/2 = yields a soliton solution oscillating about the point 
M'"^)+'^'n^ ig constructed from a soliton-antisoliton pair, this sine-Gordon breather has 
zero topological charge; its mass is equal to 
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Following the prescription of analytically continuing the real velocity into imaginary ve-
locity, the breathers created from two solitons of the a^ ^^  affine Toda theories can be 
constructed [47]. It turns out that in order for the energy of the breathers built from two 
solitons to be real, the constituent solitons must be of the same mass and moving with op-
posite imaginary velocity, resulting in a stationary breather. To obtain a moving breather, 
one can apply the usual Lorentz boost to the breather solution. The condition for the 
reality of the energy also produces an expression for the masses of these breathers which is 
less than the sum of the constituent solitons. One type of breather can carry topological 
charge which coincides with the topological charge of a certain single soliton, while the 
other type has zero topological charge. It will be shown also that these topological charges 
lie in a fundamental representation which is a subset of a tensor product representation 
of the fundamental representations which are associated to the topological charges of the 
constituent solitons. Moreover, these topological charges are analogous to the single soliton 
case [35, 36]. Thus, only particular combinations of the constituent solitons are permitted, 
such that the sum of their topological charges is the appropriate topological charge of the 
breather. However, the topological charges of the constituent solitons cannot be calculated 
explicitly. As the complex a^ ^^  Toda theories is a direct generalization of the sine-Gordon 
theory, it is possible that some linear combination of the components of the solution will 
remain invariant under a certain automorphism of the Dynkin diagram. This led to the 
embedding of the sine-Gordon solution in some cases of the a(,i) family. The crossing of 
one of the constituent soliton in the breather solution can be used to superficially calculate 
the topological charges of the constituent solitons. Finally, breathers in the ^4^^ theory will 
be discussed and the breathers of the other theories will be briefly commented on. 
One has to point out that a recent result on the exact 5-matrices for bound states in the 
a^2^ theory [42] agrees with the classical breathers considered in this chapter. 
3.1 Breathers of a!^"^ Theories 
As discussed in the previous chapter, in performing explicit calculations one has to consider 
the T-function expressions. Thus, in what follows, Hirota's r-function of the a^ ^^  solitons 
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will be used. 
To obtain an oscillating solitonic solution which is constructed from two solitons, one 
follows the sine-Gordon prescription of changing the velocity into an imaginary velocity, 
i.e. changing u into iv in the r-functions (2.4.7). Care must be taken in the analytic 
continuation oi u iv such that the energy and momentum are real, although the energy 
and momentum densities generally are complex. 
Further, one assumes that in order to have a stable classical bound state of sohtons 
(breather), there must exist a rest frame in which the constituent solitons of the breather 
oscillate about a fixed point in space. In this rest frame the energy of the breather is 
localised and time independent, although the energy density is time dependent. 
Changing u into iv also means changing a real rapidity into an imaginary rapidity, with 
a relation between velocity,?; and rapidity 0 becomes v = tan(0), 0 = —iQ. From 
the lightcone energy-momentum of the two soliton solution (2.4.21), a real energy and 
momentum can be achieved provided that the two solitons forming a breather are of the 
same mass and moving towards to each other with the same velocity giving a stationary 
breather. One can make an oscillating solution from solitons of two different masses, but 
the energy and momentum of this solution will not be real. Generally, one can add a real 
rapidity 0o as a phase in the energy-momentum tensor, which acts as a Lorentz boost to 
the breather solution. Thus, from (2.4.21) one obtains, 
n^e.,.e. = ^ C O s ( 0 „ ) e = ^ ^ O , (3.1.1) 
rha above is the mass of the fundamental particles of the a^ ^^  affine Toda theory. For 
simplicity, in what follows only stationary breathers are considered. Hence (3.1.1) becomes, 
then the mass of a breather is calculated to be 
V l + P V 1 + V 
I t is obvious that the mass of a breather is less than the sum of its constituent solitons. This 
result generalizes the sine-Gordon case, i.e. taking h = 2 gives the mass of the sine-Gordon 
breather. This result was also noted in [13]. 
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The masses rua of the fundamental particles of a^ ^^  series are degenerate with respect to the 
Z2 symmetry of the An Dynkin diagram, i.e. rha = rhh-a- Hence, there are two possibilities 
of forming a breather. Either the two constituent solitons are of the same species, these 
breathers will be called type A breathers or, the two constituent solitons are of opposite 
species, type B breathers. Exceptions to this classification are the breathers constructed 
from solitons of species {n + 1) of the a^2n+i theories. These breathers are sine-Gordon 
embedded breathers which belong to both type A and B as will be explained in Section 
Three of this chapter. 
Looking back at the r-function of a two soliton solution of the same constituent mass, 
choosing Ua = —Ub = yields the breather r-function, 
^ j ^ t ) _ I _^ exp[aa(x - ivt) + Pa + ijOa] + exp[ab{x + ivt) + pb + ijOb] 
+ exp[a+x + \ +p+ + ij9+], (3.1.4) 
the interaction coefficient is written as A = with X = ( -\-i6, where C, ^  G IR and 
Cr± = (7a ± (Ji,, P±=Paipb, 0±=0a±0b, 
V±^Va± Vb, ^± = 6 ± 6 , 
recalling (2.4.5). Note that for soHtons of the same mass, aa = Ob. By the ansatz (2.4.1), 
it is clear that in order to have a well-defined solution, each component of the solution 
<f) must be well defined. Thus, for each j , the ratio ^ must not become zero or infinite. 
Evaluation of the behaviour of the r-function can be done easily by writing the real and 
imaginary part of (3.1.4) explicitly. It turns out that to avoid the real and imaginary part 
of (3.1.4) becoming zero simultaneously at the same point, the parameters ^+ and are 
restricted to a certain range of definition. 
Moreover, for type A and B breathers, the interaction coefficient can have either positive 
or negative value. The critical velocity when the interaction coefficient changes sign is, for 
a type A breather 
v^^^ - t a n ( | ) , (3.1.5) 
and for a type B breather. 
V 
1 . 
c • - {A)-
Vc 
{B) (3.1.6) 
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For breathers with constituent solitons of species a = | , the interaction coefficient never 
changes sign. 
With Ua = (Th = (J, when the interaction coefficient is negative, i.e. ^ = TT, the breather 
T-function (3.1.4) can be written as, 
r f ^ = 2expi [2a^ + C + 7/+ + z(<5 + ^ + + j M ] 
X I ^ - cosh ^[2(70; C + '/-F] sin ^[^+ -h 
—e~2 sinh \\r]-\ sin ^[2(7?;^ — (^_ -|- j ^ - ) ] 
(^sinh ^[2(73; + ( + ??+] cos ^[^+ - f jQ^ 
- e - 2 cosh^[77_]cos^[2(7ui-(^_- |-;^_)]) j . (3.1.7) 
While for positive interaction coefficient, i.e. ^ = 0, the breather r-function (3.1.4) be-
comes, 
r f ^ = 2expi[2aa; + C + ^+ + «(<5 + ^ + + j ^ + ) ] 
X I (^ cosh \p^ux -f C + J/-^ ] cos ^[^+ - f 
_ i 1 1 \ +e 2 cosh -[?/_] cos -[2(Tt;^ — (^_ + j ^ - ) ] 
+z ^sinh ^[2cra; - f ( -H ?;+] sin ^[^+ 4- j ^ + ] 
- e - 2 sinh ^[7/_] sin ^ [ 2 a v i - ( ^ _ - } - i ^ _ ) ] H . (3.1.8) 
Thus, one only needs to examine the behaviour of the real and imaginary part of the curly 
bracket of (3.1.7) or (3.1.8) since in the r-function ratio ^ the prefactor of the curly bracket 
is just a phase. 
3.1.1 Type A Breathers 
The breathers with constituent solitons of the same species will have a negative interaction 
coefficient, A < 0, when < v^^^'^ (see figure 3.1). In the following one will deduce the 
restriction on the parameters rj and ^ such that the breather solution is well behaved. 
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Figure 3.1: The graph shows the behaviour of the interaction coefficient for the type 
A breather solution. The interaction A' is given by A' = Acos(^a/2), the velocity as 
X = v^/v'^. As mentioned in Subsection 3.1.1 there is an upper bound for the velocity. 
This has not been marked in the graph. 
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Suppose at coordinate {to,Xo) the real and imaginary part of the curly bracket of (3.1.7) 
becomes zero simultaneously, i.e. 
cosh Fo =—ci sin Ao and sinh FQ = C2 cos AQ, (3.1.9) 
where, 
To ^ (TXo + ^iC+ 1]-), Ao = a v t o - ~ , 
e~2' sinh ^ cosh ^ 
provided sin |((^+ + j6+) is not zero. When cos | (^+ + j9^) is zero, one can readily avoid 
the singularity at {to,Xo) by setting ?/_ = 0. Squaring and subtracting (3.1.9) yields the 
conditions 
Cj > 1 and cl > - 1 . 
Obviously, in order that in the whole space-time there are no sets of points (to^xo), i.e. to 
have a well behaved solution, one has. to demand that < 1 or 
s inh (^ )^ < \A\sin(^(e+ + je+))\ (3.1.10) 
Thus, to have a well behaved solution the parameter ^+ must not take the following values, 
^ + = (27r - ;^+) mod 27r, ; = 0 , . . . , n . (3.1.11) 
This divides the range of ^+ into several regions which will determine the topological charge 
of the breather. 
Furthermore, the upper bound of (3.1.10) will give the maximum distance of separation of 
the parameter rj between the two constituent solitons which is restricted as follows, 
- minirji) < ?/_ < min(r;^), (3.1.12) 
i i 
where, 
4 = arcosh 2\A\ sin^ i ( ^ + + j6+) + 1 , 
with J = 0 , . . . , n. Each 77^  above will restrict Tj such that it will never be zero. Hence, for 
all r-functions to avoid zero, the minimum value of rji is taken as the limit on the range of 
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For breathers of type A with positive interaction coefficient (as well as type B breathers) 
one can perform a similar evaluation as above. In the case of type A breather with positive 
interaction coefficient, from the r-function (3.1.7) one finds that the parameter ^+ must 
not have the following values. 
^+ = (TT - jOj^) mod 27r, 0, , n. (3.1.13) 
The separation distance of parameter 77 is restricted as above with. 
r]l = arcosh 2 A c o s 2 i ( ^ + + i ^ + ) - l 
As r]{ are defined through an arcosh-function, one has to satisfy the following restriction 
1 
A c o s ^ - ( ^ + - t - i ^ + ) > l . (3.1.14) 
Thus rji in turn will restrict the allowed velocity of the constituent soHtons. Generally, 
not all i ; ^ > v[^'^'^ are allowed. In fact all velocities with absolute value greater than the 
absolute value of the critical velocity are allowed if for all j the following is true. 
1 -
C O s 2 i ( ^ + + J ^ + ) 
c o s 2 ( ^ ) 





c o s 2 ( ^ 
(3.1.15) 
3.1.2 Type B Breathers 
The constituent solitons of type B breathers are of opposite species. The negative interac-
tion coefficient regime is accomplished with v^ > wP^ .^ In this case, to have a well behaved 
solution the parameter ^+ must not take the following values 
^4. = 0 mod 27r, (3.1.16) 
i.e. the parameter ^+ must not be an integer multiple of 27r. For each Tj to avoid zero, the 
separation of parameter 77s is limited to take values between. 
-min(7/^) <rj- < mm{Tjl), 
3 J 
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where. 
2\A\sm'^(C++je+) + l Tjl = arcosh 
w i t h j = 0,... ,n. As for type A breathers, each TJ has its own TJI, and the smallest of 
these is taken as the l i m i t . 
For positive interaction coefficient, one obtains the restriction that ^+ must not take the 
following values, 
(f+ = TT mod 27r. 
Furthermore, i f one considers the restriction (3.1.14) then the following has to be fulf i l led 
1 
1 -
C O s 2 ( ^ ) c O s 4 ( e + + J ^ + ) . 
which can never be satisfied. Thus, contrary to the type A breathers, i t is not possible to 
have type B breathers wi th positive interaction coefficient, or to have velocity < u^^^ . 
Since the r-functions would necessarily pass the origin of the complex plane and this would 
lead to a solution which is not well-defined. 
3.2 Properties of the a^ ^^  Breather Solutions 
Having found the breather solutions of a^^ series, one can proceed further by examining 
some of their properties. Namely, the interaction coefficient and their topological charges. 
3.2.1 The Interaction Coefficient 
The interaction coefficient A has properties similar to the properties of the S'-matrix of the 
fundamental Toda particles. Recall the expressions for A f rom (2.4.9) and (2.4.10). The 
interaction te rm of the type A breathers is, 
^""^ ~ 7i i T\ 9/e„ \ T' (3.2.1) (1 + v^)cos^[^) - 1 
or i n terms of rapidi ty difference 0 = —iQ, 
s i n ( f + f ) s i n ( f - ^ ) 
(3.2.2) 
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A n d for type B breathers, 
A,, = { l + v ' ) c o s \ ^ ) - v \ - (3.2.3) 
i n terms of rapidi ty difference 0 = —iQ, 
, „ = S 2 ! ( i ± ± W i ^ . , , . 4 ) 
COs2(f) 
Similarly to the case of S'-matrices of fundamental Toda particles, these interaction coeffi-
cients admit a pole. For type A breathers, 
v = vi''^ or, 0 = ^ ^ (3.2.5) 
h 
and, for type B breathers, 
V oo or, 0 = iir. (3.2.6) 
I t is readily seen that the pole of Aaa is exactly the fusing angle related to the process 
a + a {h — 2a) of the fundamental particles [9]. HoUowood noted that the same fusing 
rule also applies to soliton fusings in a!;^^ theories [11]. In fact, the fusing rule of fundamental 
particles applies also to all simply laced affine Toda solitons [12, 46]. The fusing of two 
solitons of species a into (h — 2a) hinted that the topological charge of type A breathers 
has to be found in the same representation as the topological charges of {h — 2a) single 
solitons. 
I t is not surprising that at the pole of the interaction coefficient, the breathers fa i l to exist. 
Using the breather r - funct ion , (3.1.4), w i th the interaction coefficient approaching its pole, 
the interaction term dominates. Hence, the solution falls into one of the vacuum solutions 
of the complex affine Toda potential, 
P j=i 
On the other hand, i f the positions of the constituent solitons are simultaneously shifted 
by — | , i.e. changing t) ^ rj — ^, then f r o m (3.1.4), as the interaction coefficient approaches 
its pole one obtains, 
TI"''^ = 1 + exp[a+x + ri+ + i{6 + C++ je+)]. 
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Thus the breather turns into a static solution as the interaction coefficient approaches its 
pole. 
When the interaction coefficient approches its zero, there is no interaction between the 
constituent solitons. In this case, the r-functions do not give a well defined solution, as the 
T-functions w i l l vanish at a particular point in space-time. This is quite obvious, since the 
breathers are bound states of soliton pairs and therefore a breather interaction coefficient 
cannot be zero. 
Furthermore, the interaction coefficient A has the following general properties some of 
which are similar to but not the same as the properties of the 5-matrix, 
• Crossing symmetry 
Aaa{v) = A--^i^-) or, A , , ( 0 ) = A ; ^ ( 0 - 7 r ) . (3.2.8) 
• Evenness 
A{v) = A{-v) or, A{Q) = A{-Q). (3.2.9) 
• Symmetry 
Aa-aiv) = A ^ v ) or, ^ , ( 0 ) = A , , ( 0 ) . (3.2.10) 
• Periodicity 
A{Q) = A{e + 2Tr). (3.2.11) 
3.2.2 The Topological Charges 
The topological charges of a soliton solution is a conserved quantity of zero spin. For the 
a!^^ series, topological charges of the single and multi-soliton solutions have been calculated 
35, 36]. This calculation can be outlined as follows. 
The topological charge 9 of a solution 4> is defined by (c.f. (2.3.4)) 
f r d.<f>dx = f l i m (^(x, t) - <j>{-x, t)). (3.2.12) 
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W r i t i n g the solution (f> i n terms of the breather r-functions, defining f j = ^ for j = 1.. .n 
and making use of the definition of the logarithm of a complex number, (3.2.12) can be 
recast as 
1 
2 7 r z ? } } ^ W M ^ ^ t ) \ - \ n \ f j { - x , t ) \ 
+ isiTg{f,{x,t)) + 2nrk'-ieiTg{fj{-x,t))-2nrk"}, (3.2.13) 
where k" e 2!. A simplification of (3.2.13) results f rom the fact that lim|i)_+oo I f j i ^ , i)\ = 
1, thus 
9 = J i l S , { a r g ( / , ( x , 0 ) - a r g ( / , ( - x , 0 ) + 2irk} (3.2.14) 
w i t h k = k' — k". The number k determines the curve f j in the complex plane, and in 
particular, how often and in what direction i t winds around the origin. The topological 
charge is therefore determined by the change in the argument of f j as goes to infinity. 
I n the soliton solutions cases, the parameter ^ is also divided into several allowed sectors 
which constitutes the number of distinct topological charges. For the single soliton, the 
change of argument above can be easily evaluated by examining the behaviour of the r -
funct ion near to the excluded values of the parameter ^. This w i l l also give the direction 
traced by the curve of the ratio of the r - funct ion as x goes f rom —oo to oo, hence the 
change of argument. In the multi-soliton case, one can confine each of these solitons by 
sending the other solitons far away f rom i t such that the soliton in question receives a 
negligible interaction. Then, the topological charge of this multi-soliton system is just the 
sum of the topological charges of its constituent solitons. 
As seen f r o m the construction of the breather solutions i n the previous section, the two 
solitons constituting the breather can only separate out to a finite 'distance' f rom each 
other. Recall that is restricted. Thus, the line of calculation for the topological charges 
of a mult i-sol i ton solution, as explained above, is not apphcable for the breather case. 
The topological charges of the breather solutions can also be determined in a similar way, 
but instead of sending the constituent solitons away f rom each other, one can evaluate the 
r - func t ion near the pole of the interaction coefficent. This w i l l significantly simplify the 
calculations. 
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For the type A breather i t is not too diff icult to deduce the number of distinct topological 
charges in the fashion of [35]. The number of the topological charges is determined by the 
number of sectors of allowed values of From the expression for forbidden ^ +'s, (3.1.11) 
or (3.1.13), i t follows that one looks for the smallest number p for which 
^ = kwithp,ke\^. (3.2.15) 
ft 
Here a is the species of the constituent solitons and h is the Coxeter number. 
W i t h 2a = ^ ^ d f c ) ' ^ = i^d(fe^ then (3.2.15) can be rewritten as 
2ap = hk. (3.2.16) 
Because 2a and h are coprime i t follows that p = h and k = 2a. Thus the range of the 
allowed values for if+ is divided into h sectors. This leads to the following formula for the 
max imum number of topological charges of type A breather w i th constituent solitons of 
species a 
h = ' l l (3.2.17) 
gcd(2a, h) ^ ' 
This argument holds independently of the sign of the interaction coefficient. The argument 
of f j { x , t ) can only change when f j { x , t ) is undefined or zero, hence the topological charge 
wi th in each sector is constant. I t turns out that in each of these sectors, the topological 
charges take a different unique value; These topological charges are related by permuta-
t ion of the roots (Xj for j = 0,... ,n. The topological charge of a specific sector w i l l be 
determined first, and is called the highest charge [35]. Then i t w i l l be shown that in all 
other sectors, the topological charges w i l l be different. This means that h is indeed the 
number of topological charges associated wi th a breather. 
I n the following, a calculation of the highest charge w i l l be performed for a type A breather 
w i t h negative interaction coefficient. The calculation for positive interaction coefficient is 
the same and w i l l not be presented here. To calculate the highest topological charge, one 
has to employ a l i t t l e t r ick first to simplify the breather r - funct ion. The type A breather 
T - func t ion is given by 
r j " " ^ = 1 + exp[<7a(a; -|- ivt) + p + ij6a] + exp[aa{x - ivt) + p' + ij9a 
-exp[C+ 2aaX + p++ 2ij0a.]. 
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First choose i = 0 because the topological charge does not depend on the t ime. Secondly 
choose p — —C/2 + p and p' — —C/2 -|- p'• This corresponds to a simultaneous shift of the 
constituent solitons to the lef t . By this shifting, the last term in the breather r - funct ion 
w i l l not depend on the interaction coefficient A , 
^ j - ) = I + exp((7,x + ijOa - C/2)(e^ + e'') - exp(2(7„x + p++ 2^^^) . 
W i t h paC^j) = mod 27r, the Hmits |a;| oo of f j w i l l give 
Km /,• = e'^''^^'\ 
l i m /,• = 1. (3.2.18) 
Moreover one can take the l im i t ( approaching -foo, this corresponds to choosing the 
velocity v very near to v^^\ As long as v is not equal to u^ "^ ) the breather solution is 
well-defined by construction. Wri te y = e'^""^, then provided one does not take the l im i t 
X ^ oo, the ?/^ /^  t e rm can be dropped, 
r f " ) ^ l + y'/'exp{ijea-C/2)ie^ + e^')-yexp{p+ + 2zjea) 
= l-yexp{p++ipa{2j)). (3:2.19) 
By spl i t t ing the ratio f j into its real and imaginary part one can now easily show that f j 
traces out a clockwise curve in the complex plane, i.e. the winding number k is zero. To 
see this take p = p' = i(Tr — | ) where £ is a real, positive and infinitesimal parameter, 
= l-yexp{i{pai2j)-e)). 
Then the ratio f j can be wr i t ten as 
1 
|1 -JeP+l 
+i{-y{sm{pa{2j) - e ) + sm{e)) -\- y\m{pa{2j))]]. 
f j = 71 ^ [ l - y ( c o s ( / i < , ( 2 i ) - e ) + cos(e))-h2/'cos(//„(2;)) 
The only zeros for the imaginary part occur when y = 0 and 
sin(/Xa(2i) - e) + sin(£) 
y = sm{pa{2j)) 
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w i t h /J-a{2j) ^ 0 or T T . For small e this is 
l - c o s ( , ( 2 , ) ) ^ 
sm{fia{2j)) 
Now inserting (3.2.20) into the real part of f j results in . 
One should also observe that i n the small e regime the imaginary part behaves for small y 
like 
^ m ( / , | l - j/e^+ p) = -y s in (^ , (2 i ) ) -f- . . . . 
So, for 0 < fJ^a{2j) < T T , the curve starts at (1,0) wi th a negative imaginary part and crosses 
the negative part of the real fine. For TT < Pa{2j) < 27r, i t starts at (1,0) w i th a positive 
imaginary part and crosses the positive part of the real line. When iJ,a{2j) = 0 then / j = 1, 
this does not contribute to the topological charge. Whereas when Pa{2j) = TT the change 
of argument is T T . I n any case, i t winds around the origin in the clockwise sense. Thus, 
the change of argument of f j is given by //a(2i) — 27r. The explicit formula for the highest 
topological charge is therefore determined by (3.2.14) 
^ 2h{h - j ) mod h 
3=0 
I n the summation above, the extended root is included for convenience in the permuta-
t ion of the simple roots and ao- As mentioned previously, this result does not depend on 
the sign of the interaction coefficient. 
From this highest charge, one can obtain all the other charges as follows. Suppose ini t ia l ly 
the value of is chosen. Then, making a shift of ~ on this ^+ amounts to sending the 
breather solution to a different sector of Successive applications of this shift wi l l bring 
the breather solution to every allowed sector of if +. W i t h the h^^ application i t w i l l return 
to the original sector. However, note that the resulting sectors in successive shift are not 
necessarily adjacent to each other. Recall that w i t h (3.2.19) the breather solution is given 
by, 
< ^ = ^ f ; a , I n ( l - c u f V + ) . 
P j=0 
^(,) ^ ^ (3.2.21) 
ft 
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Making the shift ^+ —> — ^ in the above solution results in lowering the power of Ua 
by one, i.e. 
^ = ^ E ^ s H I - ^'Jye^'-"^) = ^ E l n ( l - u^Vye'^). 
P j=0 Pj=0 
Thus, this shif t ing is the same as cyclically permuting the roots aj for all j = 0 , . . . , n . 
A n d hence, each shift ing results to a different topological charge. Since the maximum 
number one can shift is h times, then h is exactly the number of topological charges of 
the breather solution. The expression for all the topological charges is 
(k) ^ 2a{h - j ) mod h i , 1 0 I r-i o oo^ qy = 2^ 7 %+fc-i)> A; = 1 ,2 , . . . , ft, (3.2.22) 
j=o ^ 
where the roots aj are labelled modulo h. 
This is analogous to the one soliton case [35]. Furthermore, all these topological charges 
lie i n the same representation because they are related by a Weyl transformation as w i l l 
be shown in the next subsection. Interestingly, the fundamental representation space in 
which these topological charges He is the irreducible component of the Clebsch-Gordan 
decomposition of a tensor product representation. 
For the type B breather i t has been determined in a preceding calculation (subsect. 3.1.2) 
that there is only one sector of allowed values for The only possible way for the 
topological charge to change is whenever the ratio f j is not well-defined, i.e ^+ changes 
f r o m one sector to another. So, in this case there cannot be a change in the topological 
charge. The only open question now is what value the topological charge takes. To 
determine this one simply follows the previous prescription [35]. The r-functions for the 
type B breather are given by 
^jaa) ^ ^ _^  exp[aa{x + ivt) + p + ijOa] + exp[cra(x - ivt) + p - ijOa 
-exp[C + 2aaX - f /)+], 
where a = h — a. Because the topological charge is t ime independent, one can set t = 0. 
Also, one can substitute exp(cra3;) - z, p - p' = i{'!r + | ) w i th e G IR and infinitesimal. 
The T - func t ion is then given in the compact fo rm 
T H = i - 2 z cos{j9a)e'^ - z^e^^'\~ 
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Let f j be defined as before. The start and end point of the curve traced out by f j as x goes 
f r o m —oo to oo are i n this case the same, f j { x = ± 0 0 ) = 1. Solving an equation for the 
imaginary part of f j one finds that these are also the only points for which the imaginary 
part vanishes. Therefore the winding number k is zero, because the curve cannot wrap 
around the origin. Moreover, since the change of arguments, of f j as x goes f rom — 0 0 to 
0 0 is zero, the topological charge of any type B breather is deduced to be zero. In a sense, 
type B breathers are sine-Gordon like breathers. The constituent solitons are of opposite 
topological charges such that the resulting breather has zero topological charge. In fact, 
as w i l l be discussed in the next section, type B breathers do not come f rom a sine-Gordon 
embedding in the theory. 
Note however, that individual topological charges of the constituent solitons cannot be 
calculated expl ici t ly since this topological charges is determined by i.e. individual ^ 
loses its importance. Nevertheless, using crossing symmetry, one can perform a superficial 
calculation for these individual topological charges. 
3.2.3 Topological Charge and Representation Space 
I t is natural to expect that the topological charges which have been derived in the previ-
ous calculation lie in the tensor product representation of the fundamental representation 
associated w i t h the topological charges of the constituent solitons. In fact, for the type A 
breather, w i t h the exception for breathers buil t f rom species (n -|- 1) in the 
*^ 2n+i ^ases, 
the topological charges lie in the fundamental representation which is a component of the 
Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the tensor product representation. For type B breathers 
and the exceptional cases above, the topological charge (which is zero) lies in the sin-
glet representation component of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the tensor product 
representation. 
For the non-zero highest topological charge, the first step is to show that i t lies in the 
T^Ajomod/i fundamental representation. This wi l l be shown using a combination of Weyl 
transformations [35]. Then, the second step is to show the other topological charges are 
related to the highest charge by a special Coxeter element of the Weyl group. 
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I t is convenient to wri te the highest charge (3.2.21) as 
" fcjmodfe 




where b = h — (2a mod h). Because of the Z2 symmetry of the simple roots, i t is necessary 
to consider only the case b < | . The notation [x] means the largest integer less or equal 
to x. Hence, for h even, | = | , and for h odd, | = Furthermore, (3.2.23) can be 
rewri t ten i n terms of the fundamental weights Xj defined by = Sjk as follows, 
(^1) = y{2[bmodh]-[2bmodh]}Xi + ]-{2[bnmodh]-[b{n-l)modh]}Xn 
h h 
n-l 
+ E r { 2 [ ^ i mod h] - [b{j - 1) mod h] - [b{j + 1) mod h]}Xj. (3.2.24) 
/1 
Then the following can be demonstrated easily. 
f 1 j = n, 
0 or — 1 j = n — 1, 
0 or - 1 or 1 1 < j < n - l . 
(3.2.25) 
The part q^^^ • aj = -1 for j < n - I w i l l be demonstrated in the following. Let, bj = ch + d 
where d < b and c > 0, thus j = 1 is excluded. Then wi th (3.2.24) one finds that, 
,(1) ]-{2[bj mod h] - [b{j - 1) mod h] - [b(j + 1) mod h]} 
h 
1 
= y{2d-(d-b+h)-{d + b)} =-1. 
h 
There are (b — 1) terms of q^^^ • aj = —1 for j < n — 1, since this happens only when 
d < b. Furthermore, using a similar procedure as above, i t is straightforward to see that 
for 1 < j < n — 1 
• q(').a, = -l=^q^:^-aj_y = l. (3.2.26) 
Thus, i f the scalar products of q[^^ w i t h the simple roots { 0 : ^ } is wri t ten as a row vector, 
i t has the entry 1 at n^'^ position and there are [b — 1) pairs of ( 1 , —1) to the left of i t , 
9 i ' ^ - { « i } = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , 1 , - 1 , 0 , . . . , 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , . . . , 0 , 1 ) , 
the j^^ entry o f the row vector on the right-hand side is q[^^ • aj. W i t h this presentation, 
action of a certain element of the Weyl group becomes clear as can be seen in what follows. 
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I t is elementary to see the following. Suppose a weight 71 has a scalar product w i th the 
simple roots as 71 • {aj} = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , 1 , —1,0 , . . . , 0). Consider the Weyl reflection r wi th 
respect to the simple root ak where 71 • = — 1. The action of r on 71 w i l l shift the pair 
( 1 , —1) in 7i • {aj} one step to the right, i.e. r : 71 —> -f[ w i th 
Y,-{a,} = {0,...,0,0,1,-1,...,0). 
For a weight 72 which has 72 • {aj} = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , 1 , — 1 , 1 , . . . , 0), consider the Weyl reflection 
r' w i t h respect to the simple root aj, where 72 • ccyt = — 1. The action of r' on 72 wi l l give 
72 where, 
7 2 - K } = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) . 
So, using a combination of these Weyl transformations, q^^^ can be transformed into a 
fundamental weight, — > A, where 
A . K } = ( 0 , . . . , 0 , 1 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) . 
Since there are (b — l ) pairs of ( 1 , —1) in q^a^-{aj} row vector, then after these combination 
of Weyl transformations the entry 1 w i l l appear at the position n — (6 — 1) = 2a mod h. 
Hence the highest topological charge q^^^ lies i n the fundamental representation 'R-X2cmodh-
Recall that the rest of the topological charges are obtained by cyclically permuting the 
simple roots and 0 :0 , (3.2.22). This cyclic permutation is the same as the action of the 
following Coxeter element of the Weyl group on ql^\ 
0Jtc = rir2...r^, (3.2.27) 
where rj is a Weyl reflection w i t h respect to the simple root aj. Then, the topological 
charges are related to the highest charge by, 
q^^^=^'u\&- (3.2.28) 
Note that the ordering of Weyl reflections above is special, other orderings do not neces-
sarily relate one topological charge to another. The relation (3.2.28) is straightforward to 
see using the fact that, 
ujt,{aj) = a,^r f o r ; = 0 , 1 , . . . , n (3.2.29) 
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the simple roots and ao are labelled modulo h. Further examination of (3.2.22) shows that 
the set of topological charges {q^^^ coincides wi th the topological charges of the species 
2a mod h single soHtons. 
The next task is to show that "T^Azamod/. i ^ ^ component of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition 
of TZx^ <S> T^Xa- This w i l l be shown using a conjecture attributed to Parthasarathy, Ranga 
Rao and Varadarajan [53]. The PRV conjecture may be stated as follows: let 7 be a unique 
dominant weight of the Weyl orbit of j = X + u>fi for any w in the Weyl group and A, p, are 
highest weights, then TZ^ appears wi th mul t ip l ic i ty of at least one in the decomposition of 
T^x 0 T Z f i , where Tlx and 7^ ^ are finite dimensional irreducible representations wi th highest 
weights A and fi respectively. This conjecture has been proved recently [54]; i t was first 
used in the context of affine Toda theories by Braden [55 . 
For convenience of calculation, one can write the fundamental weights of the Lie algebra 
An as follows, 
« {h - a)j " ajh - j ) 
^^ = 1^ T «J + 1 " i - (3.2.30) 
3=0 " j=a+l 
By the Z2 symmetry of the simple roots of An, one has to consider only the case a < [|]. 
Choose Lo to be the Coxeter element defined in (3.2.27). Then, remembering the action of 
this Coxeter element on the simple roots, c.f. (3.2.29), i t is easy to show that 
A„ + u^Xa = A2a. (3.2.31) 
I t is obvious that X2a is a unique dominant weight of the Weyl orbit . Thus by PRV 
conjecture Hx^am.dh ^ '^^a ® T^x.-
This completes the claim that all the topological charges lie i n the same fundamental 
representation T^Azamodh which is an irreducible component of TZx^ 0 T^-Xa', i-e. 
Wa^} e 7 ^ A . _ d . c 7 ^ , „ ® 7 ^ , „ . (3.2.32) 
Note that 2a mod h = {h — 2a). Hence, (3.2.32) suggest that the fusing rule of the con-
stituent solitons [12, 46] and the representation space to which the topogical charge of the 
breather belongs, as shown by the Clebsch-Gordan component, are related. Furthermore, 
as noted in the previous calculation, the number of topological charges is ^ = ^^^^^^ 
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which is generally less than the dimension of ' ^ A j a m o d h - topological charges of type 
A breathers, normally do not fill the fundamental representation T^As^modh- Only partic-
ular combinations of the topological charges of the constituent solitons can make up a 
breather. A special case of the type A breather is when the constituent solitons come f rom 
the fundamental representation "Rx^ which is self-conjugate, this happens for in the 
representation of A2n+i- This breather belongs to both type A and B. 
For the type B breathers and the exceptional case above, the fundamental representations 
of their constituent solitons are conjugates of each other (or self-conjugate). Thus, the 
topological charges of these breathers w i l l lie in the tensor product TZx^ ® " ^ A h - a - Using 
the PRV conjecture as before, i t can be shown that 
A, + ulXh-a = 0. (3.2.33) 
Hence, the t r i v i a l singlet representation appears in the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of 
this tensor product. I t is in this singlet representation that the topological charge lies. 
Examples of the calculation of the topological charges for a^^^ and ^ cases can be found 
in [47 . 
3.3 Sine-Gordon Embedding 
Automorphisms of the Dynk in diagram can be used to reduce an affine Toda theory to 
another affine Toda theory w i t h fewer scalar fields [3]. Using this reduction method, Sasaki 
noted that in the aj/^ affine Toda theories wi th a real coupling parameter, there are ways 
to reduce some members of the ajj^^ family to the a[^^ theory, i.e. the sinh-Gordon theory 
56]. The same procedure can be applied in the case of complex Toda theories. Define the 
solution to the equation of motion (2.3.1) as, 
= / iV, (3.3.1) 
where p is some vector to be determined. Then (2.3.1) becomes, 
pd\l3^) = im? aj (e^^'^j MV' _ e'/^ ^o-^ ^^  _ (3 3.2) 
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The a im is to reduce (3.3.2) above into the sine-Gordon equation of motion by choosing a 
suitable pi, 
pd\P^) = im^p (e'''^ - e-'^'^) = -2m^p sin(/?^/»). (3.3.3) 
There are two kinds of reductions. A direct reduction results when several nodes of the 
affine D y n k i n diagram which do not have a direct l ink are identified. When linked nodes 
are transposed, this results in a non-direct reduction. 
One can reduce the a^2n+i theories to a[^^ theory using a direct reduction by choosing p as 
follows [56], 
^1 = a i - I - 0 : 3 - I - . . . - t - Q ; 2 „ - I - f a2n+i. (3.3.4) 
The vector pi is an invariant vector under the Zn+i symmetry which identifies aj —> aj+2-
Projecting the simple roots of a2n+i to pi subspace gives the simple roots of a^^^ w i th 
mul t ip l i c i ty (n -|- 1), 
aj • pi = 2 or — 2, 
for j odd or even respectively. A non-direct reduction is a two step reduction: first a^^J-i 
can be reduced to the three dimensional subspace of a^^^ then a^^^ can be reduced to a^^^ 
56]. There are two choices of p for this non-direct reduction, 
/i2 = a i + 0:2 + "5 + "6 + • • • + a4n-3 + a4n-2, (3.3.5) 
P3 = 012 + a3 + cte + ctT + a^n-2 + a4„_i, (3.3.6) 
in the above, p^ is obtained f r o m p2 by cyclically permuting the simple roots of 04^^! once. 
Together w i t h the vector / x i , these three vectors are invariant under the Z„ symmetry 
which identifies aj — > Q;j+4- The simple roots of a^^Li can be projected to p2 or pz giving 
the simple roots of a[^^ w i t h mul t ip l ic i ty 2n. 
I n terms of the single soliton T-functions (2.4.4), direct reduction forces some T-functions 
to be equal leaving only two different T-functions, 
r(") = rt^ ^ . . . = T2^ and T^'') = T]' ' ) = . . . = r^l,, (3.3.7) 
w i t h , 
T f U l - F a ; ^ e ( " ' ' + ' ' ) . 
3.4- Soliton Crossing and Breather 71 
Since Lol = exp{^^j), i t is clear that for the a2i+i theories, only solitons of species 
a = (n - j - 1) are the true sine-Gordon soHtons embedded in the theory. For the non-direct 
reductions, one has to have the following conditions for the r-functions. Using p2 yields, 
^(«) _ ^(a) _ Ja) _ _ (a) _ (a) 
^0 — ^3 — M — . . . — "4n-4 — Mn-li 
T-i — T2 — T5 _ . . . _ T, 4n-3 " ' 4 T I - 2 ! 
and for the choice ps. 
0^ — ^1 — M — • . • — — 
^(a) _ , ( a ) _ ^(a) _ _ (a) _ (a) 
^2 — ^3 — ^6 — . . . — T4„_2 — 
These conditions on the r-functions of a^^^-i w i l l never be satisfied. This is because for 
h — in, the factor ul cannot be equal to o;^ "*"^  since j and { j + 1) are cop rime. 
Thus, the solitons associated wi th middle spot of the A2n+i Dynkin diagram are the only 
sine-Gordon solitons embedded in the a2'J^i affine Toda theories. Hence, these solitons can 
bind together resulting in sine-Gordon breathers, i.e. type A breathers wi th zero topological 
charge. Note also that type B breathers by the above definitions are not formed f rom any 
sine-Gordon embedded solitons. 
3.4 Soliton Crossing and Breather 
Recall that i n previous construction of multi-soliton and breather solutions, one always 
takes the parameter a to be positive. Replacing a by —a turns a single soliton of species 
a into its anti-species a; in particular for the a^ ^^  series, d = h — a. Kneipp and Olive 
[50] have shown that this crossing can be viewed in an almost similar manner to S'-matrix 
crossing, i.e. analytic continuation of rapidity 0 into 0 — iir. 
Under the crossing transformation, a —a, the parameters rj and if transform in a simple 
way, while the interaction coefficient A is inverted as already noted in the interaction 
coefficient of the breather (3.2.8). Since the topological charges of the soliton solutions are 
determined f r o m the parameter f, one w i l l see that crossing w i l l necessary invert the sign 
of the original topological charge. 
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I n the a^ '^' breather case, crossing of one of its constituent solitons w i l l result i n the crossing 
f r o m type A breathers into type B breathers and vice versa as one would expect. One 
already noted f r o m the construction of the breather solutions, that the topological charge 
of a breather is determined by Thus, individual ^ of the constituent solitons loses its 
importance. From previous calculation one can only determine the total topological charge 
of the breather solution without knowing the constituent topological charges. However, 
by examining the crossing of breathers w i t h negative interaction coefficient and assuming 
that each parameter ^ of the constituent solitons w i l l determine the topological charges 
of constituent solitons, one can find an exact relation between the constituent topological 
charges in a breather solution. In other words, given a constituent topological charge of a 
breather, one can directly know the second constituent topological charge. 
3.4.1 Crossing Transformation 
As stated earlier, there are two ways of making a crossing f rom a soliton into an anti-
soliton. The first way is to replace the species index a w i th a = h — a. I f one takes the 
positive square root of (2.4.6), 
<^a\/l - ul = 2m s i n ( y ) , 
making the mentioned replacement one obtains, 
(Tayjl - ul = 2 m s i n ( ^ ) = - 2 m s i n ( ^ ) . 
W i t h Ua = Us, one has aa, = —cTa. The second alternative is an analytic continuation of the 
soliton rapidi ty f r o m 0^  into O^ -|- i'K. One can see this crossing by wri t ing of (2.4.5) 
in terms of rapidi ty using the relation 0^  = | In ( j z ^ ) to have, 
Q 
= V2maasm{^){x+e®^ - X - c " ® " ) . 
z 
Replacing 0a w i t h 0a 4- «7r w i l l give an overall negative sign. Thus, crossing is achieved by 
replacing a w i t h —a. In what follows a is always taken to be positive. 
To derive the crossing transformations of parameters r; and ^, one starts f rom the crossed 
version of the T-funct ion and rewrites i t in terms of positive a. 
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The single soliton case is quite trivial, recall that 9a = 2^ — 6a, then 
f H = 1-1- e-<^4^-^t)+fi+iU+j6a) 
_ ^-<Ta{x-ut)+n+i(i+jea)^i _^ ^ M^-^t)+n+i(i+j9a)j _ (3.4.1) 
where the parameters fj and ( transform into, 
T] = —fj and ( = 
For the double-soliton case, one performs a crossing of the species b constituent soHton, 
+A i^e^'^<'~^t>)^~(''<^"''~^i>ub)t+n++ii^++js+) 
— ^-<^b(^-'^bi)+Vb+i(ib+jSb)^l ^ ^<Ta{x-Uat)+lla+i{ia+j9a) _|_ g<T6(a;-«6t)+!76+t(^ 6+J%) 
— g-<T6(a:-«b<)+^6+i(f6+i«b)^ H)^  (3.4.2) 
It is straightforward to see by direct replacement of (Tfc with —at in (2.4.9) that. 
ia6 (Aai)-' ^ e<+''. (3.4.3) 
Moreover, note that the interaction coefficient of a multi-soliton, Aat, is always positive 
35], i.e. 6 = 0. Then from the above, one sees that the parameters transform as follows, 
11a = Va + C and '^a = ^ a , (3.4.4) 
T]l = -fjb and 6^ = - 6 - (3.4.5) 
From this last result, one can generahze the crossing transformation (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) 
into the iV-sohton solution as was shown in [50]. 
In the breather case, the interaction coefficient for type A breathers can have positive or 
negative value while for type B breathers only negative values are allowed. Crossing of one 
of its constituent soliton yield the following transformation of the parameters, 
= + C and = + (3.4.6) 
m = -Vb and 4 = - 6 - (3.4.7) 
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As is visible from (3.4.2), a type A breather will be crossed into a type B breather and 
vice-versa. From the crossed version r-function of the breathers (replacing Ua — —W6 = iv 
in (3.4.2)), one can evaluate the restrictions on parameters r) and I and the allowed velocity 
V in the same manner as shown in Section 3.1. 
From the above mentioned evaluation, one obtains the restrictions on the parameters ((f_ + 
8) and (^+ + C) as oppose to the original uncrossed case with restrictions on the parameters 
^+ and , respectively. For example, in the case of the crossed version of type A breather 
with negative interaction coefficient, > cot(y)^, r j ' ' "^ will be non-singular provided 
(i^_ -|- T T ) never takes the values of (3.1.16) and (^+ C) is bounded by a similar expression 
as (3.1.12) with an appropriate fji. The positive interaction case is always found to be 
singular. A non-singular solution for the crossed version of type B breather yields the 
same restriction as the ordinary type A breather, eqns. (3.1.11), (3.1.13) and (3.1.12), 
with its appropriate fj^ and bounds on the allowed velocity (3.1.15). 
Furthermore, one can calculate the topological charge carried by these crossed version 
breathers. It is indeed found that the crossed version of type A breathers always have 
zero topological charge, hence it correspond to the ordinary type B breathers. Whereas 
the crossed version of type B breathers have h different topological charges, depending on 
the value of and it is given by (3.2.22), thus these are exactly the ordinary type A 
breathers. 
Finally^ one can also imagine crossing both constituent solitons in a breather solution. The 
type of breathers is not changed by this crossing, but the constituent solitons now belongs 
to their anti-species, i.e. f j " ' ' ^ ~ ' ^ j " ' ' ^ - ^ result, the topological charges of the double 
crossed version of type A breather calculated from f j " " ^ is given by (3.2.22) with a replaced 
hy h — a. Hence the topological charge of the double crossed version of type A breather 
of species a wil l now lie in the fundamental representation "T^-Ajamodh' instead of 'T^Azamodh-
While the topological charge of the double crossed version of type B breather remains in the 
trivial representation space, i.e. the singlet component of the tensor product of conjugate 
fundamental representations. However, a recent result from considering the breather S-
matrices [42] shows a different double crossing behaviour for the quantum bound states 
corresponding to the type B breather. 
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3.4.2 Crossing and Topological Charges 
The crossing transformation a —a can be viewed as a space inversion, x —x. Thus, 
since the asymptotic values of the solution are now interchanged, the sign of the topological 
charge calculated from this asymptotic value will be inverted. An alternative way of looking 
at this inversion of sign is through the transformation of parameter ^, which determines 
the topological charges. It can be shown that this transformation of parameter ^ yields 
the desired inversion of sign on the topological charge. 
Single Soliton and Multi-soliton 
Consider first the crossing of a single soliton solution (3.4.1). Writing, 
- ( a ) - (5) 
then a crossed single soliton solution is given by, 
^W = l f : « , l n ^ ( " ) = ^ X : O n - ^ + l n / f ) . 
Thus, i t is readily seen that the set of topological charges of the crossed species a single 
soliton is equal to the set of topological charges of the species a single soliton. 
= E « . A W / r ) ) = 9- (3-4-8) 
This analysis can be made precise when one considers the result of replacing by —(fg in 
r", as will be discussed shortly, to show the claim that the mentioned transformation of 
also inverts the sign of the topological charge of the crossed version of the single soliton of 
species a. 
Note that the asymptotic behaviour of /y"^ are as follows, 
- ( . j ^ f x - ^ o o : |^(")| = 1 and arg(^(")) = 0, 
U - > - o o : \f]^\ = l and ^ v g { f f ) = i.^^, 
where //^ '"^  = jOa mod 2-K. Performing the same analysis of [35] on / j " ^ with ^„ = T T — e, 
where e is a positive infinitesimal parameter, one finds that the complex function / j " ^ traces 
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out a counter-clockwise curve in the complex plane of 3?e(/j"') and 3'm(/j"^), and it only 
crosses the real axis once. The change of argument of as x evolve from —oo to oo is, 
A(arg(/) ')) = {2iT —-) mod 27r = 27r -^ ^ ^ . 
h \ n J 
Hence, the highest topological charge of the crossed species a single soliton is given by, 
• , , ^ _ ^ a ( A - , ) m o d / . ^ _ _ ^ , , p ^ g j 
and by cyclically permuting the simple roots and cto one obtains q^J^^ = —q^^^ with k = 
1,2,..., ^ a . Thus, crossing inverts the sign of the single soliton's topological charge. 
Although it is obvious from (3.4.8) that the set of topological charges {q^''^} is the same 
as the set of topological charges {qi''^}, one can make this claim more precise by showing 
that with (fa = —6i) the solution ~ does indeed have a topological charge which is 
a member of the set of topological charges {qi''^} calculated from uncrossed ( f f ' . From [35 
one knows that the set of species a single soliton's topological charges is, 
(fc) " aj mod h a a ^n\ 
9s = L 1 ttj-i+fc- (3.4.10) 
j=o 
If one replaces = T T — e with —^a in the analysis of in determining the highest charge 
as performed in [35], one finds that the complex function / j " ^ traces out a counter-clockwise 
curve in the complex plane of 3Je(/j"^) and '^m{ff'^) which only crosses the real axis once. 
The resulting set of topological charges of the species a single soliton (denoted by qa to 
differentiate with qa in (3.4.10)) is 
~(k') ^ { h - a)j mod h /o ^ 11 \ 
qk - - L ^ 1 aj-i+k'. (3.4.11) 
With p = gcd{h, a) there exists & j,l<j<{h — 1), such that (h — a)j mod h = (h — p). 
Then setting k' = h + 1— j, hy rewriting (3.4.11), one can show that 
iP = t " - ^ ^ - , = lP, (3.4.12) 
3=0 " 
where q^^ is given by (3.4.10). Thus the set {qi''^}, derived above, is equal to the set 
{ # ' } , derived in [35], with k' = h + k - j . 
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To summarize, in this single soliton case, one has shown that crossing of cr —> —a inverts 
the sign of the topological charge, i.e. q^''^ = —q^a^ Further, this inversion of sign can also 
be seen as a result of taking —(a instead of ^a in the evaluation of the topological charge of 
(j)"'. This is because one has the above exact relation between the two derivations resulting 
from the two choices of ,^a-
In the multi-soliton case, the generahzation is straightforward. In the crossed version of a 
multi-soliton solution, for each wncrossec? constituent soliton, the topological charge remains 
the same because the parameters transform as ^a = ^a- For the crossed constituent soliton, 
its topological charge changes sign since the parameter (a transforms to —^a- Because 
there is no static multi-soliton solution (if the constituent solitons are of the same species), 
one can imagine taking a snap-shot of this system of multi-soHtons when each constituent 
soliton is at some distance from the others, such that each constituent soliton does not feel 
the presence of the others, then the total topological charge of this system is just the sum 
of the topological charges of the constituent solitons. Hence after crossing, the topological 
charge of the system changes. 
Breather 
Contrary to the multi-soliton case, in the breather case the parameter ( of each constituent 
soliton loses its importance in determining the topological charge of the breather. Instead, 
it is the parameter ^+ = + 6 which holds the information of the topological charge. 
And, as seen from Section 3.2, a consequence of this is that one can only know the total 
topological charge of a breather without knowing what are the topological charge of its 
constituent solitons. Thus, a similar crossing evaluation of the topological charges, as done 
in the multi-soliton case above, cannot be performed. However, some information can still 
be extracted from the breather with negative interaction coefficient if one assumes that the 
individual ^ carry the information of constituent charges and ignore the importance of 
One begins with the examination of crossed type B breather, f j ' ^ "^ ~ ^ jo ia2 ) ^ j ^ j ^ ^ = = 
(32, which has the topological charge given by, 
# = t = tf.'. (3.4.13) 
3=0 
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Recall that in a single soliton case of species a, for each topological charge 5^ )^ the parameter 
lie in the k^'' sector [35], 
7 r - ^ { [ a ( A ; - l ) m o d / i a ] + l } , 7 r - ^ [ a ( ^ - l ) m o d / i a ] , (3.4.14) 
^ ha ha J • 
where a = >. 
gcd{h,a) 
Under the crossing of ag. —cr^ , the parameter (a transforms as. 
From the discussion of previous subsection this transformation yields an inversion of the 
. Then the 
sign of the topological charge of constituent soliton a, qa^ — —qa- Let 5 = 
where 8s = 0 if h is even and = 2a ^ assume that a < 
transformation of can be seen as a shifting of sector from where ^a originally lay, 
If 8s 7^  0, then the extra shift of ^^8s = ^ gcd(fea) ^^^^ ^® maximum when gcd(/i, a) = 1. 
When the range ( — T T , T T ) of parameter ^ is divided into even number of sectors, ha is even, 
then (a € la''^ is shifted into ^ai = 6J ~ ^ ^ -^a''"^''^- the otherhand, when there are 
odd possibilities of the constituent soliton's topological charges, then the final sector after 
shifting will depend on where originally ^a lay in Suppose is in the upper-half of 
e \ i.e. 
(a & TT — —{2[a{k — 1) mod ha] -|- l} ,7r — —[d{k — 1) mod ha] . 
^ ha ha J 
Then the shift of — T T on fa amounts to shifting the sector from l'^^ into This 
is because the extra shift cause by will only result in placing (a^ = fa — T T in the 
lower-half of sector 
U e (TT - 2^{[a(A; + 5 - 1) mod ^a] + 1}, T T - J-{2[a{k + s - I) mod ^a] + 1} ) • 
^ ha ha J 
Whereas, if originally f j is in the lower-half of sector 7^ *^ ,^ then one can view the transfor-
mation of fa as a shift of T T instead, and this will bring — (a + T'' into the upper-half of 
sector li'^-'K 
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Thus one can summarize the transformation of the constituent topological charges of type 
B breather under the crossing, i.e. r^"") -> f ~ T-C^ iaa)^  
— = ^ ' " ^ ^ or , ^ - ^ ) , 
— ?S^ ^ = - # ^ ^ = e \ 
smce 
q(y + qi'^^ = 0. Thus one of the topological charges changes sign while the other is 
shifted such that the total topological charge of the system takes one of the values given 
by (3.4.13). For cases with a > , the transformation of constituent topological charges are as above 
with 5 being replaced by 5 = — ^ . 
(k') (k') 
From this result, one can show explicitly that qai + qa.2^ is the topological charge of type 
A breather. Suppose that fa is in the upper-half of sector I^'^^ and a < | , then after 
crossing one has (remember that a = ai = 02) 
ik\ — j) mod h 
3=s 
Write a{h — j) as follows a{h — j) = Cj + hdj where dj G IN, Cj < / i and CQ = 0. Then 
^ ( ^ ~ i ) mod h = Cj and 
'h] 
o-{h - 3 + s) mod h = Cj + 
where. 
Cj if Cj < 
\ C j - h if Cj > [ I . 
Hence, 2a{h — j) mod h = Cj + Cj. Then one can write. 
a+s) , A + [h/2] , Cj + [h/2] 
" j=n+2 '* 3=s 
h-l+s ~, 
= E ir^^i+k-i + E f " i + ^ -
" C 
E f « ^ + ^ - i -
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Summing with q^^^ one obtains 
j= l " j=o " 
Thus, now one knows what are the constituent topological charges of a type A breather 
individually, namely q^J^^^"^ and q^J^\ 
The evaluation of the topological charge transformation of the crossed type A breather 
with negative interaction coefficient, r^" '^^ ^) —> f ^'^'"2) ^ with a = a\ = 02, can be 
performed in a similar manner to give 
lai la ^ai ' 
Ha ' qa — Ha2 ' 
which give a total of zero topological charge. 
However a similar evaluation is not possible when the interaction coefficient is positive. 
This is as would be expected, because the shifting of one of the topological charges is due 
precisely to the presence of the extra n in the transformation of ^  arising from the crossing. 
In the positive interaction case there is no extra T T . 
To this end, one has to bear in mind that ^ of constituent solitons do not play a role in 
determing the topological charges of a breather. Instead, it is the value of f + which will 
determine the topological charge of a breather. The crossing treatment of the topological 
charges of a breather, just discussed, is just a superficial way of evaluating the constituent 
topological charges. 
3.5 Breathers in other Theories 
In this section the breathers in the 0^4^^ affine Toda theory will be determined. This calcu-
lation provide an example for the general calculation of breathers in other Toda theories. 
One wil l use Olive et.al.'s algebraic method to construct the r-functions. As expected, 
these r-functions are the same as r-functions derived using the Hirota's method. 
Having obtained the breather solutions, one proceeds further to determine its topological 
charges. It turns out that for breathers with constituent solitons coming from the heavy 
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soliton, i.e. the middle spot of ^4^^^ Dynkin diagram, the topological charges of certain 
breather solutions do not come from the sum of known topological charges of its constituent 
solitons. Furthermore, it is found that the topological charges of all possible d^^^ breathers 
are exactly the same as the topological charges of certain single soliton solutions. Thus, 
these breather solutions do not produce new topological charges. 
Finally, a short remark on the breathers of other theories will also be given. 
3.5.1 Algebraic r-function of d!^^ Theory 
To construct the algebraic r-function, one has to be able to evaluate all expectation values 
of the terms in the expansion of (2.4.57) in (2.4.56). For a given fundamental representation 
|Aj > , one has to calculate the expectation value of the operator F"', 
When \Aj > is of level 1, Fjk can be calculated using the fact that the set of automorphism 
of the affine Dynkin diagram which do not have fixed nodes, Wo{g), is isomorphic with the 
centre, Z{g) (for details see [13, 57]). It is found that 
= £(«, ; ) = e-^-^-^^ (3.5.1) 
If |A j > is of level higher than 1, one can write a representation of this fundamental weight 
as a tensor product of level 1 representations. 
Figure 3.2: Numbering and Colouring of the Dynkin diagram of D4. 
An example of this is the level 2 fundamental weight of d*^^ given in [13], 
IA2 > = ( / , |A, > (8)|A, > - |A, > ®/, |A, >) 
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= ( E _ I | A , > ®|A, > - |A,->(8)E_i |A,->) , (3.5.2) 
where |Aj > is the level 1 representation for the outer nodes of d^^^ Dynkin diagram (see 
figure 3.2). Using this representation, one obtains the following expectation values, 
f 0 for a = 1,3,4 
F2a = \ ^ ^ ^ (3.5.3) 
[ - 4 for a = 2. 
With this information, one can write down the r-function defined by, 
T , = < A , | ^ ( 0 | A j > , (3.5.4) 
with g{t) is given by (2.4.60). The algebraic r-functions for single solitons of the d^^^ theory 
have been written down in [13] and coincide with Hirota's r-function [15]. In writing down 
these r-functions, one uses the fact that for the representation |Aj > of level ruj, the highest 
non-vanishing power of step-operators F"- can be written as a vertex operator [13, 50], 
( F " ( 2 a ) ) ' " ' = ^-2i^^r^.Y^Y^, (3.5.5) 
where, 
Yl = exp U E ^-^^^^^^E^N) , (3.5.6) 
with 7a, 9[±A''] as discussed in Subsection 2.4-3 and Za is given in (2.4.59). 
The two soliton r-function can be calculated in the same manner. For |Aj > representation 
of level 1, one obtains a general expression for the r-function as follows, 
rf*-^ = <^^\eMQaWaF'')exv{QbWl,F')\^,> 
= <^,\{l+•QaWaF''){l + Q,W,F')\^,> 
= < A , | ( l + QaWaF'' + QbW.F'' + Xa,bQaQbWaWb F'^P' :)|A,- > 
= 1 + s{a,j)QaWa + e{b,j)Q,Wt + e{a,j}e{b,j)Xa,bQaQbWaWb. (3.5.7) 
In the above, the parameter Qa = exp{T]a + i^a) determines the position of the soHton and 
its topological charge. Further with fha being the mass of the a^^ fundamental particle, 
Wa is given by 
Wa{Qa) = exp[ma(a; cosh Qa — i sinh 0a)]- (3.5.8) 
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The general interaction coefficient Xa^b is given as in (2.4.67), or after some algebra 
with 0 = ©a — Of, is the rapidity difference and Ca is the colour factor of the simple roots. 
For IA2 > , which is a level 2 representation, one has the following r-function, 
r i " ' ) = < A2i( i - fgaM^a^" + ^QX<?(n')(i + g 6 m ^ ' + ^ g W ( ^ T ) | A 2 > 
= 1 + F^aQaWa + F^bQbWb + e{a,2)QlWl ^ e{b,2)QlW^ 
+ e{a, 2)F2aXa,bQlQbWlWb -H £(6, 2)F,bXa,bQaQlWaW^ 
+ Za,bQaQi>WaWb + e{a, 2)e{b, 2){Xa,tfQlQlW^W^. (3.5.10) 
In the derivation above, one has used the following identity relation [51] 
Y^F'' = Xa,bF''Y^, F^Y^ = Xa^bY^PK 
The interaction coefficient Za,b above is calculated to be 
Za,6(0) = < A2|F"F ' ' |A2 > 
- {Z_Xa,b + Z^)e{a,j)e{b,j), (3.5.11) 
where 
• ^± = 2 - |7, • 9[1]|2 - . 9[1]|2 ± 2|7a • 9[1]||76 • ^[l] |cosh0. 
These results are exactly the same as results derived from Hirota's method [46]. 
3.5.2 Breathers in Theory 
For this ^4^^ theory, the fundamental particles associated to the outer nodes of the Dynkin 
diagram are degenerate in mass, rha = m^/2. And the fundamental particle associated 
with the middle node is heavier, m2 = m\/6- So, there are 3 possible combinations of two 
soliton solutions which can make a breather: 22-breathers, aa-breathers and a6-breathers 
where a, 6 = 1,3 or 4. These breather solutions are obtained by analytic continuation into 
complex rapidity, setting ©a = — © 6 = iQ. Then, the masses of these breathers are given as 
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in (3.1.3), which is always smaller than the sum of the mass of its constituent solitons. For 
each possible two soHton combination mentioned above, one would like to find the magic 
recipe of all the parameters involved in the breather solution. However, subtleties arises 
in the 22-breather r-function, as one has to solve two quartic equations of transcendental 
functions. For the other cases, one can derive the complete restrictions of parameters ?/, ( 
and the rapidity 0 . 
22-breathers 
In this case, the X-interaction coefficient and the Z-interaction coefficient are given by the 
following 
^2,2 - r„_/o/^N , iir rncy\ , i T l^ cs.o.iz; 
cos(20) - l][cos(20) - I 
[cos(20) + l][cos(20) + 
^ 1 _ [ c o s ( 2 0 ) - f ^ ] [ c o s ( 2 0 ) - ^ ] 
- [cos(20) + l][cos(20)-h|] • ^^-^-^^^ 
Although the range of definition of the rapidity is from 0 to | (recall that the velocity and 
rapidity are related hy v = tanO). In figure 3.3, only the rapidity range from 0 to | is 
drawn. 
The behaviour of the r-function on level 1 representation can be evaluated in a similar 
manner as the a^ ^^  breather cases done in Section 3.1. Separating the real and imaginary 
part of the r-function, and evaluating the behaviour of these parts such that there is no 
point in space time which will give a simultaneous zero for the real and imaginary part 
yields a restriction on the parameter rj and the rapidity. With the notation, 
X = e^-+'^ -,• Z = e^ ^+'^ ,^ where C^,C,8,,8,e IR, 
without difficulties one finds that 
-rj'^<V-<Vc, (3-5.14) 
where, 
rj', = arcosh{2e^^ cos i ( ^ + + 8,Y - e'^^}. (3.5.15) 
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Figure 3.3: The graph shows the behaviour of the interaction coefficients X{2Q) (full line) 
and Z(20) (dotted fine) for the 22-breather of in the rapidity range 0 to | . The 
horizontal axis is chosen in terms of the parameter x = Note that both interaction 
coefficients become singular at x = | or 0 = | . 
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Furthermore, from the above definition of 7 / ^ i t is clear that all values of rapidity for which 
X < 0 are allowed, while in the region where X > ^ the rapidity is restricted by. 
© 0 < © < 3 , 
where 
e„ = - arccoB y ^ 4|cos(Sf) - 1] ' ' 
Also, the parameters ^ are restricted not to take the following values. 
= 0 mod 27r 
= TT mod 27r 




Up to a complex phase, the r-function on the level 2 representation can be written as 
follows 
r2 - eC.-G+i(5.-fi.) ^ 2 cosh[r(2) + ^(^+ + 4 ) ] 2e-^^-'*- cosh[zA(2) - rj_] 
_16e-|(^-+'*-) cosh ^ [ Z A ( 2 ) - r,.] cosh ^[F^') z(^+ + ( ^ , ) ] , (3.5.19) 
where. 
r(") = 2maa; cos © + ?/+ C ,^ A '^^ ) = 2ma^sin© (3.5.20) 
Suppose one examines the case when X > 0 and Z < 0, and assumes that there exist 
{xo,to) such that the real and imaginary parts of (3.5.19) are zero simultaneously, i.e. 
3?e(T2) 2e^  cos I Y I - sm I Y cosh -|- sinh 
r, ( 2 ) ' 
cosh I -— -|- smh -— 




-|-16e^ cos I ^ ^- \ cosh 
+ sin (I] sinh ( ^ ) sin 
2 7 ^ ° ^ 2 
. ( 2 )^ 
cosh 
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and. 
Qm{T2) ~ 8e^^sin ^ ± V c o s f f ± ^ s i „ h ' ^ » ' 
-8e^^ sinh cosh ( ^ y 
-16e^ sin ( ^ cosh 
2 / 
cos I sinh ( ! ^ I sin 
So, the idea is to eliminate or using the above relations, and from there one 
tries to find a further restriction for the parameters T}. Unfortunately, as seen from the 
above, these involve manipulation of a transcendental function which in turn gives rise to 
subtleties in the evaluation. Thus, one resorts to a simpHfied restriction and further shows 
that indeed with this simplified restriction on t] there exist solutions. 
Setting rj- = 0, from the imaginary relation above one obtains the following relations 
(3.5.21) cos i ( A i ^ ) ) = i e ^ cos (^e+) cosh ^ ( F J ^ ) ) . 
Inserting this into the real part, one sees that in order that there exist non-singular solu-
tions, i.e. no {xo,to) exist such that the real and imaginary parts are zero simultaneously, 
the following must hold, 
g{e,^+)^ (2e^^[l-2cos\{^.Y]-e<^-2) <0 
T T - T T 
f o r - < 0 < - . 
I t is straightforward to see that this inequality indeed is fulfilled. Furthermore, in deriving 
(3.5.21) one has assumed that sinh ^(X^o^) ^ 0 and sin ^{(+) / 0. But, one can show that 
even taking sinh |(r^^^) = 0, the real part will never vanish. Further, choosing sin ^{^+) = 0 
will always give a singular solution, thus the parameters ^ are chosen such that (f+ never 
takes the values, 
^+ = 0 mod 27r. (3.5.22) 
Thus, combining with the results of the r-function of the level 1 representations, one has 
succeeded in proving that with = 0, there exist non-singular solutions with X > 0 for 
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rapidities ©o < © < f where ©o is given in (3.5.16). Moreover from (3.5.18) and (3.5.22), 
the parameters ^ are chosen so that ^ 4 . will not take the following values, 
^ + = 0, TT mod 27r. (3.5.23) 
One can perform the same evaluation for cases oi X < 0. However, due to the behaviour 
of a similar function as the function g{Q, above, one cannot say quite clearly that there 
exist or does not exist non-singular solutions for rapidity value between | < 0 < | . This is 
because there are regions of (0 , i f . | . ) where this function has negative values while in other 
regions i t has positive values. Nevertheless, for rapidity values 0 < 0 < | one can show 
that there exist non-singular solutions, with parameters ( are chosen such that ^+ never 
takes the values, 
C+ = 0 mod 27r. (3.5.24) 
At special values of rapidities, these breather solutions fail to exist. In particular at rapidity 
0 = 0 it becomes an obvious static solution, at 0 = | singularity always occur, and rapidity 
of 0 = I or I will lead to a static single soliton solution or a vacuum solution. This last 
phenomena was also noted in the two soliton case in [46 . 
aa-breathers . 
These are breathers with constituent solitons coming from 2 of the lighter solitons of d^^^ 
associated with the same species (node of the Dynkin diagram). The interaction coefficients 
are calculated to be (see figure 3.4), 
[cos(20)-l][cos(2e) + l ] 
^''•^ " [cos(20) + l][cos(20) - i ] ' ^^-^-'^^ 
2 
" [cos(20) + l][cos(20) + | ] - ^^-^-^^^ 
The r-functions of level 1 representations has the same restriction as that of the 22-
breathers, relations (3.5.14) and (3.5.15). And as before, the case of X > 0 yields further 
restriction on the rapidity, 
^ < e < 00, 
6 
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Figure 3.4: The graph shows the behaviour of the interaction coefficients X{2Q) (dotted 
fine) and Z{2Q) (full line) for the aa-breather of d\ ' in the rapidity range 0 to | . The 
horizontal axis is chosen in terms of the parameter x = Note that both interaction 
coefficients become singular at a; = ^ 3 or e = I and at a; = 1 or 0 = f . 
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where 
° ° = 2 [ 4(1 - co . (^)) j • 
And, the parameters ^ are restricted as (3.5.17) and (3.5.18). 
Furthermore, for this case one has a much simphfied r-function for the level 2 represen-
tation, since i^2a = 0. And as a result, a detailed restriction on the parameter T] can be 
found. The evaluation method for this r-function is similar to the evaluation done in the 
a^^^ cases. The results can be cited here as follows. In order that T2 never vanishes, the 
parameters rj have to be chosen such that its difference is bounded as in (3.5.14), i.e. 
with 
T]c = arcosh{2e^^ + e^ ^ cos(^+ + 6,)}. (3.5.28) 
Also, the parameters^ have to be chosen such that for rapidity values between 0 < 0 < | 
and I < 0 < 00, (+ never takes the values 
^+=0,7rmod27r, (3.5.29) 
and for rapidity values between | < 0 < | , 1^ + may not take the following values 
^+ = 0 mod 27r. (3.5.30) 
Thus to summarise the results, an aa-breather can be constructed provided one choses the 
parameter r/_ to between the bounds of the smallest of rj'^ or rjc and parameters ^ are chosen 
such that (3.5.29) is not fulfilled for rapidity values between 0 < 0 < | and | < 0 < 0o 
or (3.5.30) is not fulfilled for rapidity values between | < 0 < | . 
At special values of rapidities, these breather solutions fail to exist. At rapidity 0 = 0, the 
solution become a static solution, i.e. not a breather. For rapidity 0 = | , there always 
exist {XQ, to) such that the real and imaginary parts of TJ, with j = 1,3 or 4, becomes zero 
simultaneously. While at the pole rapidities, the breather solution becomes a static single 
soliton solution at 0 = | or a vacuum solution at 0 = | . These last results are similaj to 
the two soliton fusing results of Hall [46 . 
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ab-breathers 
From all breathers, this type of breather are the easiest to evaluate, since its interaction 
coefficients are as follows, 
_ [cos(2e) - i ] 
^"•^-[cos(20) + i ] ' (^-^-^^^ 
Za,b = 0. (3.5.32) 
And with Fab = 0 for a, 6 = 1,3 or 4, all the r-functions are similar to that of the a^^^^ series. 
Thus, evaluation procedure of these r-functions are the same as in type B of a^^^^ cases. It 
turns out that it is not possible to construct a breather solution for J ^ > 0 , O < 0 < | and 
I < 0 < | , since zeros always appear simultaneously in the real and imaginary parts of 
the r-function. However, for the X < 0 case, the rapidities between 0o < 0 < | will give 
a valid breather solution, where 
e o = i a r c c c s ( i ^ ^ ^ ! M ^ ) . (3.5.33) 
2 2 cos(^+j + 1 / 
Further, the parameter rj has to be chosen such that 
-rjc < r ] _ < Tjc, 
where rjc is the smallest of the following, 
• arcosh{2e^- sin K^+f + 1}, 
rjc = I arcosh{2e^- cos | ( ^ + ) 2 + 1}, (3.5.34) 
arcosh{e^^| cos(^+)|}. 
And, the parameters ^ are chosen such that their sum do not take the following values, 
^+ = 0 , ^ , 7 r , y mod27r. (3.5.35) 
3.5.3 The Topological Charges of Breathers 
The topological charges are calculated from the asymptotic value of the breather solutions 
^ at X —>- -±oo. However, since the solution involves a logarithm of a complex function, 
the solution traces a curve in the complex plane. The asymptotic values depends on the 
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argument difference at x —> ± 0 0 , winding number and the direction of winding. Exami-
nation of the topological charges of the d!"P breathers follows the same steps as in Section 
3.2. 
As an example, the topological charges of 22-breather will be determined in what follows. 
The CKj-component of the topological charge for j = 1,3 and 4, is determined from the 
ratio / j = ^ = 1 for all region of definition. Thus, the ctj-component of the topological 
charge is zero. For the Q:2-component, one notes from the previous calculation that there 
are two different cases. 
The first case is when X from (3.5.23) one sees that there is only one type of topological 
charge for this case. Note that the asymptotic value of the ratio /2 = is again equal 
to 1 at a; —> ± 0 0 . Set all 77s equal to zero, and choose all s^ equal to | and further 
choose 0 = 1 arccos such that Z = 0. Explicit numerical evaluation of the real and 
imaginary parts of the ratio /2 = shows that /2 never winds around the origin of the 
complex plane. Thus, the Q;2-component for this case is zero. 
The second case when X < 0, from (3.5.24) one sees that there can be 2 type of topological 
charge for this case. The asymptotic value of the ratio /a = is again equal to 1 at 
X —»• ± 0 0 . Performing a similar trick as in Section 3.2, i.e. shifting the position of the 
breather such that at rapidity near the pole several terms drops out as they are negligible. 
Choose both ^ to be | where e > 0 and infinitesimal. Shift t] = f j — and set 0 —> ( | ) _ 
such that, 
l im e^ ~^^ ^ = 4, hm e~'^ ^ = 0. 
e ^ ( f ) - • ( f )_ 
Then, one can easily see that /2 starts off from (1,0) of the complex plane with negative 
imaginary part at x —^  —00, and winds around the origin in a clockwise manner back to 
(1,0) as X 00. While choosing e < 0 yields the opposite winding, i.e. a counter-clockwise 
manner. Thus, the Q;2-component for this case is ± 1 . 
To summarize the 22-breather topological charges, one has 
5(22)= 0 f o r 0 o < 0 < ^ , (3.5.36) 
p ) = ± a 2 f o r O < 0 < ^ , (3.5.37) 
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^yhere 0o is given in (3.5.16). 
Topological charges of the aa-breathers and ab-breathers are calculated in a similar way 
and one finds the following, 
= ± 0 2 for 0 < 0 < ^, J < 0 < 00, (3.5.38) 
6 6 
= 0 for ^ < 0 < ^ , (3.5.39) 3 2' 
where 0o is given in (3.5.27), and 
Next, as in the a^^ series, one can check that the non-zero topological charges lie in the 
irreducible component of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of the tensor product of two 
fundamental representations associated with the constituent solitons. In order to do this, 
one uses the PRV conjecture. Consider the Coxeter element of the Weyl group given as 
follows, 
oj = rir3r4r2, (3.5.41) 
where the Weyl reflections with respect to the simple roots has been ordered in bicolour 
manner. A direct check of the Coxeter orbit of A2 shows that ± 0 : 2 are elements of this 
orbit. Also, the weights { ± | ( Q ! a '+ (^b),±{oc2 + |(o:a + ctb))} are elements of the Coxeter 
orbit of Ac with a, b and c being different labels chosen from 1,3 or 4. This means that the 
non-zero topological charges of q^^^\ 9^""^  and q^'^''^ above He in the following fundamental 
representations, 
Moreover, using the Coxeter element above, one can show for example 
A2 -I- w^A2 = 0:2, 
and since 0:2 lies in the Coxeter orbit of A2 then by PRV conjecture T^ g^ C TZx2 ® '^AJ • 
Also, 
Aa = A2, 
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thus directly one sees that C 'R-x^ ® 'R-x^. Finally, 
but it is already found that \{cia -\- OLb) is an element of the Coxeter orbit of Ac, thus 
T^Ac C 7?.A„ ® T^Afc- Furthermore, the zero topological charges are in fact belonging to the 
singlet component of this Clebsch-Gordan decomposition, since 
Aj +u;^Aj = 0 for J = 1,2,3,4. 
However, note that the choice of Coxeter element (3.5.41) is not unique, for example one 
can also use the natural ordering of the Coxeter element and still be able to prove the 
Clebsch-Gordan decomposition property. 
•To summarize, the representation space where these topological charges lie is as follows, 
{9 "^^ } e Tlx, C Tlx,® Tlx,, 
{q^'"'^ G nx.CRx^^nx^, (3.5.42) 
{q^^'^ e nx^cKx^^iZx,. 
In fact, the non-zero topological charges are exactly same as those of the topological charges 
of single solitons associated with the fundamental representation in the irreducible compo-
nent above. Furthermore, these Clebsch-Gordan decomposition property are in agreement 
with the fusing rule of solitons [13, 46 . 
The fact that these non-zero topological charges and its fundamental representation agrees 
with the soliton fusing, explains the results that the non-zero topological charges of the 
22-breathers are not a simple sum of the topological charges of its constituent solitons. 
To be precise, these non-zero topological charges are actually the topological charges of 
the single soliton associated with the middle node of the Dynkin diagram. Furthermore, 
it was noted that the soliton associated with the middle node of the Dynkin diagram 
can coupled to itself. Thus, this phenomena leads one to think of the non-zero topological 
charge 22-breather as an excited single soliton with mass (energy) higher than the ordinary 
single soliton. A l l other non-zero topological charge breathers can be thought as an excited 
single soliton of the appropriate species determined by the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition 
or fusing rule above. 
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Finally, one also finds that there are no sine-Gordon embedded solitons in the ^4^^ theory. 
This agrees with the fact that there is no reduction of d!'^^ to ct[^ ^ [56]. On the other hand, 
the zero topological charge breathers can be thought as a sine-Gordon like breathers as the 
type B breathers of a^ ^^  series. 
3.5.4 Remarks on Other Theories 
As seen in previous calculations of a^ ^^  and c?4^ ^ breathers, one can only construct breather 
solutions provided the parameters ?/, ^ and rapidity 0 are restricted to certain ranges of 
definition. To obtain these restrictions, one has to evaluate the complete r-function and 
not only looks at its asymptotic behaviour. Thus, one needs to know the two soliton r-
functions, these can be derived using Hirota's methods or alternatively using Olive et.al.'s 
algebraic construction. 
In the algebraic construction of the r-functions, the crucial step is in writing down the 
higher level representation as a tensor product of level 1 representations or its descendent. 
The example of (3.5.2) will be sufficient for all fundamental representation of level 2 associ-
ated with the nodes in the Dynkin diagram which are next to the end nodes. In particular, 
the 4 '^ 
case can also be calculated using (3.5.2). For other theories, these tensor product 
representations of level 1 fundamental representations may not easily be found. 
From the two soliton r-function, one makes an analytic continuation of the real rapidity into 
a complex rapidity (or from real velocity into a complex velocity) to obtain the breather 
r-function. The evaluation of the behaviour of the r-functions is performed by separating 
out the real part and imaginary part explicitly. However, as the treatment of d^^^ breathers 
has shown, these evaluations are not readily calculable. Thus, one may make a concession 
by opting to a simplified restriction such as setting = 0. With this choice, one can find 
the range of definition for the allowed rapidities. Although the restriction on individual 
parameter ^ of the constituent solitons are not known, the topological charge parameters 
^+ are restricted into a range of definition which is divided into several sectors, hence giving 
the number of different topological charge of the breather solution. 
Finally, the topological charges carried by these breather solutions can be calculated using 
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the same procedure as already shown for the previous a^ ^^  and d^P cases. It is expected 
that the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition or, specifically, the fusing rule will agree with 
the fundamental representation space where these topological charges He. And thus, will 
give a further support to the soHton fusing and the existence of an excited soHton, i.e. 
single soliton with higher mass (energy) such that its starts to vibrate., some call this the 
breathing solitons. It can be conjectured also that the breathers whose constituent solitons 
are associated with conjugate (or self conjugate) fundamental representation space always 
carry zero topological charge as well as the possible non-zero topological charges permitted 
by the fusing rule. Examples of this conjecture are the type A breathers of c[2n+i series 
with constituent solitons coming from the (n -|- 1) fundamental representations, the type 
B breathers of a^^^ series and jj-breathers of ^ theory (where j = 1,2,3,4). Since the 
longest Weyl word which sends a positive weight to a negative weight always exists, then 
this can be used to show the singlet component of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition. 
Thus, the above conjecture is in line with the PRV conjecture which is used in previous 
calculations. 
Chapter 4 
Coxeter '^ansformation, Root Space 





Dorey in [21, 23] has shown that, all the proposed ^-matrices of the simply-laced affine 
Toda theories of [8, 9] can be constructed using information extracted from the root space 
of the underlying Lie algebra. Some related results can also be found in [24]. In this 
algebraic construction of the S'-matrix, a special element of the Weyl group plays a major 
role, namely the Coxeter element (sometimes also called Coxeter transformation). This 
chapter is a review of the algebraic .S'-matrix of Dorey, preceded by a review of the general 
Coxeter transformation which constitutes the main part of this chapter. 
A Coxeter transformation is a product of all reflections, which form the basis of a Weyl 
group. In the Lie algebra cases, the basis of the associated Weyl Group is just the set of 
Weyl reflections with respect to the simple roots. As a linear transformation, the Coxeter 
element has a finite order h, where h is commonly named the Coxeter number. Acting on 
roots, the Coxeter transformation yields rank-r distinct orbits which consist of h elements 
58]. In the case of affine algebras, one can also construct an affine Coxeter transformation 
as the product of all reflections with respect to the simple roots of the associated affine 
Kac-Moody algebra. Thus, the affine Coxeter transformation is just the ordinary Coxeter 
transformation for the simple Lie algebra g, augmented by a reflection with respect to the 
extended simple root of the affine Kac-Moody algebra g. But the resulting transformation 
has very different properties compared with those of the ordinary Coxeter transformation. 
Some of these properties will be discussed in this chapter.. As an affine Coxeter transfor-
mation is more general than the ordinary Coxeter transformation, the main discussion of 
this chapter wil l concentrate on the affine cases and almost all results are also appHcable 
to the ordinary Coxeter transformation of the Weyl group of a simple Lie algebra unless 
stated otherwise. 
After the introduction of the relation between the Coxeter transformation with the Killing 
matrix, the eigenvalue spectrum of the affine Coxeter transformation and its exponents is 
discussed. It will also be shown that the eigenvectors of the affine Coxeter transformation 
are related to the eigenvectors of the affine Cartan matrix. The order of affine Coxeter 
transformation is found to be infinite. Restricting oneself on the algebras with bicolouring 
of its affine Dynkin diagram, orbits of the affine Coxeter transformation are explored. 
The discussion of the affine Coxeter transformation follows the work of Coleman [59] which 
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is appHcable to any Kac-Moody algebra, while the work of Berman et.al. [60], is restricted 
to algebras which have bicolouring of their simple roots, i.e. excluding the a^2n series. 
4.1 Coxeter Transformation and Killing Matrix 
For an arbitrary Coxeter transformation one can define a Killing Matrix through compo-
nents of the associated Cartan matrix. As a result of this relation, the spectrum of the 
Coxeter transformation will be given by the characteristic equation of the Killing matrix. 
4.1.1 Preliminaries 
This preliminary section explains the terms used in the following discussions. Let C be an 
(r -|- 1) X (r -|- 1) matrix of zero or positive determinant with integer matrix elements c,j 
and with diagonal entries 2. A non-zero off-diagonal entry implies that its transpose entry 
is also non-zero. 
d j G 2 , Cii = 2, 
If i ^ j, c,,- ^ 0 ^ Cji + 0, a,-, < 0, (4.1.1) 
|C ' |>0 . 
Thus, the affine Cartan matrix defined by 
C,. = H ^ ^ . (4.1.2) 
is a subset of the above general matrix C. Note that this definiton of Cartan matrix is 
the transpose of the Cartan matrix used in the algebraic soliton solutions of Section 2.4-
Henceforth, in the remaining of the thesis, definition (4.1.2) will be used. 
Let the matrix C be partitioned as, 
C = C- + Co + C+, (4.1.3) 
where Co = 21 is the diagonal and C_ and C+ are the lower and the upper triangular 
parts, respectively. 
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For a non-symmetric affine Cartan matrix, there is a diagonal matrix D, with non-zero 
diagonal entries given by 
{D)ij = al6i„ 
such that DC = B where 5 is a symrhetric matrix. 
For obvious reasons, a Dynkin diagram is called a cycle or a tree if it does or does not 
contain a cycle respectively. Thus, Dynkin diagram of a simple Lie algebra is always a tree. 
The ordering of the labels on the nodes in any of the Dynkin diagrams can be arbitrary, 
i.e. labels of the n nodes of a Dynkin diagram can be taken from any permutation of the 
integers 1,2,..., n. 
To a node i in a tree Dynkin diagram, one can assign two integers Ui and Vi such that 
Ui - f Vi = 1. (4.1.4) 
And if i and j are adjacent nodes, then 
Ui + Vj = 0 or 2 (4.1.5) 
when the labels going from i to j is falling or rising respectively. Examples of the labelling 
for the tree Dynkin diagram are given in figure 4-1-
(1,0) (-3,4) (1,0) (1,0) 
• 5 on 0 3 
2 3 4 / 2 ^ 
(0, i)]3—o—c((-2,3) (0,1)0—o—a;(o, 1) 
(-1,2) \ / (1,0) 
1 ( J 0 6 l O U 4 
(1,0) (-3,4) (1,0) (1,0) 
Figure 4.1: Affine Dynkin diagrams of with two different labellings denoted by the 
bold numbers. The pairs of numbers denote {ui,Vi). 
In a cycle Dynkin diagram, i.e. the a^ ,^ ) affine Kac-Moody algebra cases, one can chose any 
two adjacent nodes, say i and j , and call the link between them the special link. Removing 
this special link yields a tree Dynkin diagram of the A^+i Lie algebra. Assign to this tree 
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Dynkin diagram, the integers uj and Vj starting from the node j. Count the rises and falls 
of the labels starting from the label j going around the cycle towards the label i and back 
to label j again. Let u denote the difference between these falls and rises, then 
Ui + Vj = u or V -\-2 (4.1.6) 
according to a fall or rise of the labels i to j respectively. Examples are given in figure 4-2. 
(3 , -2) (1,0) • 
(2 , -1 ) (1,0) (3 , -2) (2 , -1)- (0,1) 
(2 , -1) 
(-1,2) (-2,3) (-3,4) 
1/ = - 3 
(2 , -1) (1,0) (2,-1) (1,0) 
z/ = - 1 
Figure 4.2: Afl&ne Dynkin diagrams of ai^^ with two different labeHings denoted by the 
bold numbers. For clarity, the special link has been removed. The pairs of numbers denote 
(ui, Vi) and are calculated in the direction of the arrows. 
4.1.2 Relation of Coxeter Transformation and Killing Matrix 
Consider an (r -|- l)-dimensional root vector space with basis a^ -. A Weyl reflection of aj 
with respect to the basis ai is defined by. 
(4.1.7) 
with Cij is the Cartan matrix element. For an arbitrary vector x = a -^'aj, one obtains 
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where summation over j is implied. Thus, only the component of x changes by CijX^. 
From the affine Cartan matrix one can define the matrix {Ci)kj = ^ i f cC , j , i.e. everywhere is 
zero except the z-th row. Then by writing x as a column vector, one can write the Weyl 
reflection as a matrix transformation operator, 
riX = ( / - a ) x . (4.1.8) 
An affine Coxeter transformation is defined as the product of all Weyl reflections with 
respect to the simple roots of the associated affine Kac-Moody algebra g, 
all simple roots 
The ordering sequence of this product can be arbitrary, just like the arbitrariness in the 
labels of an affine Dynkin diagram. In the affine cases, this ordering may lead to different 
spectrum of eigenvalues. Consider an ordering which corresponds to the natural ordering 
of the affine Dynkin diagram, i.e. labelling the nodes from 0 to r in consecutive manner. 
Thus, the affine Coxeter transformation is given as. 
i-0 
n r , = r o r i . . . r , . (4.1.10) 
In finding the spectrum of an affine Coxeter transformation, one needs to solve the char-
acteristic equation of cD, 
Lb{fl) ^ f l l -OJ. (4.1.11) 
which is obtained by setting the determinant of u:{fi) equal to zero, \u{fJ-)\ = 0. Writing 
equation (4.1.10) in matrix form yields, 
CO = {I-Co){I-Cr)...{I-Cr) 
= I-EC.+ E C n ^ , - E (4.1.12) 
i=0 n<»2 il<J2<»3 
+ ... + {-iyc,C2...Cr. 
Let the matrix d^Ci^ . . . Ci^ be written as Bi^i^,„i^. Then it is not diflficult to see that, 
C+Bij^i2...ip = i?(,j_l)iji2.. .tp + -S(ii-2)ni2...tp + • • • + -Soiii2...tp) 
C^Boi2...r = 0, 
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where C+ is the upper triangular matrix of the affine Cartan matrix. Define the Killing 
matrix K{^), and the T matrix by, 
K{ti) = /^C+ + (/i + l ) / + C_ (4.1.13) 
T = I + C+. (4.1.14) 
Then the relation between the eigenvalue problem of the Coxeter transformation (4.1.11) 
and the Killing matrix is as folllows, 
TCj{ii) = + C+) + / + C_ = K{ii). (4.1.15) 
By definition, the determinant of the matrix T is equal to one, |r| = 1. Thus, setting 
the characteristic equation of the Killing matrix equals to zero is the same as setting the 
characteristic equation of the affine Coxeter transformation equals to zero, 
\K{pi)\ = 0 \Cj{^i)\ = 0. (4.1.16) 
Hence, solving the characteristic equation of the Killing matrix, which is much easier to 
construct by the definition (4.1.13), gives the spectrum of the affine Coxeter transformation. 
If the affine Cartan is symmetric, i.e. (7 = (7* then C l = C+. From equation (4.1.13) one 
has, 
tiK{fi-') = C+ + {l+i^)I + fiC-. 
And taking the determinant of the above equation yields, 
= \C+ + il + ti)I + fiC-\ = Umi, (4.1.17) 
where the last equality is evaluated by taking a transpose. This means that the charac-
teristic function K{IJI)\ is reciprocal (see Appendix B) . If C is symmetrisable by D, i.e. 
DC = 5 , then 
DK{n) = fiB+ + {1+ fi)D + B.. 
Using the same argument as above, one sees that DK{fi) is also a reciprocal polynomial. 
And since \D\ ^ 0 then 1/^(^)1 = 0 is a reciprocal equation. Thus, 
for all Lie algebras and affine Kac-Moody algebras, \K{fi)\ is reciprocal. 
The fact that \K{fi) \ is reciprocal will be used to show that the order of the corresponding 
affine Coxeter transformation is infinite. 
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4.2 The Spectrum and Exponents 
The eigenvalues of an ordinary Coxeter transformation and of an affine Coxeter trans-
formation are found to be some power of a root of unity; these- powers are called the 
exponents of the Coxeter transformation. Further, it is easily shown that the eigenvectors 
of the Coxeter transformation (at least for the tree cases) are related to the eigenvectors of 
the corresponding Cartan matrix. But, as mentioned in the previous section, the ordering 
sequence of Weyl reflections in an affine Coxeter transformation can be arbitrary. This 
arbitrariness may lead to several different spectra of the affine Coxeter transformation. 
Starting from the natural ordering of the affine Dynkin diagram, consider a permutation 






Define, ^ = c„-i(i)a-^j) such that C" = ( 4 ) ^ Cl + 21 + C^. Then, equation (4.1.15) 
becomes: T^uj^ifi) = K^ifi). 
Permutation of the natural ordering labels of the affine Dynkin diagram by results in 
the following assignment for the pairs of numbers {ui,Vj). Let i = cr(a), j = <^{b), then for 
the tree Dynkin diagram, 
Ub + Vb = I for all b 
u^ + Vb = 0 if cr{a) > a{b) (4.2.2) 
Ua + Vb = 2 if a{a) < a{b) 
and in a cycle with difference of rises and falls equals to 1/, one also has for the nodes link 
by the special link 
Ua + Vb = u if a{a) > a{b) , . 
u, + Vb = p + 2 if (7(a) < (7(6). , ^^-^-""^ 
Write the Killing matrix as [K(fi)]ij — hj, so that 
kij = fxcij for i < j 
kij = Cij for i > j 
kii = + 
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Set ( ^ f j , = 1, and define diagonal matrices U = (uab) and V — (vab) as 
Uab = C^ab, V,b = CSab. (4.2.4) 
To examine the possibility of several spectral classes, one utilizes the following F'^{() 
matrix, 
[F^iOh = frj = [U''K''{s)V'']i, = UaakM. (4.2.5) 
As will be seen shortly, the advantage of using the -F'^ (C) matrix is that for a tree Dynkin 
diagram the matrix F^{Q has a dependence on ( only in the diagonal. 
4.2.1 The Trees 
Consider first the cases when the affine Dynkin diagram is a tree, i.e. all cases of affine 
Kac-Moody algebras excluding a^ ^^  cases. With equation (4.2.2), F'^(C) in terms of its • 
components is given as, 
i<j or a(a)<a{b) ^ = C'+^^ T c^f^ . = c,^ . 
i>j or a{a)>a{b) =^ f^ = d^^ (4.2.6) 
^ = j or a{a) = a{b) ^ = ( + 
I t is clear that changing K^^jx) into -F'^ (C) results to a dependence on ^ ox C, only in the 
diagonal. 
Note that from equations (4.2.2) and (4.2.4) one has UV = V^V = ( I . By definition 
of the Killing matrix, equation (4.1.13), and the characteristic equation |/i '(/i) | = 0, one 
notice that fj, cannot be equal to zero, hence ( is finite and ( ^0. Thus, the characteristic 
equations of F'^{() and K^i/J^) imply each other, 
|F-(C)| = 0^|/^<'(//) | = 0. (4.2.7) 
But, F'^(() can be obtained from F{() by permuting the rows and columns using a. There-
fore there is a permutation matrix P such that i^''(C) = PF{C)P~^, i.e. F'^(C) is similar 
to F{(), thus the zeros of |-F'^(C)| arid \F{()\ are the same. Hence, 
all permutation of reflections in Coxeter transformation of a tree Dynkin dia-
gram have the same spectrum. 
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Since for a tree, C is symmetrisable, then C and C* will give the same characteristic 
equation of K{fi). Thus, dual-pairs of afiine Kac-Moody algebras (and simple Lie algebras) 
will have the same characteristic equation of For the case a^2n^ the affine Cartan 
matrix is obtained from the afiine Cartan matrix of cj^ ^^  case by interchanging two rows 
and two columns. Hence the characteristic equation of K{fi) for a^2n cases is the same as 
for c(^ ^ cases, since the negative factor multiplying the determinant comes in twice. 
The characteristic functions K{(x) for tree cases of the Kac-Moody algebras are listed in 
Table ^ . i , which is reproduced from Coleman [59]. And for the simple Lie algebras are 
listed in Table 4.2. 
Algebras 




92 (1) A3) 
Characteristic functions 
- - 1) 
(/i + l ) ( / X ^ - l ) ( M ^ - l ) 
(/X - _ 1) 
Exponents 
1) 








( n - 2 ) , ^ , ^ 






Table 4.1: Characteristic functions of K(fx) and exponents for tree cases of affine Kac-
Moody algebras (in and d^^^ series the first sets of exponents are for n even and the 
second set are for n odd). 
Looking at the tables above, one sees that // is a root of unity. This means that it can be 
written as, 
(Is = exp 2z7r- (4.2.8) 
where s, m 6 Z (for the simple Lie algebra cases m is denoted differently by h, the Coxeter 
number). The integers s are called the exponents of the Coxeter transformation. For the 
affine Kac-moody algebra cases, m is the largest number in the list of exponents in Table 
4-1. But contrary to the affine cases, in the simple Lie algebra cases // = 1 is not an 
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eigenvalue of the Coxeter transfromation, thus 0 is not an exponent. Further, h is always 
one more than the highest exponent. 
Algebras Characteristic functions Exponents h 
An (M" + /x"-^ + . . . + /i + l ) 1,2,3,, 
Bn,Cn + 1,3,5,. 
Dn {f^-+ f^-^ + f , + I ) 1^ 3^ 5^  
Ee ( ^ 6 ^ ; i 5 _ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ 1,4,5,7 
Er ( / + / ^ ^ - - / i ^ + + 1) 1,5,7,9 
^8 il^l + l^l~f^'-fJ.''-fl^ + ^ i + l) 1,7,11,13,17,19,23,29 30 
F, / . ^ - / x H l ) 1,5,7,11 12 
O 2 i f i ' - f x + l) 1,5 g 
.,n (^ + 1) 
. , ( 2 n - l ) 2n 
. , ( 2 n - 3 ) , ( n - 1 ) 2n - 2 
8,11 12 
11,13,17 18 
Table 4.2: Characteristic functions of K{n), exponents and Coxeter number for simple Lie 
algebras. 
A further examination shows that, there is no straightforward relation between the expo-
nents of the affine Coxeter transformation and the exponents of the Coxeter transformation. 
This relation may come from the relation of the characteristic equation of the Killing ma-
trix for the simple Lie algebra-gr, K^{fj,), and the characteristic equation of the KilHng 
matrix for the associated affine algebra g, K^{fx). Generally one has, 
\K^{^^)\ = (/. + l)\K'{ii)\ + E ( - l ) ' + V c . o i n i , (4.2.9) 
t=i 
where the extended root is assigned to ao, c^ is the entry of the affine Cartan matrix at 
row i and column 0; |/?fo| denotes the minor of Kfo. 
A relation between the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the affine Coxeter transformation 
and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the affine Cartan matrix can be established using 
the following incidence matrix, 
M"" = 21 - =-CI - CI. (4.2.10) 
Hence with X = C + C~S equation (4.2.6) becomes 
F^iO^^XI - M". (4.2.11) 
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From elementary matrix algebra, one knows that |/<'''(^)| = 0 implies that there are non-
trivial solutions for the following, 
K''ifis)Vs^O, (4.2.12) 
for all fi satisfying \K''{fi)\ = 0. Let qs be the null-vector for F''{C), F''{C,)qs = 0, then with 
equation (4.2.5) and using the relation of the Killing matrix and the eigenvalue problem 
of the Coxeter transformation, one has V^qs as an eigenvector of Lb"^ with eigenvalue 
u^'^iVqs) = fiiVq,). (4.2.13) 
Let, T]s = Vq,, from (4.2.11) with ( + ("^ = 2a one has, 
M^qs = 2aqs 
or, 
C'qs = {2-2a)qs. (4.2.14) 
For each /j, there are two possibihties ( and by the relation fx = This means that, 
for each fi there are a pair of eigenvalues, 2a and —2a, of M'^. Thus eigenvalues of C" 
come in pairs, 
C^q, = 2il-cos{7r^))qs 
and (4.2.15) 
C<^qs^2{l + cos{7r^)%, 
with q, = ^ ' ( C ) - ' ^ . and q^ = ^{-0-%. 
Since the values of s are always less than m, then the angles in equation (4.2.15) lie in the 
first and second quadrant. Thus, one can write equation (4.2.15) compactly as, 
C''qs = Asm\—)q,. (4.2.16) 
Zm 
As already noted, the eigenvectors qg of C"', equation (4.2.14), and the eigenvectors •qs of 
Lj'^, equation (4.2.13), are related by the matrix V , 
Vs = V''qs. (4.2.17) 
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In the simple Lie algebra cases, inserting fj, = 1 in equation (4.1.13) yields the Cartan 
matrix, K^{1) = C. But it is well known that \C\ > 0, thus jj, = I cannot be an eigenvalue 
of the Coxeter transformation. In other words, there is no vector invariant under the 
Coxeter transformation. Furthermore, the relations between eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of the Coxeter transformation cj* ,^ and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Cartan 
matrix C"^ , are the same as in the affine cases above. 
In these tree cases, the affine Dynkin diagram can always be bicoloured, i.e. the nodes 
of affine Dynkin diagram can be coloured black and white such that the set of simple 
roots corresponding to black and white nodes are orthogonal in each sets. Berman et.al. 
60], use this bicolouring to obtain the sets of exponents of affine Coxeter transformations 
and the relation between eigenvalues of an affine Cartan matrix and an affine Coxeter 
transformation. 
4.2.2 The Cycle 
Next, one considers the a^ ^^  case which is a cycle. Labelling the nodes of the affine Dynkin 
diagram in a consecutive manner (na^ura/ordering), the difference between falls and rises 
of the labels is P = —{n — 1). Reversing the order one gets v = (n — 1), while changing 
the order of two adjacent nodes will result in u changing by 2 (see for example .^^ure 4-2). 
So the value of f lies between —{n — I) < v < {n — 1) although not all the integers in this 
range are valid possibilities for i/. 
As before, set i = <j(a), j — cr{b) and C^fi, = 1, for the special nodes i and j, i < j; using 
equation (4.2.3) one has 
/5 = r - ^ ' K - = r ^ - " (4.2.18) 
Since Ua + Vb = 2 + 1/ and for all 6, Ub + Vb = 1, then Ub + Va = —v, hence, 
/ ^ = C-' '4- (4.2.19) 
If the special nodes are « > j , all the signs of v are inverted (since the ordering is reversed). 
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So one gets the dependence of F''{() on ( only in the diagonal and the special nodes, 
diagonal : ( + 
( i , i ) position : C < j or ("' 'cj-
For a certain permutation a, changing into permutation is the same as relabelling the 
nodes of affine Dynkin diagram backwards, so i^{cr) = —I /((T~^), further t j ^ changes into 
(u'^)~^. Due to the fact that for this cases C is symmetric then, |/i '(/^)| is reciprocal and 
hence ( and can be interchange. Under the interchange of ( to , F'^{() becomes 
F'^{C-') = F''-\0- Thus, 
• {LO") and {U")'^ have the same spectrum (by (4.1.16) and (4.2.7)), and 
• (u'^) corresponding to v and —v also have the same spectrum. 
However, in general, F'^(() with different value of i/ will lead to distinct spectrum. 
For an arbitrary v, one starts with natural ordering from node 0 to {k — 1) and relabels 
the node k = (n — + l)/2 with n and the following nodes in decreasing manner from 
n. Calculating the resulting determinant of the Killing matrix one obtains the following 
characteristic function [59], 
{n' - l,)(y«"+^'' - 1) where 2j = iy + n + l. (4.2.20) 
In the following, two most obvious cases will be examined. 
Bicolouring, 1^ = 0 
This case can only occur when n is odd. The characteristic function of the Killing matrix 
becomes, 
(4.2.21) 
And the exponents are, 
. 0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 , . . . , ( ^ ) . 
Since V = 0, then there is no dependence on ( in the off-diagonal entry of the matrix 
F^{(). Hence this is exactly like the tree cases, thus the relation between eigenvalues and 
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eigenvectors of the affine Coxeter transformation and the affine Cartan matrix are also 
given by equations (4.2.13), (4.2.15-4.2.17). These are the cases considered by Berman 
et.al. [60;. 
Natural Ordering, v = n — \ 
The characteristic function of the Killing matrix for this case is, 
{li - l)(/x« - 1), (4.2.22) 
with the following exponents, 
0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n . 
The dependence on C,"^" in the off-diagonal entry of F'^{Q gives rise to subtleties in relating 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the affine Coxeter transformation with eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the affine Cartan rfiatrix. However, the affine Cartan matrices C and C" 
A A A 
are related by some permutation matrix P, C"^  = PCP~^; hence the eigenvalues of A are 
the same with any other ordering with different v. 
4.2.3 Special cases a^i^ and af^ 
The characteristic function of the Killing matrix for these two very simple cases can be 
directly calculated from their affine Cartan matrix. These characteristic equations happen 
to be the same, 
• (// - 1 ) ^ . (4.2.23) 
and the exponents are 0^1. 
4.3 Order of AfRne Coxeter Transformation 
From the last discussion in Section 4-1, one knows that for all affine Kac-Moody algebras, 
the characteristic function of the Killing matrix, \K(n)\, is reciprocal (see also Appendix 
B ) . Moreover, setting fi equals to one in equation (4.1.13), one obtains K{/J, = 1) = C. It 
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is also known that the affine Cartan matrix of an affine Kac-Moody algebra has nulHty one 
[6, 7], i.e. i t has one null-vector, Cx = 0. Multiplying the vector x to the Killing matrix 
at ^ = 1 one has kij{l)x^ = 0. Since are coefficients of a linearly independent basis for 
X, one can write for each i , 
kij{n)x' = { f i - l)hi, 
for some function hi. Thus, (// — 1) must divide the reciprocal polynomial \K{fj,)\. From 
Appendix B , one knows that the zeros of a reciprocal polynomial which are equal to 1 must 
have even multiplicity. Hence, taking the lowest even multiplicity, one can write | / ^ ( / i ) | as, 
\Kiti)\ = {f,-iy<f>{f,), (4.3.24) 
where 4>{fJ,) is a reciprocal polynomial of order (n — 1), as {fi — 1)^ is reciprocal. 
Inserting pL = \ to the defining relation between an affine Coxeter transformation and the 
Killing matrix, equation (4.1.15), one sees that the affine Coxeter transformation Cn, has 
only one eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 1. This eigenvector is the null-vector of 
the affine Cartan matrix. But, by equation (4.3.24), fJ. = I has to have at least multiplicity 
of two. Hence, one does not have enough eigenvectors to diagonalize a). Or in other words, 
in the Jordan canonical form of u there is a block with dimension greater than one. Thus, 
there is no m G Z such that c2;" = / . 
An affine Coxeter transformation, (b, has an infinite order. 
For the bicoloured cases, one can show explicitly using the eigenvectors of the affine Cartan 
matrix that, the eigenvalue 1 of d; has only one eigenvector. 
In contrast to the affine cases, in the simple. Lie algebra cases the Coxeter transformation 
has a finite order, h. To see this, one notes that the only possible degenerate eigenvalues 
of u'^ are in the series which correspond to the exponents equal to (2n — 1), these 
are doublet degeneracies. Examining the KiUing matrix, equation (4.1.13), with n = —\ 
corresponding to these degenerate eigenvalues, yields the nullity of K^{~\) exactly two. 
Thus, there are enough eigenvectors to diagonalize u>'^. 
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4.4 Orbits of AfRne Coxeter Transformation 
Only the cases of bicoloured affine Dynkin diagram will be considered in this section. Split 
the simple roots of g into two sets. Elements in each sets are simple roots which are 
orthogonal to each other. This is the bicolouring procedure of the affine Dynkin diagram, 
i.e. nodes are coloured black and white alternatingly. Label the simple roots as follows, 
• = { 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , A;} and o = {k + 1,... ,r}. With an abuse of notation, •, • ' and o, o' will 
also be used as indices of the simple roots of black or white type. Thus, 
a, • a,/ = 0 = Oo • tto'. 
Let the affine Coxeter transformation be written as, 
u = u>{,}U^o} (4.4.25) 
where LO^,j = f l i e . '''i and oj^O} = Ylieo fi are products of reflections with respect to black 
and white simple roots respectively. Note that the ordering of reflections in o;^,} or uj^a) 
can be arbitrary since within each set these reflections commute with each other. 
Because of the orthogonality of the simple roots in each of the sets, {a .} ' and {flo}, one 
has the following 
• o 
and, 
i € • Loai = -ai - ^ Cjia^ + ^ CkjCjiUk, (4.4.26) 
i GO u!ai = -ai + ^ C j i C t j . (4.4.27) 
These relations are also valid for the ordinary Coxeter transformation of simple Lie algebra. 
Since in the simple Lie algebra cases, the simple roots can always be bicoloured. 
Remember that Cij < 0 for i ^ j. Suppose that after p > 0 appHcations of affine Coxeter 
transformations on a affine simple root a,- produce the following, 
uPai = b = i^,0,k) (4.4.28) 
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where b is some arbitrary affine root, /? is a member of the root system of the associated 
simple Lie algebra and A; € IR (see Appendix A for notation of the affine simple roots in 
terms of the ordinary simple roots and the imaginary roots). Then using (4.4.26) and 
(4.4.27), one sees that 
A; > 0 for « G • and k < 0 ior i E o, 
i.e. the imaginary root-component of a black (white) simple root always goes to positive 
(negative) direction. 
As in the simple Lie algebra cases, one can introduce a generahzation of Kostant's repre-
sentation of simple roots [58], 
(f)i = rrrr-i... ri+iai. (4.4.29) 
Although is not always a simple root, nevertheless the r -(- 1 vectors (^ ,- are linearly 
independent, thus it can be thought of as basis of the root space. Then one can see that 
the orbits of these representation of simple roots are distinct from each other. To see this, 
one can utilize the trick by Dorey [21, 23]. Recall that for the fundamental weight A j 
defined by ^^f r^ = 6jk, one has 
TjAfc = Afc - Sjkaj, 
then, 
(l>j = {l-Cj-^)Kj. (4.4.30) 
Now suppose that w^^j = (f)k then one has, 
^^A,- = A,, 
which is not true since all fundamental weights are dominant highest weight which are not 
related by any Weyl element to each other [61]. 
Looking back at equation (4.2.8), one suspects that after m rotations, the simple root will 
come back to itself. But actually, it is only the euclidean part of the root which returns 
to itself, i.e. m applications of affine Coxeter transformations on the affine simple root 
(see Appendix A for notation of the affine simple roots) yields 
a;"ai = (ai,0,fc), A; G IR. (4.4.31) 
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Because the zma^mary-direction always grows, one obtains an infinite orbit, although the 
euclidean-pa,Tt has a finite order, m. The finite order of the euclidean-part of the affine 
root was proved by Steinberg [62], which can be stated as the following. 
. The euclidean part of u> is, 
= r^roio- (4.4.32) 
Let /3 be the fork node in an affine Dynkin diagram, i.e. the node correspond to the long 
simple root which has multiple links or the (n + 1) node in the a^2n+i cases. Further, if 
D{g) is the Dynkin diagram of the simple Lie algebra g associated with the Kac-Moody 
algebra g, then deleting the node /? from D{g) will yield a disconnected Dynkin diagram 
of D/s(g). The Coxeter transformation up associated with the Weyl group of Dp{g) can be 
obtained from u, 
up = aua-\ (4.4.33) 
where a is an element of the Weyl group which sends the longest root of g to —/3, 
= -15. (4.4.34) 
Obviously, up has a finite order since i t is a Coxeter element of disconnected An type Dynkin 
diagrams. Moreover, following Steinberg [62], one can show that the order of up is exactly 
m as listed in Table 4-1- Thus, the euclidean part of the affine Coxeter transformation u, 
has a finite order of m. 
Next, one can also show that the action of t^ = ror^ is a translation in the imaginary 
direction 6 — (0,0,1), 
2ao-x 2ip • X 2'ip • X 2ao • tp IA A 
t^x - ror^x - X —ao j^tp + — 2—"o- (4.4.35) 
do W W o,Q 
With 2 ^ = and ^ = - 2 , one obtains 
t^x = x - ^ ^ S . (4.4.36) 
Thus with X = (7,0, k) after m applications of affine Coxeter transformation u one has, 
2'ib • X 
u"'x = { j , 0 , k - - ! ^ m ) . (4.4.37) 
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As an example, one looks at the a^ ^^  case which has only two simple roots {ao ,«i} = 
{{—a, 0,1), {a, 0,0)}. The imaginary root 6 is given by ^ = ao + «!, and the affine Coxeter 
transformation constructed from these simple roots is, 
u; = rori, 
and its action on the simple roots and the imaginary root are. 
Pao = {-a,0,l + 2p), cb^ai =^ {a,0,-2p), u^nS = nS, (4.4.38) 
for any p G Z . 
LOttQ 
ao 
* 00 ^ai 











Figure 4.3: Orbits of the roots ao, cti and 2ai. The imaginary roots are invariant, 
denoted by a circle on each nS. 
Thus, as mentioned above, it is clear that the orbit of the simple roots are infinite in the 
imaginary direction, while the euclidean part does not change, i.e. the finite order ioT the 
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euclidean part is one. The jump in imaginary direction for each application of cb is two 
steps. The imaginary roots themselves are invariant under the applications of the affine 
Coxeter transformation. Furthermore, to cover the whole root subspaces of ao and a i , one 
needs two orbits for each subspace. For the root subspace of ao, the orbit of the root —ai is 
also needed. And by changing the sign one gets the root subspace of a i . One can visualize 
these orbits as in figure 4-3. 
4.5 AfRne Toda 5-matrices and Root Space 
I t was found that, for a simply-laced affine Toda field theory, a root triangle constructed 
from elements of three Coxeter orbits of a representation of the simple roots, i.e. a triangle 
in IR*", can be projected to another triangle in a two-dimensional plane of the conserved 
charge, qs- This conserved charges triangle is exactly the conserved charge bootstrap 
relation, equation (2.1.10). This leads to Dorey's Fusing Rule [21] which states that, a 
three-point coupling is non-vanishing if and only if there exists a root triangle associated 
with the three particles. Information of the fusing angle can be obtained from the root 
triangle and the Coxeter orbit. Inserting the value of these fusing angles into an ^-matrix 
building block yields the correct S'-matrix. 
There is more information which can be extracted from the root space and two of these 
features wil l be explained briefly in this paragraph. Firstly, in a purely elastic process, 
the selection rule forbids a non-diagonal scattering. This selection rule is related to the 
flipping of the mass quadrilateral, see [19] and [8]. The existence of the flipping of the 
mass quadrilateral can also be explained in terms of two root triangles having one common 
side, see [21]. Secondly, for the simply-laced affine Toda theories, the forward-channel ( 5 -
channel) poles are always an odd-order pole with residue of -\-i times a positive factor, [8 . 
These 5-matrices are built by stacking the S'-matrix building block with an appropriate 
power which depend on the root representation of the particles. The possible ways of 
stacking these building blocks, in order to obtain an odd-order pole, can be explained in 
terms of the root representations, see [23, 24]. Some related results can also be found in 
[24]. 
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In what follows, a short review of the algebraic construction of the simply-laced .S-matrices 
21, 23] will be considered. 
It is well known that the conserved charges of the simply-laced affine Toda field theory are 
eigenvectors of the Cartan matrix A of the associated Lie algebra g [8, 9, 22, 26]. If one 
writes the conserved charge vector as = {ql-,ql-,. • • iql], then the following eigenvalue 
relation holds, c.f. equation (4.2.16), 
Cq , = 4sin2(—)q„ (4.5.1) 
where s and h are the exponents and Coxeter number of the Lie algebra, respectively. This 
fact leads one to assign to the a^^ node in the Dynkin diagram of the Lie algebra, the a"' 
particle of the affine Toda field theory. However, from [21, 22] one realizes that actually 
one should associate a fundamental particle of the affine Toda theory with a Coxeter orbit, 
as discussed below. 
Let ri represent a Weyl reflection corresponding to the simple root a .^ It is convenient to 
use the equivalent representation of the simple roots as in (4.4.29), i.e. 
- rrrr-i .. .ri+ia,-. 
The Coxeter transformation is deflned as (4.4.25), i.e. 
u = a;{,}a;{o}, 
where • = 1, 2 , . . . , A: and o = (A; -|- 1 ) , . . . , r. Thus, 
(i), = a;{o}(a.) = t j { 6 } ' ^ { . } ( - a . ) = a;~^(-a.), (4.5.2) 
(f>o = ao. (4.5.3) 
The Coxeter orbit of the roots (pi denoted by F^  are disjoint set. Since the Coxeter trans-
formation has a finite order h, then each orbit F^  has r elements, see [58, 63]. This means 
that the union of all orbits, (JLi T ,^ yields the set of all hr elements of the roots of g. 
Consider the eigenspace of the Coxeter transformation w, i.e. the space spanned by ris, 
where rjs is an eigenvector of u with eigenvalue exp(^^) , (c.f. equation (4.2.13)) i.e. 
uTj, = e^ri„ (4.5.4) 
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where 7]s and qs are related by, (c.f. equation (4.2.17)), 
Vs = Vqs. (4.5.5) 
Here the diagonal matrix V, (c.f. equation (4.2.4)), is obtained from the assigment of 
integers (ui, Vi) to the nodes of the Dynkin diagram. Setting all black nodes on the Dynkin 
diagram to have v, = —1, one has 
T / . _ J e^^,.'. 
An example for the above assignment of the integers {ui,Vi) in a Dynkin diagram can be 
found in figure 4-4 in. which the bicolouring of the A4 Dynkin diagram is considered. 
3 2 4 
- o • O 
( 2 , - 1 ) ( 1 , 0 ) ( 2 , - 1 ) ( 1 , 0 ) 
Figure 4.4: Bicolouring of the A^ Dynkin diagram. The pairs of numbers denote [ui,Vi). 
Thus, from the above eigenvector relation, it seems that it is more accurate to associate 
a particle of the affine Toda theory with a Coxeter orbit instead of associating a particle 
with a simple root. 
Consider the two-dimensional eigenspace of u for each s with the basis, 
• 
o 
In the above, r]l with z G • or i G 0 is the i * ' ' component of rjg and a are the dual roots of 
the simple roots a defined as 
a,- • a J = 8 i j . 
Using the complex coordinate representation of equations (4.5.5) and (4.5.6), it is readily 
seen that the angle between a^  and 6^  is ^ = = s^i with 61 = Also, from equation 
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(4.5.4), one sees that the Coxeter transformation u rotates the basis and bg by the angle 
^ = 25^1 (see also [21] and [63]). 
Define a linear mapping from the IR'' root space into this two-dimensional eigenspace as, 
P.{a,) = nl = l l , 
with linear property, 
P,[u\cci)] = e'^rf^. (4.5.7) 
L*et a, ^ and 7 be any three roots which satisfy, 
a-f;5 + 7 = 0. 
Write each of a, ^ and 7 as a Coxeter transformation of a simple root. Then the mapping 
Ps from IR"" root space into the two-dimensional eigenspace of s yields, 
q>'^ + q y ' + qy^ = 0, 
which has a form of the conserved charge bootstrap relation, c.f. equation (2.1.10). 
Let Cijk be the three-point coupling of particles i, j and k. Then the following is always 
true for simply-laced affine Toda field theory. Dorey's Fusing Rule, [21 
Cijk ^ 0 iff 3 roots Q;(i) G F,-, a^j) G Fj and a(^k) & such that, 
+ ao) + Q;(fc) = 0. 
In the above, Q!(i) is any element of the Coxeter orbit F .^ For example, suppose one has a 
root triangle from three white orbits as 
0(0 + a(j) + cx^k) = w^'(ai) + ^'^'(aj) + ^^''(ock) = 0, 
where ai, aj and ak are white simple roots. Then, upon projection to the two-dimensional 
eigenplane one obtains, 
+ qyMPj-Pi)Bi + qk^iMPk-P.)ei ^ Q . (4.5.8) 
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Which is a triangle of three coplanar vectors, wri t ten in complex coordinates. Comparison 
w i t h the conserved charge bootstrap of particles i, j and k, equation (2.1.10), leads to the 
identification of the fusing angles as follows. 
From the above relations, one sees that fusing of particles belonging to the same type (in 
terms of the type of their simple roots representation, black or white), always has a fusing 
angle which is an even mult iple of 6i. I f one had started wi th two white simple roots and 
a black simple root, one would have found that the fusing of particles corresponding to 
different type of simple roots has a fusing angle which is an odd mult iple of 9i. 
Introduce the following notation. Define a non-commutative * product of two unit vectors 
of the projection Ps (wri t ten in complex coordinate) as follows, 
= ( P , [ u ; ' ( ^ ) ] * P , K ( a ) ] ) - \ (4.5.9) 
w i t h ident i ty is given as, 
P , (a) * Ps{ci) = id. 
Let the bracket < fs * > be defined on a * product of two functions as, 
< / . * f i r . > = ^ l n ( / , * ^ , ) . (4.5.10) 
Define the integers U(Q:, /?) mod 2h as 
u(a,/?) = < P , ( « ) * P , ( / 3 ) > . (4.5.11) 
Thus, i t is obvious that u{a,/3) counts the angle, in multiple of 9i, between the projection 
of the roots a and ^ , i n the eigenspace s of w. Moreover, using equation (4.5.11) one has 
the following properties, 
u(a,/3) = - U ( ^ , Q ; ) , 
u(coPa,/3) = 2p + u{a,P), (4.5.12) 
u{a, 0) + u{/3,7) + u{'j, a) = 0 for any roots a, /3,7. 
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For the black and white roots one has, 
u{a,,a,i) = 0 = U(Q:O,Q:O')) 
u{(l)„^,.) = 0 = u(<f>o,(f>o'), (4.5.13) 
u{(j)„(l)o) =-1. 
A n d , since u(ai, aj) is a signed integer, one has 
W i t h these integers as data obtained purely f r om group-algebraic consideration, one can 
wri te down the ^-matrices of the simply-laced affine Toda field theory as follows (either 
case of bui lding blocks yields the same results) [23], 
S^,= n {u (<^„%)) + l } i ' - " « , (4.5.14) 
where is the i^'^ fundamental weight and the building blocks {x}± and its properties are 
given as follows, 
(x)+ = sinh(f + ^ ) , 
{x}. = (4.5.15) 
{xU = {x±2h}±, 
where. 
BW = i ^ - (4.5.16) 
This ^ - m a t r i x expression of equation (4.5.14) is consistent w i th the S'-matrix bootstrap 
principle. From equation (2.1.8) one has the S'-matrix bootstrap relation as follows, 
Su{e) = Si,i9-zd^^)Sikie + tei). 
Apply ing the uni tar i ty and crossing symmetry conditions, and remembering that the affine 
Toda S'-matrices are 2i7r-periodic functions, yields 
s,msu{e + ze^,)Si,{e - zOj^ = i. (4.5.17) 
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The above 5-matr ix bootstrap relation has a very compelling similarity w i th the conserved 
charge bootstrap. Define the matr ix T [9, 19] as. 
Tab ~ ^ ^''''^ 
then equation (4.5.17) gives, 
Tuie) + Tijie z^J) + Tik{0 - ie{^ = o. (4.5.18) 
Since Sab{0) is a 227r-periodic funct ion, then Tab{6) is also a 2z7r-periodic function. Hence, 
Tab{0) can be expanded as a Fourier series in iO, 
00 
M e ) = j : t f e - ' . 
—00 
Thus a consequence of equation (4.5.18), is that for each s one has 
t': + t'Je'<+t'^e-"''>^=0, 
which resembles the conserved charge bootstrap, equation (2.1.10). Although in the above 
s is not necessary be an exponent of the Lie algebra. 
To follow on the bootstrap, introduce the shift operator Ty [19], which acts distributively 
on products of functions, as 
= f { 0 + Y ) -
Then i t is easily seen that, 
Ty{x]^ = { x - y } - . 
Hence, equation (4.5.17) can be wri t ten as, 
iSli)iTu{a^iya^,^)Slj){Tu(a^.^,c^,^)Slk){0) = 1. 
Apply ing 7^(^,,a.(.)) and remembering that T acts distributively yields, 
(^(0,,«(o)'^'O(^(0i,ao)) '5'o)(^(0,,a(t)) '^ 'O(^) = l i (4.5.19) 
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where one has use equation (4.5.12) and Q;(j) + a(j) + Q;(fc) = 0. I t is now easy to see that the 
building blocks of equation (4.5.14) is consistent w i th the bootstrap. Insert the S'-matrix 
in terms of the {x}- building blocks (the positive building blocks yield the same result) to 
equation (4.5.19), one obtains 
h-i 
p=0 
n {u(^i, ,a;-^«(,)) - ui<f>i,a^i)) + if^'"^^-^ 
x{ti(</»;,u;~Pa(j)) - u{(f)i,aij)) + 1} 
p=0 
I n the above derivation, the properties in equation (4.5.12) and a^i) + + a(jt) = 0 have 
been used again. 
Chapter 5 
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This chapter reports on attempts to construct the sine-Gordon soliton and breather S-
matrices f r o m the root space which mimics Dorey's i ' -matr ix construction for real coupling 
affine Toda theories. As in the real coupling regime, one wants to associate the soHton 
and breather spectrum of the sine-Gordon theory wi th an orbit of a We'yl transformation 
in the root space. However, after several calculations, i t seems that the naive thought of 
associating the soliton and breather spectrum of the sine-Gordon model to the afl5ne roots 
of Kac-Moody algebra does not yield a consistent way of extracting the necessary data 
f r o m the root space to construct the S'-matrix. 
5.1 Preliminary Observations 
As seen i n Chapter Four, the S'-matrices of the simply-laced affine Toda theories in the 
real coupling regime can be constructed by taking a product of the building block factor to 
some power which depends on the orbit of the Coxeter transformation of a black or white 
simple roots representation. Furthermore, since the orbit of a Coxeter transformation is 
finite, then the ^-matrices are wri t ten as a finite product of the building block. 
For the sine-Gordon theory, as well as the a^ '^ af&ne Toda field theory wi th complex 
coupling parameter [14], the soliton scattering matrices involve an infinite product of F-
functions. Thus, one wants to relate the sine-Gordon spectrum wi th a root orbit under a 
certain transformation in root space. Furthermore, this linear transformation has to have 
an inf in i te order to be able to produce the infinite product in the S'-matrix expression. In 
other words one needs to replace the Coxeter transformation w i t h a new transformation 
which w i l l naturally have an infini te orbit . 
As the affine root system has more feature by the inclusion of the imaginary root S, and 
as already seen in the previous chapter that an affine Coxeter transformation is a natural 
generalization of the Coxeter transformation, i t is worthwhile to examine the possibility 
of using these affine systems for the algebraic construction of the soliton and breather 
S'-matrices. 
By considering the affine root system instead of the Euclidean root system one might 
speculate the following. 
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Cijk 7^  0 i f f 3 affine roots a(i) G F,-, ay) G F j and a(yt) € FA: such that, 
+ a(j) - I - a(jt) = 0, a(j), ci(fc) is non-zero 
where F , is some orbit of root a(i) w i th respect to a certain linear transformation. One wi l l 
then t r y to find an appropriate linear mapping f rom the root space, i.e. linear mapping of 
the orbits, to the conserved charge space. Using this mapping one wants to reproduce the 
conserved charge bootstrap, i.e. conserved charge triangle, f rom a root triangle. 
In the sine-Gordon theory, the only non-vanishing three-point couplings are C_4^„ and 
Cnm(n+m)- A n d the conserved charge bootstraps which one w i l l compare wi th , are the 
mass triangles: 
M + M e ( ' ^ - ^ ) + 2 M s i n ( ^ ) e ( ^ - ^ ) = 0, (5.1.1) 
for soliton-antisoliton-n^'^-breather coupling, and 
M „ + „ -f- + M „ e ( ' - - + ^ ) = 0. (5.1.2) 
for three-breathers coupling. Both equations can be rescaled by dividing wi th M, the mass 
of the soliton. The fusing angles which one wants to recover are given in equations (2.3.27), 
(2.3.32) and (2.3.33), 
.„A iir inx 
<A = 17 + 2 2A 
le: ' 
2A 
5.2 Attempt Using AfRne Coxeter Transformation 
Looking at the affine Coxeter orbits of the simple roots of the a^ ^^  affine algebra, one sees 
that a root triangle can also be constructed, although not in the Euclidean sense since 
the affine root space is actually of a Minkowskian type (this w i l l be explained in the next 
section). One visualizes an example of the root triangle in figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Root triangle of Cb{ao) -\- Cj[ai) — | 5 = 0. 
Let uj be the affine Coxeter transformation defined as the product of Weyl reflections wi th 
respect to the simple roots of o f ^ { a o , a i } . In this section, the imaginary root 8 w i l l be 
set to 
,5 = (0,0,2) . 
Then for the example in figure 5.1, one has a the root triangle given as 
d ; (ao)+c j (a i ) - = 0. 
Apply ing any number of affine Coxeter transformations to the root triangle does not alter 
the nature of the root triangle since an imaginary root is invariant under uj, 
This suggest that , f r o m the affine Coxeter orbit an infinite number of of triangles w i th the 
same | 6 as one of its side can be constructed. Other root triangles w i th common imaginary 
side can also be constructed using two different orbits. Thus, one is lead to take the affine 
Coxeter orbit of the simple root a-i as a representation of a soliton, the affine Coxeter orbit 
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of —ai as a representation of an antisoliton and the n*''-breather is proportional to the 
imaginary root nS. 
W i t h the affine fundamental weight A i = ( | , 1,0), see [7], define the vectors, 
u — qAi, u = q~^ai, (5.2.1) 
such that , 
u-u = 1, ai - u = q, (5.2.2) 
where g is a coupling parameter dependent factor. The vector u is a special case of the 
vector a of [21]. I t is straightforward to see that under a>, u is rotated by the angle 27r and 
the imaginary component increases by 2q~^. 
Following [21] one defines the mapping f rom the root space into the ti-space as, 
V[ai] = qu, (5.2.3) 
such that , the image of this mapping has the same behaviour as the root Ci, i.e. 'P[ai]-u = q. 
Note that the projection space is actually the root space again, this is because the simplicity 
of the the simple roots of a^ '^ algebra. 
One defines the mapping under repeated applications of u as 
V[ib''{ai)] = qe-^''">~'u 
V[u''{-a,)] = -qe^''"'~'u (5.2.4) 
= qe'''+'^''"'~'u. 
Further, define the mapping of the imaginary root 6 as 
V[nS] = q^ e f u , (5.2.5) 
for some quanti ty q^. I n the above, one can drop the direction vector, u, and using q = 
one can wri te down the conserved charge bootstrap relations of the soliton, antisoliton and 
the n'^^-breather. But , as i t is directly seen f r o m the definition above, equations (5.2.4-
5.2.5), although an imaginary root can be wri t ten as a combination of two root orbits, the 
mapping of these two root orbits does not satisfy the definition given in equation (5.2.5). 
Hence, the mapping V is not well defined and not linear. Thus, this is misconstruction. 
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Using the complex coordinate representation for the projection as done in Section 4.5, only 
one rj w i l l be obtained, since the eigenvalues of LO are degenerate wi th only one eigenvector. 
Proceeding as i n Section 4-5, one finds that the projection Ps is again not well defined, 
since the projection of the imaginary roots is 
Psin8)^nPsi8). 
A digression of what has been learned so far is as follows. One needs a coupling parameter 
dependent factor w i t h increasing power as more and more rotations are applied. A coupling 
parameter dependence on the power is needed to reproduce a mass triangle, wri t ten in 
complex coordinate, c.f. equations (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). This dependence cannot be achieved 
by uj, although one has a freedom in adding a free parameter in the eigenvector, 7/ = 77(A). 
I n fact, compared w i t h ordinary Coxeter transformation which is a coplanar rotation, the 
affine Coxeter transformation causes a spiral rotation. Furthermore, i t is desirable that 
this coupling parameter dependent transformation to act on the root space, instead of a 
coupling parameter dependent mapping f rom the root space to the conserved quantities 
space. Thus, to overcome this one may have to define an additional transformation. 
5.3 Attempts Using the Imaginary Roots 6 and 6' 
Since the length of an imaginary root 8 is zero, associating the breather wi th this imaginary 
root alone seems to be incorrect. Because one cannot make a mass triangle in an Euclidean 
sense. Bu t one can take into account the second imaginary root, namely 
•5'= (0,1,0) . 
From this section onwards, the imaginary root 8 is set to be (0,0,1) . 
Using these imaginary roots one can construct two combinations of imaginary roots which 
have non-zero length, 
A i = ^ + <5' and A2 = 8 - 8' 
w i t h ( A i ) ^ > 0 and (A2)^ < 0, i.e. A j is a space-like vector while A2 is a time-like vector, 
borrowing the terminology in the Minkowski space. 
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5.3.1 Combining u with 6 and 8' 
Write the affine Coxeter transformations on the simple roots ao and ai as follows, c.f. 
equation (4.4.38), 
cj^(ao) = (2p- | - l )ao- | -2pai 
u^{ar) = -2pao - {2p - l)ai. 
Moreover, the affine Coxeter transformation on an arbitrary root of the following fo rm, 
B = aa + b8' -\- c8, 
is given by 
u^(B) = B - p(pb + 2a)ao - p((p - l)b -\- 2a)ai. (5.3.1) 
Next, one tries to construct a root triangle using the roots A = a + k8' + d8, A — —A 
and B, having in mind to associate A w i t h a soHton, A w i th an antisoliton and B w i th a 
breather, 
i:bP{A)-\-u'{A)+ib'{B) = 0. 
Equating the coefficients, one finds that the coefficients a w i l l depend on p and q, b is equal 
to zero, and c w i l l also depend on r , 
a = {q-p)k, b = 0, c = 2ra-if{p'^-q^)k. 
I f p and q are both odd or even, then c has to be an integer mult iple of 2[q — p)k since r 
has to be an integer. I f , p and q are of different type, then c has to be an integer mult iple 
of {q — p)k. 
On the other hand, i f one wants to associate the breathers wi th the space-like imaginary 
root A i , one finds that the coefficient k and d w i l l depend on p and q. Which is undesirable, 
since one is free to choose A without the knowledge of the root triangle relation above. 
As seen f r o m the discussion above, the affine Coxeter transformation used on these roots 
failed to produce a coupling parameter dependent transformation. Even i f one takes the 
coefficients a and c to be dependent to the coupling parameter, one st i l l lacks the exponent 
behaviour. 
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5.3.2 Defining New Transformation 1 
From the results above, i t seems that one needs a new operation in the root space. On the 
other hand, one wants to keep the picture that a soliton is associated to an affine root which 
has a non-zero EucHdean component and breathers are associated wi th purely imaginary 
roots. So that a root triangle similar to figure 5.1 can be drawn. Then a possibility of a 
new transformation on the root space can be achieved when the transformation has a finite 
order i n the Euclidean part of an affine root a. Furthermore i t has to be defined such that 
when acting on an imaginary root i t w i l l give rise to a factor dependent on the coupHng 
parameter, A. 
Suppose one defines a new transformation, TZ, on the root space as follows, 
7^ '=(a) = u^{a) 
n\8') = qH' (5.3.2) 
Tl\8) = q-H, 
where u is just the ordinary Weyl reflection wi th respect to the root a. which in this case 
is also the Coxeter transformation. Consider the following combinations of roots, 
A = ci + 8' 
A ^ -a + 8 (5.3.3) 
5 . + n = -q'^{8^8'). 
The most general root triangle constructed f rom the above roots is, 
7 '^"(A) + 7^-"(A)-f-7^'^(5„+„) = o, (5.3.4) 
w i t h m and n are both odd or even integers. This restriction on n and m comes f rom the 
last te rm, since i t does not make any sense to have a fractional apphcation of IZ. 
Next one needs a linear mapping V, defined on the components root, which brings this root 
triangle into a mass triangle. But such linear map w i l l automatically cancel contributions 
f r o m the imaginary roots. A n d one is left w i th , 
P[a;'"(a)] - P[u;-"(a)] = 0. 
This w i l l not give the mass triangle. 
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So, instead of defining a mapping which act on components root, one define a mapping, 
f r o m the root space into a g-space, which acts on A , A and Bjn-\-n as, 
P[7^"(A)] = q-^ 
- . (5.3.5) 
7^[7l"(A)] = e''^ ^", 
and by definit ion (5.3.3), one has 
Br, = -q-^{8' -\-8) = - 7 l ? ( A ) - 7^?(A). 
One immediately sees that the above relation is only true for n even. Furthermore, i f 
one continues to take a mapping of 5 „ , using equations (5.3.5), a t r iv ia l l i ty wi l l again be 
obtained. Moreover one sees that, although W{A) ^ - 7 ^ ~ " ( A ) , its mapping is the same, 
V{TU'{A)\ = V[-n-''{A). 
Restricting to the Beven breathers, one can revise the transformation given in equation 
(5.3.2) to be 
n\a) = u\a) 
n''{8') = q\''\8' (5.3.6) 
n''{8) = q-\% 
then the mappings, equations (5.3.5), become 
V[R\A)] = 9-1^ 1 
. - ,M (5-3.7) 
V[n''{A)] = e'^^l'^l, ^ 
w i t h the restriction that k 
I f m , n > 0, f r o m equation (5.3.4) one has the following root triangle, 
7e"(A) + 7 l - " ( A ) + 7 e ^ ( - 7 ^ ' ^ ( A ) - 7 l - ^ ( A ) ) = 0, (5.3.8) 
which upon the projections (5.3.7) yields, 
this is the scaled mass triangle of soliton, antisoliton and the (m -|- n)*''-breathers i f one 
identifies q = e~^. But , somehow this does not seem to be right, since there is a sense of 
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t r i v i a l i t y i n equation (5.3.8). Moreover one is restricted to Bgven breathers. Changing the 
combinations for the roots A and A w i l l s t i l l give a restriction to Beven or Bodd only. 
As mentioned in the previous section, the affine Coxeter transformation cannot give an 
increasing power to coupling dependent factor which one is free to introduce. In fact, i f 
one rescaled the imaginary root w i t h the coupling dependent factor q, q8, each application 
of the affine Coxeter transformation w i l l on increase or decrease the imaginary component 
8 by 2q8. On the other hand, one wants to keep the affine Coxeter transformation such 
that a nice root triangle can be constructed as in figure 5.1. 
Thus, one tries to combine the affine Coxeter transformation wi th a scaling transformation 
on the imaginary root 8. Define the scaling transformation as, 
T'=(5) = q'8 (5.3.10) 
T\a) = a. (5.3.11) 
A combined transformation on the root space is defined as, 
n = Tuj, (5.3.12) 
such that , 
n''{a) = a-2kqH 
n\8) = qH. 
Thus, basically the transformation 71 above is the same as in equation (5.3.6), wi th u> 
replaced hy uj. 
Let A = a\, A = —a\ and J5„ = 4n5, then a root triangle can be constructed as follows, 
7^"(A) + 7^-"(i) + 7^"(5„) = o. 
But , there is no non-tr ivial mapping f rom this root triangle which can reproduce the 
soliton-antisoliton-n*'^-breather mass triangle. 
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5.3.3 Defining New Transformation 2 
Looking carefully at the affine root space generated by the simple roots ao and a i , one sees 
that this basis can be exchanged wi th the basis a and 8. One wi l l t r y to mimic the affine 
Coxeter transformation using this new basis. 
Thus, define a reflection w i t h respect to the imaginary root 6 as, 
X • 8 
u;s{x)^x-2^q8. (5.3.13) 
Such that , 
uJs{a) = a 
u:s{q^8) = / < 5 - 2 / + ^ ( 5 . 
Note, when g —»• 1, a;^  is a Weyl reflection, as IJJ5{8) = —8. Now, define the transformation 
n as, 
7^ = usu, (5.3.14) 
where u is the Weyl reflection w i t h respect to a. The result of repeated application of the 
transformation 71 has a polynomial of q as the coefficient of the imaginary root 8. This is 
undesirable, since one cannot construct a root triangle. 
5.4 Restriction from Root and Mass Triangles 
I f one had demanded that the root triangle and the mass triangle must be related by a 
mapping, then these triangles w i l l give a restriction on the representation of solitons and 
breathers i n terms of roots. Furthermore, this restriction w i l l give constraint on the orbit 
transformation. 
One wants a transformation 7^ such that the following root triangle can be satisfied, 
IV{A) + n\A) + n^Bn) = 0. • (5.4.1) 
This transformation must give the dependence on q but st i l l be a Hnear transformation. 
On the other hand, one also wants a mapping V which w i l l give the correct mass triangle, 
v[n\A)] + v[n\A)] + v[n\Bn)] 
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= 1-f V + e'" + 9" 
= 9" + e ' V ^ ( e ' V + r ' ) , (5.4.2) 
where q = e~^, and suppose that n = —a — b. Hence, equation (5.4.2) implies that, 
n^Br,) = n-^A) + n\A). (5.4.3) 
This relation together w i t h equation (5.4.1) leaves two possibilities, 
TZ^iA) =-n-^A) and TZ-^A) =-TZ''{A) (5.4.4) 
or 
7e"(A) = -7^" (A) and n'^A) = -n-^A). (5.4.5) 
Thus, one has to find such a transformation IZ which satisfies either of the above restriction. 
A n d then one can define a suitable mapping V which w i l l give the mass triangle. 
So far, the following transformations have been examined and do not yield the desired 
results: 
• TZ = Co and V[R?''{a-i)] = q''', this mapping is not Hnear. 
• 7Z — TCJ where T{a) = a and T''{8) — q^8, root triangle can not be constructed. 
• TZ = Tu where T is defined as above, and u is the ordinary Coxeter transformation, 
i.e. reflection w i t h respect to the simple root a, root triangle cannot be constructed. 
• A l l the transformation discussed in Section 5.3. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Outlook 
So W h a t 
Miles Davis 
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This chapter concludes the report presented in this thesis and an outlook of future research 
is also given. 
The first part of this thesis reports on the classical oscillating solitonic solutions of the 
afiine Toda theories. 
As a well established fact, the (topological) spectrum of classical soliton solutions of the 
affine Toda theories do not f i l l up the associated representation space. This is contrary to 
the quantum states, i n which the associated representation spaces are conjectured to be 
filled up. Thus one is led to find new classical solitonic solutions to fill up the associated 
representation space. A possible new solution is the oscillating two soliton solution, the 
breather. 
One has seen that a classical oscillating solitonic solution of the afiine Toda theories can 
be constructed. By analytically changing the real velocity u (rapidity 0 ) into purely 
imaginary velocity iv (imaginary rapidity iQ), one obtains a periodic two soHton solution. 
I n order to have a real energy and momentum for this periodic two soliton'solution, the 
constituent solitons have to be degenerate in mass. Further, to have a well defined solution, 
one has to examine the behaviour of the breather solution which is given as a logarithm 
of complex functions. Due to this, the 'displacement' parameter rj, the topological charge 
parameter ^ and the velocity v (rapidity 0 ) are restricted to a certain range of definition. 
These restrictions are obtained by examining the real and imaginary parts of the solutions. 
Examples which have been presented in this thesis are the cases of a^ ^^  and £^ 4^ ^ breathers. 
The exercise of constructing the breather solutions i n other theories can be performed in 
a similar fashion. 
I n the a^/) series, breathers constructed f r o m two solitons of the same species (type A 
breathers) carry non-zero topological charge; breathers constructed f rom two solitons of 
anti-species of each other carry zero topological charge. I n the d^^^ case, the above arrange-
ment yields different results. In particular, breathers constructed wi th constituent solitons 
associated to the same fundamental representation can carry zero and non-zero topological 
charges. Whi le the breathers constructed f rom the solitons associated wi th two different 
outer nodes of the d!^^ case only carry non-zero topological charges. 
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These topological charges lie i n the fundamental representation which is the irreducible 
component (or the t r iv ia l singlet representation) of the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition 
of the tensor product of the fundamental representations associated wi th the constituent 
solitons. I t turns out that these topological charges are the same as the topological charges 
of the single soliton cases. Thus i t seems that these breather solutions do not give additional 
states i n the representation space. Furthermore, the topological charges of the constituent 
solitons cannot be determined individually. Due to the fact that this topological charge 
quantum number differentiates the solitons of the same species (and for some cases, the 
solitons i n a mass degenerate multiplets), then one does not know which sohtons have been 
taken to make this oscillating solution. 
Furthermore, the Clebsch-Gordan decomposition property of the representation space of 
the topological charges and the fusing rule of solitons [13, 46], which are similar the same 
as the fusing rule of the fundamental Toda particle [9, 21], are in agreement w i th each 
other. This gives a fur ther support to the soliton fusing and for the existence of an excited 
soliton, a breathing soliton, which is a single soUton wi th higher mass (energy) because i t has 
started to vibrate. Moreover, one can make a conjecture that the breathers wi th constituent 
solitons associated w i t h conjugate (or self conjugate) fundamental representation spaces 
carry zero topological charge as well as the possible non-zero topological charges permitted 
by the fusing rule. Examples of this conjecture are the type A breathers of a2'n+i series 
w i t h constituent solitons coming f rom the (n -|-1) fundamental representations, the type B 
breathers of a^ ^^  series and j j-breathers of d^^^ theory (where j — 1,2,3,4). This conjecture 
is i n line w i t h the PRV conjecture used in determining the Clebsch-Gordan property of the 
tensor product of the fundamental representations associated wi th the constituent solitons. 
One can examine these breather solutions more deeply. First, one can show that not all 
zero-topological charge breathers result f r o m an embedded sine-Gordon breather. Secondly, 
i t has been shown for the a^ ^^ ) series that crossing transformation of one of the constituent 
soliton can be achieved by replacing the parameter a by —a or replacing the rapidity 0 
by 0 + ZTT. This crossing transformation sends a type A breather into a type B breather 
and vice-versa. As a by product of this crossing symmetry, one can superficially calculate 
the topological charges of the constituent solitons in the breather solution. 
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Several fu ture lines of research can be mentioned at this stage. First, i t might be possible 
to calculate the quantum corrections of the breather masses in the same spirit as the 
quantum corrections of the soliton masses [32, 33, 34]. Secondly, one might be able to 
calculate the classical non-zero three-point coupling (fusing) of the soliton and breather 
solutions i n a similar prescription as done in [13, 46]. As a possible guiding principle, the 
non-zero three-point coupling of the quantum solitons and soliton bound states of the a^^ 
theory has been given in [42]. Finally, one can further ask i f multi-soli ton breathers can 
also be constructed. Of course, the original problem of filling up the representation space 
associated to the classical solitons is s t i l l unanswered. 
The second part of this thesis reports on attempts to associate the sine-Gordon solitons 
and breathers to a root space. This is done by associating the spectrum of the sjne-
Gordon soliton and breather w i t h the orbits of an affine Coxeter transformation. However, 
i t seems that the naive thought of generalizing the Coxeter transformation, which plays 
a central role i n the real coupling regime of affine Toda theories, into an affine Coxeter 
transformation does not lead to a consistent result. 
On this point one may need to reflect more carefully on the symmetry group associated to 
the imaginary coupling regime of the affine Toda theories. One has seen that at classical 
level of the solitoh solutions, the symmetry group is the simple Lie group, as hinted by 
the Coxeter transformation of the associated Weyl group which plays a significant role. 
However, for the quantum theory as seen by the construction of its exact ^-matrices 
14, 41 , 42], the symmetry group is provided by a quantum group. These different symmetry 
groups may be the reason for the discrepancy between the classical and quantum states 
of the soliton solutions. Furthermore, the determination of the exact scattering matr ix 
elements of al l affine Toda solitons are st i l l an open problem at this moment. Two most 
recent attempts can be mentioned. The first is the realization of exchange operator which 
has as its symmetry group the quantum affine Heisenberg algebra [67], this work continues 
previous results of Corrigan and Dorey [66]. When exchanged these operators give rise to 
the scattering mat r ix , thus i t is hoped that at least in the diagonal processes of soliton 
scattering can be calculated using this exchange operators. The second recent result is 
the calculation of a new i?-matrix solution to the Yang-Baxter equation for the quantum 
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affine algebra cases. These new i?-matrices possess non-rigid pole structure [68]. Since the 
^-matrices can be extracted f r o m the i2-matrices, this result may provide the ^-matrices 
for the complex affine Toda theory which has floating poles, mirroring the floating poles of 
the exact S'-matrix of the non-simply-laced afiine Toda theories in the real coupling regime. 
Appendix A 
AfRne Kac-Moody Algebras and 
Quantum Group 
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A . l AfRne Kac-Moody Algebras and Root System 
This is a brief review of the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebras and the root space related 
to i t [6, 7, 64 . 
Let {H\ E"} be the modified Cartan-Weyl basis of a Lie algebra g of rank r . That is, H* 
w i t h i = 1 ,2, . . . , r are the maximal set of commuting Hermitian generators, and E°' is the 
step operator corresponding to the root a. From this algebra, one can make a loop algebra, 
i.e. an inf in i te dimensional complex Lie algebra, by adding a spectral parameter A to the 
generators. For any -f ^ g define 7 m = A'" (8)7, w i th commutation relation between 7 ^ and 
7 ; is given by, 
[A"^  ® 7 , A" ® 7 ' ] = A™+"® [ 7 , 7 ' ] . (A. 1.1) 
The Kac-Moody algebra can be viewed as a central extension of this loop algebra wi th the 
central element k, and the commutation relation (A.1.1) is amended to be, 
[A'" ® 7 , A" ® 7 ' ] = A'^^" 0 [ 7 , 7 ' ] + « 5 m + n , o ( 7 , 7 > ^ , (A.1.2) 
where ( , ) is the Ki l l i ng fo rm on g. Further, the elements of the Kac-Moody algebra are 
graded by the derivation operator d which has the property, 
[t^ . A'" ® 7 ] = mA"* 0 7 . (A.1.3) 
This gradation of the Kac-Moody algebra is called the homogeneous gradation. W i t h the 
modified Cartan Weyl basis, the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra g based on a simple 
Lie algebra g of rank r is given by the following commutation relations: 
• e{a,^)Em i f ( a + ^ ) is a root 
0 otherwise 
[k,E^] = [k,HiJ = [k,d\ = 0 
[d,E:] = nE-
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The index i and j runs f r o m 1 to r and m , n G Z . The vectors a and ^ are roots of g. The 
constant e{a, /3) is antisymmetric in a and S^, and can be calculated f r o m the normalization 
of the roots a and Let ^ = S j = i " j ^ t j be the highest root of the simple Lie algebra g. 
Then, the central element which commutes w i t h all generators is given by 
2a, • Ho r 
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where rrij is related to Uj as. 
3=0 
To construct the root system, one needs to look for a Cartan Subalgebra (CSA) of the Kac-
Moody algebra. One might take the CSA to consist of HQ and k. Then the commutation 
•relations of the CSA w i t h the step operators yields, 
= (A .1 .5 ) 
%Ea = 0 , 
w i t h ( r -t- l)-dimensional roots (a, 0), where a € and $ is the root system of g. These 
roots are inf ini te ly degenerate. Moreover, the CSA is not a maximal abelian subalgebra 
since for any n 
To overcome this, one has to include the derivation operator d in the CSA. Thus, the CSA 
consists oi HQ, k and d w i t h 1 < i < r. The step operators and their corresponding roots 
are as follows, 
corresponds to the root a = (a, 0 ,n) , 
H^, n € Z , n 7^  0, corresponds to the root S = (0,0, n). 
Thus, the basis roots of the untwisted Kac-Moody algebra g can be taken as 
Qi = (a,, 0,0), 1 <i<r, . . ^^ 
(A.1.6) 
Co = (ao,0,1) , 
where ai are the simple roots of g and QQ = —tp- The root lattice is generated by these 
simple roots. A n arbitrary root can be wri t ten as a linear combination of these simple 
roots, 
a = j2kiar (A.1.7) 
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w i t h ki E Z and all ki < 0 or ki > 0. The scalar product of two roots a = {a, k, d) and 
b = (/3, k', d') is defined as, 
a-b = a- l^ + kd' + dk'. (A.1.8) 
W i t h this definit ion, one can calculate the length of a root. Since 8"^ = 0, henceforth the 
root 8 w i l l be called the imaginary root. 
The affine Cartan mat r ix becomes 
4 . = ^ ^ i ^ , 0 < i , i < r (A.1.9) 
i.e. i t is the Cartan matr ix of g w i th an additional row and column. Furthermore, defining 
mo = 1, then the ( r + 1)-vector w i th components ruj is the right null-vector of the affine 
Cartan mat r ix , i.e. 
T 
CjkTrik = 0. 
fc=0 
From this affine Cartan matr ix , we can draw the corresponding affine Dynkin diagrams, 
which are the ordinary Dynk in diagrams augmented wi th a node corresponding to the root 
ao- For a list of affine Dynk in diagrams see [6, 7, 64 . 
The Kac-Moody algebras can equivalently be represented in the Chevalley basis by the 
generators { h j , e j , f j } where j runs f r o m 0 to r w i th the following commutation relations 
[6], 
[hj,hk] = 0, 
[h,,e,] = Ck,e„ ^^^^^^ 
together w i t h the Serre relations (_;' ^ k), 
(ad e^f-^^^Ck = 0, 
(ad f.y-^^^fk = 0, 
This basis is supplemented by a gradation which is provided by the element d' hd T^, 
[d',e,] = e^, [d',hj]=0: M ' , / , ] = - / , - . (A.1.11) 
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This is called the principal gradation, and is defined to be A° (g) T3 where Ts generates 
the maximal subalgebra of g, 
^ I3>0 P 
such that , 
[ ra ,^;"] = h e i g h t ( a ) E " . (A. l .13) 
One can see that the last commutation relation comes f rom the following [61, 65]. An 
arbitrary root /3 oi g can expressed as a Hnear combination of the simple roots a € A , 
w i t h ka are all positive or all negative. Thus, the root space of g can be decomposed into 
positive roots and negative roots, $ = -|- Further, the height of a root is defined as 
height(Q;) = ^ 
Let a G A and {a} so that ^ = E-yeA k-y'j (k^ G Z + ) . A Weyl refiection of 
/3 w i t h respect to the simple root a, ra/3 = P — '^^<^i changes the coefficient of a in 
Since (3 is not proportional to a (the only roots proportional to a are dba), then after 
reflection r^, some k-^ of /9 w i l l remain positive and hence all k^ w i l l remain positive. Thus, 
rd^ G — { a } , i.e. permutes the positive roots other than a. 
Set S = \ Y^pyo then since r„ leaves 8 — \cx. invariant, one has r^^ = ^ — o:. From this 
one notices that w i t h a G A , 
8 —a = b - a <^ —— = 1. 
Hence, for the simply-laced cases one can calculate the height of any root 7 f rom the 
fol lowing, 
I E ^ = height(7) . (A.1.14) 
^ 0>O P 
Thus, using (A.1.14) and (A.1.4) one can show that the commutation relation (A.1.13) 
holds. 
Further, the fundamental weights of a Kac-Moody algebra are defined by the relation, 
^ = S,.. (A.1 .15) 
^3 
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Thus, w i t h the simple roots given by (A.1.6), the fundamental weights are calculated to 
be 
A i = ( A „ ^ m , • ^ ^ 0 ) , i = l , 2 , . . . r , (A. l .16) 
Ao = ( 0 , ^ ^ ^ 0 ) , (A.1.17) 
where Aj are the fundamental weights of the corresponding simple Lie algebra. The repre-
sentation of a Kac-Moody algebra is bui l t up f rom these fundamental weights. In particular, 
the action of the generators HQ and h on a. weight vector |A > are as follows, 
HI\A> = A ( ^ ) | A > (A. l .18) 
hj\A> = ^ ^ i ^ | A > . (A. l .19) 
A.2 Alternative Basis of the AfRne Kac-Moody Al-
gebra 
I n the algebraic construction of the solution to the affine Toda equation, one uses a special 
basis of the Kac-Moody algebra. The step operators of this basis create the soliton solu-
tions. One starts w i t h the alternative basis of the simple Lie algebra g, and by affinization 
this basis becomes the alternative basis of the Kac-Moody algebra g. 
A.2.1 Alternative basis of g 
Let the generators of the simple Lie algebra g be graded by S = e^^^ as follows, 
Sg.S-' = e'-^'g,, (A.2.1) 
where u is an exponent of g, such that 
g ^go®gi ®..-®gh-i-
I n particular, 
QQ = 'H — CSA of g in Cartan-Weyl basis, 
g, = {E'^^,E-'^}, a,eA. 
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I t is claimed in [4] that the following generators provides g w i th a new Cartan subalgebra 
in apposition (see also [58]), 
E. = EGi + E Gtk ^ • T (A.2.2) 
3 3' 
where Gl G g^, and q(v) is the eigenvector of the Coxeter element u>, i.e 
u(q(i.)) = e'^'^q(u): (A.2.3) 
Their orthogonality and completeness relations are as follows, 
q(i^)-q(u') = h8,y (A.2.4) 
Z^i^M'^r = hi, (A.2.5) 
where q(h — i') — q(i')*-
One can evaluate the commutation relations of these generators using the known commu-
tat ion relations of the old CSA. In particular, 
Er= y/^jE"' + (A.2.6) 
has the following commutation relation, 
[ £ ^ i , ^ - i ] = 0. 
The step operators corresponding to the root (3 in the old basis are defined through the 
fol lowing commutation relation, 
[E,,F^] = q(u)-^F^. (A.2.7) 
These step operators can be calculated using the known commutation relations in the old 
basis, since one can expand F'^^ into its graded components [12], 
F-^^^YFl^ (A-2.8) 
i/=0 
w i t h SFiS~^ — e^^Fi, and j j — c(j)aj w i th c(j) = 1 i f aj is a black simple root 
or c(j) = — 1 i f aj is a white simple root. Alternatively, one notes that the following 
commutat ion relation, 
, [E,, SF^S-'] = q(v) • u3(^)SF^S-\ (A.2.9) 
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yields SF^S~^ = F'^^^\ Thus, one can consider the following operators [26], 
A, ^ F-'^^-^l (A.2.10) 
v f t k=\ 
this means that one is considering the combination of step operators in a certain Coxeter 
orbi t . Then, 
S Aj S — Aj 
i.e. Aj G go = Ti.. W i t h this relation and the appropriate commutation relations one can 
find the expression for F^. • 
The alternative CSA are normalized and they are orthogonal to step operators, 
iE,,E,>) = (A.2.11) 
iE,,Fi,) = 0. (A.2.12) 
Next, taking the conjugation of the commutation relation [E„,F'^^] w i th respect to S and 
comparing coefficient of graded components one obtains, 
[E.,Fi]^q{i.).j,F(^^^^^^^,. (A.2.13) 
From conjugation of F^ w i t h respect to S, one notes that all F^ of the same Coxeter orbit 
are linear combinations of the same set { F J , . . . , Fi_^}. Thus, as the set {E^, F^] span 
the simple Lie algebra of r^, so is the following set 
{Eu, F^; j = 1,2,... ,r, 0 < fi < {h - 1), i/ is an exponent}. 
A.2.2 Alternative basis of g 
Affinizat ion of the alternative basis of g just discussed is done by considering the loop 
algebra extension of this basis [12 . 
The affinization of operator E„ w i th principal grade M = u + mh is 
EM-^°y"®E,, (A.2.14) 
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such that , 
[d',EM] = MEM. 
Further, contrary to the commutation relation of the alternative CSA of g, i.e. [E^,E^ = 
0, one would expect that the commutation relation of the alternative CSA of g to be 
proportional to the central.element k. Recall that the scalar, product of two elements of g 
provided by the K i l l i n g fo rm has to be invariant under the action of the Lie group G, i.e. 
i t has the following property [7], 
(X, [Y, Z]) = ([X, Y],Z) X,Y,Zeg (A.2.15) 
Furthermore, the scalar product of the derivation operator of a Kac-Moody algebra is 
defined to be, 
(d, k) = l, (d, anything) = 0, (A.2.16) 
and the scalar product of w i t h k is zero. The alternative CSA of g is normalised by its 
scalar product, 
(EM,EN) = h8M+N,o- (A.2.17) 
Using this information, one can evaluate the commutation relation of two elements of the 
alternative basis to find its proportionality to the central element in the following way, 
[EM,EN]^ Mk8M+N,o. (A.2.18) 
The affinization of operator Fi w i th principal grade M — v + mh is 
Fi^ = yn^p3^^ (A 2.19) 
such that , 
[d',Fi,] = MFi,. 
A n d , this affinization changes the commutation relation (A,2.13) into, 
[EM.Fl,] = q([M])-^,Flj^^, (A.2.20) 
where M = [M] -\- mh and A'' = [TV] -|- nh w i th [M] and [N] are exponents of g. How-
ever, taking the scalar product of the derivative operator w i th the commutation relation 
[EM-, ^ I M ] forces one to amend the affinization of FQ to be, 
F^ = A° ® Fi - ^ ( n , Fi)k, (A.2.21) 
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recall that . 
( A - ® 7 , A " ( 8 ) 7 ' ) = <5m+n,o(7,7')-
Consider the following formal power series expansion in a complex variable z, 
oo 
F^{z) = E ''""E^^ (A-2.22) 
A r = - o o 
where F^ is recovered by the usual contour integral, 
n = f -J-E'{z)<iz. (A.2.23) 
Jz=0 ZlTT 
Then the commutation relation of the alternative CSA wi th F^{z) is given by, 
[EM, F^iz)] = qi[M]) • i.z'^F^iz), (A.2.24) 
i.e. the alternative CSA ad-diagonalises F^{z). 
A.3 Quantum Group 
This section contains a brief discussion on Quantum Groups. A detailed introduction 
can be found in [43, 69, 70]. There are two algebraic structures which w i l l be introduce, 
the first one is the deformation of a universal enveloping algebra and the second is the 
quasitriangular Hopf algebra structure. A solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation 
can be constructed f r o m the elements of this quasitriangular Hopf algebra. 
A.3.1 Quantized Universal Enveloping Algebra 
Let 5' be a Lie algebra of rank r w i th elements given by the Chevalley basis {Hi,Ei,Fi}, 
where i = 1 ,2, . . . , r . Let Cij be the entries of the Cartan matr ix . Consider the Universal 
Enveloping algebra of g, U{g). A deformation of this algebraic structure called a quantized 
Universal Enveloping Algebra, Uq{g), or also known as Quantum Groups, is given by the 
following relations, 
Hi,Ej] = CijEj, 
[Hi,F,] = -CjFj, (A.3.1) 
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A(Hi) = Hi®l-\-'l^Hi, 
A(Ei) = Ei ^ q^ + q-^ ® Ei, i (A.3.2) 
A(Fi) = Fi®q^ + q-^ ®Fi, 
e(H,) = e(Ei) = e(F,) = 0, £(1) = 1 (A.3.3) 
S(Hi) = -Hi, 
S(Ei) = -qE„ • 
S(Fi) = -q-'Fi. , 
(A.3.4) 
The parameter q is called the deformation parameter. The operation A is called a coproduct, 
which is a mapping A : U U ®)U, compare this wi th the product in a Lie algebra which 
is a mapping m : U ®i U —^U. The inverse operation is given by the antipode mapping 
S : U U. A n d , e is called the counit, which is a mapping e : U —> C , compare this w i th 
the uni t mapping rj : (L U. Th.es structures satisfy the i/op/algebra axioms, 
m(m 0 1 ) = m ( l ® m ) , associativity 
m(l®)r)) = m(r]®l) = id, 
(A® id) A = (id® A) A, coassociativity (A.3.5) 
(l®e)A = ( e ® l ) A , 
m(S®id)A = m(id®S)A = rj - e. 
I t is the fact that A is an algebra homomorphism, 
A(a6) = A ( a ) A ( 6 ) , 
allows one to calculate the commutation relation equation (A.3.1), i.e. one uses A( [a , b]) = 
A(a), A(b)]. To calculate A is more tedious, the fo rm of A is restricted by the constraint 
that A has to become a coproduct structure of a Universal Enveloping Algebra, U(g), as 
q ^ 1. Also, A has to be coassociative, and A has to satisfy a further requirement relating 
i t w i t h a co-Poisson structure, see T j i n [70] for details. 
I f one takes the deformation parameter q I, then Ug(g) —> U(g). Also, the commutation 
relations (A.3.1) become the usual commutation relation of g i n Chevalley basis, i.e. the 
only one that changes is 
Ei, Fj] - 28ijHi. 
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A.3.2 Quasitriangular Hopf Algebra 
Let A be a Hopf algebra, namely an algebra with co-product, counit and antipode structures 
which satisfy axioms (A.3.5). Let R be an invertible element oi A^A, then the pair {A, R) 
is called a quasitriangular Hopf algebra i f the following are satisfied, 
T-A(a) = RA{a)R-\ (A.3.6) 
{A®1)R = i2i3i?23, (A.3.7) 
(1®A)R = Ri3Ri2- . (A.3.8) 
Here r(a (g) 6) = (6 ® a) and 
R = lil^®Rf, (A.3.9) 
(summation is implied), where i?,-^ ^ is an element of the first copy of the Hopf algebra A 
and Pt'^^ is an element of the second copy. Thus, for example in the equations (A.3.7) and 
(A.3.8), i ? i 3 is given as ^ ® 1 ® R\'^\ 
This quasitriangular Hopf algebra has an important property. Namely, if Vi and V2 are 
representation spaces, then Vi®V2 is isomorphic with V2®Vi. This isomorphism is provided 
by i?, i.e. equation (A.3.6). This follows because A relates to the tensor product space 
14 0^2, while T • A relates to ^2 ® ^1 • 
The elements i? of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra satisfy the quantum Yang-Baxter equa-
tion, 
-R12-R13-R23 = -^23^13^12- (A.3.10) 
To see this, one needs to calculate (1 (g) A')i2 in 2 diiferent'ways, where A ' = r • A. First, 
one has 
( l (8 )A ' ) i? = R\'^®A'R^^ 
= R^^ ® RA{R\''^)R'' 
= (1 ® i2)(i?r^ ® A(i?f)))(! 0 R-') 
= R23{l®A)RR -1 '23 
= R23R13R12R23 ^ (A.3.11) 
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and secondly, one can also calculate (1 ® A')R as 
{1®A')R = (1 (8) r .)(l (8) A)i? 
= (l®T)i?i3i?12 
= Ri2Ri3- (A.3.12) 





A polynomial P{z) of degree p is called a reciprocal polynomial if the following holds 
~ P ( ^ ) = z^P{z-'). 
Or, writing P(z) as 
P(z) = ao + aiz + a2Z^ + ... + ap^^ (B.0.1) 
it is a reciprocal polynomial if ai = a^^i for all i and a,- e IR. A first degree reciprocal 
polynomial is always of the form (1.+ z). Any even degree reciprocal polynomial, p = 2n, 
can be written as, 
P{z)-^f[{z' + biZ + l) 
with, 
^0 i l ^ i 2 7 -^«'2* il¥'i2^-i2k-2 
t2k-2 
+ C(n-2k+4,2) X • • • ^i2k-i + ••• + C(n-2,k-l) k^iK 
+ C(„,fc), fc = 1 , 2 , . . . , [ ^ ] , 
C(n-2fc-l,0) X • • • ^'2)c+l + C(n-2k+l,l) X " ' " ^ ' 2 t - l 
'^0 »15^!27^—«2fc+l n 7 ^ 2 2 # - - - t 2 * - l 
+ C („_2fc+3,2) X ^ii • • • ^i2fc-3 + • • • + C'(n-3,fc-l) . X M i 2 ^ t 3 
n — 1 
+ C(n-l,k)J2^h , ^ = 0 , 1 , . . . , [ — — . 
In the above equations, [x] means zero or largest integers less than or equal to x, and the 
coefficients C(^n,r) are combinatorial coefficients, i.e. 
^ ' [ n — ry.rl 
An odd degree reciprocal polynomial, p = 2n + 1, can be written as, 
P{z) = ao{l + z'^+') + a^z{l + z'^-') + a2z'{l + z^''-') 
+ . , . + a„^"(l + z). , 
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Since (1 + z) divide any term of the form (1 + z^ ""*"^ ), then 
P ( Z ) = ao{l + + C x Z ^ " - ^ + C 2 ^ ' " - ' + . . . + C2Z' + c,z + 1] 
where, 
ao Z 
Thus any reciprocal polynomial can be written as, 
Piz) = a{z + lY Hiz' + 2hiz + 1) (B.0.2) 
where a, hi £ IR and the integer d is odd if the degree of P{z) is odd. Note that if one or 
more of the hiS are equal to —1, then 2 = 1 is a root of the reciprocal equation with even 
multiplicity. 
I f P{z) is a reciprocal polynomial, then the equation P{z) = 0 is called a reciprocal 
equation. 
A specific type of reciprocal equation used in the discussions of Chapter Four is the recip-
rocal equation with roots in the form of m*'' root of unity. Consider a reciprocal equation 
of degree two, {z'^ + 26,2 + 1) = 0. Suppose that this reciprocal equation has roots in the 
form of e'^ , then the coefficient 6, has to lie in the range of — 1 < 6,- < 1. Now consider 
the general reciprocal equation (B.0.1), and suppose that all the coefficients equal to ± 1 
or 0. Then, when written in the form of equation (B.0.2), all the coefficients 6,- he in the 
range of — 1 < 6^  < 1. Hence, the roots of this reciprocal equation are roots of unity. 
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